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FOREWARD

The Hayama Missionary Seminar is an annual gathering of Christian
missionaries for the purpose of missiological study, exchange of ideas, and
fellowship. (The name “Hayama” is taken from the town Hayama in
Kanagawa Prefecture where the earliest meetings, beginning in 1960, were
held.) There is no official sponsorship; the Hayama Missionary Seminar is
a volunteer association of missionaries in Japan. All persons engaged in
Christian mission are welcome.
While the speakers at this year’s conference touched on diverse themes,
“missionary communication” seems to be the thread that was interwoven
throughout the presentations. Paul Clark’s introduction, “Taking every
thought captive to Christ,” lays a biblical foundation for this theme.
Our keynote speaker, Terry Mattingly, assistant professor of
communications at Milligan College, has made the provocative claim that
the visual, mass media dominated age we live in is “technologically hostile
to doctrine.” His three papers contained herein explore the international
reach of mass media and the church’s poor record in responding to it, as
well as suggesting a missionary model for engaging with contemporary
cultures. During the question times, participants were able to begin the
process of contextualizing this material for our ministries in Japan; some of
this discussion is included.
Three experienced missionary peers were invited to share about some
rather unique opportunities that have unfolded as they ministered in Japan.
William Wood’s paper highlights the appeal of cultic groups to individuals
within Japanese society, as well as the opportunity for Christian ministry to
cult members and their families. Clark Offner addresses missionary
communication on the basis of his experiences with inter-religious
dialogue and telephone message ministries, and his research into the inner
meaning of ancestor ritual in Japan. Taking up the question of how a
foreign missionary can find a valid role in Japan, Patrick McElligott relates
how both his life experience and his studies of Japanese haiku have opened
up many opportunities for Christian witness in the “secular” realm.
A concluding address by Robert Anderson considers how, with so many
shifting perspectives, the Eternal Word can be communicated.
Discussion, worship and prayer together on the part of all participants
are integral to every Hayama conference. To give an overall flavor of the
conference, edited transcriptions of the two Panel discussion periods and a
sample of evening and morning devotionals have also been included.

Many thanks are due to Paul Clark and Peter McRoberts, the 1998
Hayama Planning Committee, and also to Mark Joseph, for making Terry
Mattingly’s presence with us possible. The editor is also indebted to Erik
Frøyland for his service on the Hayama Seminar book committee and to
Bill Stob for his proofreading of the manuscript.
Tokyo, April 1998

Cynthia Dufty
Editor
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Taking Every Thought Captive to Christ
An Introduction
By Paul Clark1
There are verses of scripture that come to personally impact our lives;
we call these life verses. Some, many, years ago our theme verse became
just that for me. Paul says, “Though we walk in the flesh we do not war in
the flesh,” speaking of the divine power we possess to bring down the very
strongholds of evil set against our God; he sees us “taking every thought
captive to CHRIST.” “Every THOUGHT captive to Christ!” “Every
thought CAPTIVE to Christ!”
I began preaching as a boy of twelve with my father suggesting
I Corinthians 3:11 for that first sermon. I will be eternally grateful. “For
other foundation can no man lay, than that which is laid, which is Jesus
Christ!” How wise a father! No less his wisdom in suggesting my second
sermon to be from Ephesians 6: “Put on the full armor of God that you
might be able to stand against the schemes of the devil!” My mind, my life,
was indelibly imprinted with these two scriptures and their contexts: there
being no other than the Christ (how many times I have had to begin over in
life); He being foundational, He has ever been my stability. The knowledge
and understanding of the reality of the battle we are in (it is real) has been
with me from those years, especially because I was raised in Japan.
However, it would take some years for these ideas to mature. A Bible
College mentor had communicated the great nature of Ephesians to me in
such a way that I consciously set it aside for that time when I felt I might
be up to exploring it for myself. Thus it was that in my early thirties, when
I picked the letter up and preached a year and a half from it, that the
significance of the sixth chapter of Ephesians broke over me. For me, it
had always been a kind of nice devotional closure to Paul’s deep thought
before it, strong, but devotional and simple—nice, but kind of
disconnected. Later, I would recognize that Peter used the same closure to
his first epistle.
The passage that has anchored my ministry and my adult life and faith
was delivered to me through Phillips’ great paraphrase. “God has allowed
us to know the secret of His plan, and it is this: He purposes in His
sovereign will that all human history shall be consummated in Christ, that
everything that exists in Heaven or earth shall find its perfection and
1

Paul Clark, a Church of Christ missionary, first came to Japan in 1985 and has served
as a teacher at Osaka Bible Seminary. He holds an M.Div. degree from Lincoln
Christian Seminary and a D.Miss. from Trinity.
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fulfillment in Him.” In the verses before and after this passage, Paul tells
us that through Jesus Christ we have been adopted as His holy and
blameless children and that of everything that is His we have been
promised an inherited share—now that is just staggering! I have called this
the “High Calling.” Don’t forget! Paul elsewhere has said that we, with
Him, have been created higher than the angels in His ultimate plan! The
High Calling for man is to be with God forever, in this life as He indwells
us and in life as it shall be when we dwell with Him! “For other foundation
can no man lay…” Paul just repeats himself all over the place, but he is so
good at it that few people recognize it. Here the same thought is expanded
to express that “all things” are centered or organized in Him and, as the
language of the original text expresses, to a purpose! May I add here, Paul
is speaking in terms of the Gospel of God, the Kingdom coming in
Christ—creation’s reconciliation in the Christ and man’s being a
continuing part of God’s plan or purpose!
Now, when we come to the sixth chapter of Paul’s letter to the
Ephesians, we find it is not just a nice closure. He is saying that the High
Calling which we find so staggering to consider—being joint HEIRS with
the Son in His eternal Kingdom—is jeopardized by a very real battle which
extends from the heavenlies into our everyday lives! He wants us to know
emphatically that we need to be on guard about our part in His Kingdom’s
purpose or plan. Grant me a word here about the sovereignty of God and
the freewill of man, please. The Kingdom of God is not under threat, mind
you, but yours and my place and what we are able to accomplish for the
Kingdom; indeed, they are at risk and this is why Peter would also use the
same closure to his great epistle.
When we return to the first chapter of Ephesians we find the most
stirring prayer that Paul makes in his writings, “I never give up praying for
you,” he says, “and this is my prayer. ‘That God, the God of our Lord Jesus
Christ and the all-glorious Father, will give you spiritual wisdom and the
insight to know more of Him: that you may receive inner illumination of
the Spirit which will make you realize how great is the hope to which He is
calling you—the magnificence and splendor of the inheritance promised to
Christians—and how tremendous is the power available to us who believe
in God. That power is the same divine energy which was demonstrated in
Christ when He raised Him from the dead.” Now, returning to I
Corinthians 10, we find it to be an exploded view of just what Paul wants
us to know and understand clearly; that the battle is real, the battle is
raging, but that though we walk in the flesh we don’t do battle in the flesh,
rather we have been made “divinely powerful” to destroy evil in high
places and bring down every deceptive argument or imposition raised
against our God. “Every thought unto the captivity of Christ!” Asking,
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“What would Jesus do?” (Sheldon’s In His Steps) from the houses of
government to your house and mine.
The Christian world has long wondered why our Japan has not been
more open to the gospel. At a time when this great land is as white unto
harvest as she may ever be, it is time to take encouragement and purpose
from Paul’s words, look about ourselves to understand how we can be
more discerning of the times and take every appropriate measure to insure
the gospel’s hearing. Let us be found, “Taking Every Thought Captive to
Christ!”
In the spirit of Francis Schaeffer, who wrote in the foreword of Escape
from Reason, “If a man goes overseas for any length of time, we would
expect him to learn the language of the country to which he is going. More
than this is needed, however, if he is really to communicate with the people
among whom he is living. He must learn another language—that of the
thought-forms of the people to whom he speaks. Every generation of
Christians has this problem of learning how to speak meaningfully to its
own age. It cannot be solved without an understanding of the changing
existential situation which it faces. If we are to communicate the Christian
faith effectively, therefore, we must know and understand the thoughtforms of our own generation. These will differ slightly from place to place,
and more so from nation to nation.”
In concert, John Stott, calls us in The Contemporary Christian to
“double listening,” both to the voice of God (through the Bible) and the
voice of the world (through the media, books, economic and social trends,
movies and art). First, one must listen to the Word to discover the riches of
Christ and then listen to the world (discover its thoughts, feelings,
struggles and trials) in order to discover which message from God is
needed most and how to present it effectively. The more one is aware of
the context around him, the more urgently he will listen to God to receive a
message from Him that is relevant to their pain. Relevant ministry and
evangelism will arise out of “double listening.”
Therefore, Terry Mattingly, teacher of communications at Milligan
College in Tennessee, and syndicated weekly columnist for ScrippsHoward News Service, has been invited to share with us as above. His
presentations will be made within the context of our missionary peers
sharing action accounts of their ministries, and in vespers and devotions.
Senior and retiring missionary Robert Anderson, will bring a most fitting
capstone to our hours spent together in listening, discussion, song, and
prayers.
The 1998 committee would be remiss if we failed to acknowledge our
gratitude to Mark Joseph for his sponsorship of Brother Mattingly to the
Seminar. Thank you, Mark. —Paul Clark and Peter McRoberts
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I - Mass Media and the Church
by
Terry Mattingly1

Introduction – Media as a New Cultural Imperialism
This is my first trip to Japan. A very interesting question to ask is,
“What am I doing here?” Why are we here today and what specifically am
I here to speak to you about?
I need to state right up front that I know very little about Japan. Each of
you will forget more about Japan today than I will ever know. At the same
time, as a reporter, I’m a pretty sharp observer. So I hope some of what
I’ve done in preparing for this, some of what I’ve picked up, will be
accurate. I’d also like to state right up front that I really need to come to
you with a bit of humility here. I’m going to make some very strong
statements about missionary theory yet I have never been a foreign
missionary. My father is a pastor; he’s a former regional missionary for the
Southern Baptist Convention in the context of the United States. I’ve
known a lot of missionaries. A lot of the material that I’m going to give
you related to missionary work comes from my years working at Denver
Seminary with some people there.
I’m here for three days to talk about mass media, which is my field.
Whether you want to believe it or not, mass media has tremendous
relevancy to anyone working in culturally affected ministries. We live in
an age dominated by mass media and its impact on the daily culture of
people around the world.
1

Terry Mattingly is currently assistant professor of communications at Milligan College
in Tennessee and also writes a weekly column for Scripps Howard News Service that is
syndicated in 350 newspapers. A graduate of Baylor University, he’s been a reporter for
the Charlotte Observer and the Rocky Mountain News and taught communications and
media courses at Denver seminary.
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I brought with me a column from which I’d like to read one or two
things. Five years previously I interviewed the perfect subject to tell you
about today. Some of you even know this man: pastor Lun Kim of India.
Son of a shaman, a convert to Christianity and now seventy-three years of
age, he’s a veteran missionary and radio evangelist in India. He came to
Milligan College to speak and the more we talked, the more he emphasized
a very striking and ironic observation. That comment was that he began his
work as a missionary debating the culture and religion of India and he is
ending his career as a missionary debating the media and culture of North
America. That is, many of the people he is trying to reach are being
impacted more by Oprah than by traditional religions of India. Among
young people the soap opera, The Bold and the Beautiful, had more to do
with their views of premarital sex than the Kama Sutra. The world had
flipped upside down.
Let me read some quotes from him. “Day after day the TV pictures
come in; whether we like it or not we are going to learn the American way.
Our children sit and watch the American shows; they are being changed
and there does not seem to be anything we can do about it.” Later he told
me, “We are seeing the rise of a new kind of cultural imperialism.” For
years as he explained, missionaries were accused of cultural imperialism.
He said, “In the modern world the cultural sensitivity of even the average
missionary is far greater than that of Disney or any other American media
company.” There’s a lot of sludge that’s spread out when American media
arrives and it’s getting spread out over other people’s cultures.
I’ll read one final quote from this column I did five years ago. He talks
about his work of translating; he taught himself Greek, Hebrew and
English. He did a lot of work trying to translate hymns in the Indian
context into the appropriate language and forms and to help them develop
their own, more culturally sensitive hymns. And yet, he said, “what we see
on TV and movie screens is totally different. Night after night we see
people kissing and hugging and undressing each other and hitting and
shooting each other. Our people are shocked; it is all very confusing. Our
churches have been caught by surprise. What can we do?” He said one
other thing, “Why didn’t the American church warn us this was coming?”
The simple answer to that question is because the American church
never noticed it. The American church has not pointed it out to its own
people. So tonight I’d like to talk to you a little bit about how the church
views the world of mass media and popular culture. I’d like to build up
some common language. Tomorrow I’d like to talk to you about the
religion that is brought to you via visual media; the religious worldviews
that are most sympathetically carried by visual media. What are the biases
of an age of visual and entertainment media and how does that affect what
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you face as missionaries? We will also talk about how to respond to all of
this. At that point I’m going to have to be very North American-centric;
because, frankly, we’re still in the experimental stage.
A Mutual Blind-Spot
So let me tell you for just a minute a brief piece of my story and why
this subject matters so much to me. In North America I am primarily
identified as a writer and a teacher who’s attempting to figure out why the
North American news media do such a lousy job covering religion, or why
they don’t cover it at all. I have been beating my head on that wall for over
twenty years now, dating back to my undergraduate years at Baylor. The
main thing I would tell you is that I have had dozens and dozens of
conversations with editors that go something like this. I walk into the
office of a editor of a major American newspaper and say, “Why don’t you
do more to cover religion?” That editor will say something like “Look, I’m
not stupid; I can read statistics. I know that religion is one of the most
powerful forces in our world today. I know that it affects millions of
people and involves millions of dollars and that some of the most divisive
and emotional issues of our age are linked to religion. I’m not stupid; I
know religion is news. But, we just don’t have very much room in our
newspapers and our newscasts are so short (if it’s a television editor). We
just don’t have the money to hire a full-time specialist and there’s nobody
trained to do it. We just don’t really understand religion; we know religion
is important but we just don’t know where it fits into our world.”
That has been the wall that I have beat my head on for many, many
years. Anyway, about 1988 or 89, I began to enter into dialogue with two
legendary teachers in the North American context: Dr. Vernon C. Grounds,
President Emeritus of Denver Seminary, and Dr. Haddon Robbinson, now
of Gordon Conwall and at that time President of Denver Seminary and very
much my mentor. We began dialoging about the fact that American
seminaries don’t pay attention to the impact of mass media on the people in
pews and on sidewalks in American culture. I left the newsroom of the
Rocky Mountain News to take a temporary contract at Denver Seminary. It
ended up not working out the way we anticipated; the faculty were too
threatened by this subject in many ways. I ended up not teaching there
longer than three years.
During that time I had a lot of dialogues with church leaders,
denominational leaders, para-church leaders. My essential question to them
was “Why is the church so blind on issues of mass media?” I began to
realize that those conversations were following a kind of pattern. You
would ask them that question and the leader would say, “Look, I’m not
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stupid. I know that mass media is one of the most powerful forces in our
world today. I know that it affects millions of people and involves millions
of dollars and I know that it shapes some of the most divisive and
emotional issues in our culture today. But look, we just don’t have enough
room in our seminary curriculums. We don’t have anyone trained to teach
that subject or any money to hire them. We know mass media is terribly
important, but we just don’t know where it fits into our world view.”
Well, I’m not stupid either and it only took about ten times having that
happen when I began to realize, I’ve had that conversation before. It hit me
that this is the same wall. We have a mutual blind spot between two of the
most powerful institutions and forces in modern life: mass media and the
world of religion.
Tonight I’d like to begin by telling you that this blind spot is not in the
interest of the church because it is not a fair fight. In the North American
context, even in the most active of churches, a pastor may theoretically
have the ear of his congregation for thirty to forty minutes a week. In a
really active Baptist church you might crank that up to two or three hours
with church education or something. While meanwhile, the average
television consumption alone will run somewhere between twenty and
sixty hours a week. This is not a fair fight. The existence of this blind spot
is not in the interest of the church.
Mass Media as an Issue of Discipleship
It was while I was in Denver Seminary that I was in a class and I was
talking about some elementary media theory. A young M.Div. student
raised his hand and said “Look, why are we even discussing this? This
doesn’t have anything to do with being a pastor. I came to seminary to
learn to be a pastor. Why are we talking media theory, communications
theory?” I walked over and sat next to him and said, “Okay. Why did you
come to seminary? Now pretend that I do not speak fluent Evangelical.
Give it to me in English – why did you come to seminary?” He said, “I
came to seminary because I wanted to create disciples.” I said “English –
what does disciple and discipleship mean?” Being a Baptist, who are very
literate people who speak well, he did a great job. He said to me, “I want
my ministry to affect the practical details of people’s lives. I don’t want to
settle for a Sunday morning only Christianity. I want to impact how people
view their jobs, their marriages, their money and their children. I want to
raise up disciples for Jesus Christ.” I said “Excellent, fine, good job.”
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Then right there on the spot as journalists are wont to do I made up
something which ever since then I have used. I created Terry Mattingly’s
secular definition of discipleship. It involves three simple questions: How
do you spend your time? How do you spend your money? How do you
make your decisions?
Media theory is often stated in question form. You ask your questions,
you do the research and you end up with your answers. How do you spend
your time? How do you spend your money? How do you make your
decisions? I said to him “If you can answer these three questions in late
twentieth century America or Japan without colliding with the power of the
entertainment and news mass media, you have a promising future in
ministry to the Amish.” Because that’s essentially exactly who you’ll be
trying to reach. I turned around and looked across the room and could see
light bulbs coming on. They had gotten it. This was a discipleship issue.
There’s more to discipleship than this issue, of course, but without
addressing the almost addictive use of mass media in many people’s lives,
you don’t have room to discuss a whole lot else. How do you spend your
time? How do you spend your money? How do you make your decisions?
There’s another question: How do you establish your world view?
A colleague and Christian friend of mine, Dr. Quentin Schultze of
Calvin College, has given a frightening example of the power of mass
media. Dr. Schultze defined the American family as an economic unit that
agrees to co-habit for the purpose of paying its bills and watching
television. He said if you include going to work as what you do to pay your
bills, going to school as preparing to pay your bills and going to the mall as
why you have to pay your bills, it’s amazing what percentage of American
life this definition covers.
Paying your bills and watching television. I have concluded that we’ve
got a condition here, especially in our institutions of theological education
but also in the church at large, which I refer to as the separation of church
and life. A whole lot of the very basic stuff of daily life has been written
off as unworthy of attention by the church. In my personal opinion,
statistically no area has been given a bigger blind spot than mass media
and entertainment in particular. Entertainment is a warped mirror, a biased
mirror of our world but it is one of the only common mirrors we have left.
And thus I think it’s important.
There was a time and I think this is still true in large part, where an
awful lot of conservative Christians thought they were debating
secularism, a philosophy. Secular humanism was another one of the big
phrases. Dr. Haddon Robinson has said “I would love to debate secular
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humanists. At least there would be some kind of coherent philosophy there
to discuss.”
We are not dealing with secular humanists; we are dealing with
pantheists functionally and we are dealing with secularized people, people
in whom religion has been driven to the fringes of their lives in terms of
how they live. Secularization, the process, is infinitely more common in
the modern world than the articulated philosophy of secularism. Ask the
leaders of the former Soviet Union if there’s much of a market for
secularism these days. It has been found emotionally lacking; it doesn’t
answer a lot of questions.
Secularism is in decline. Secularization is one of the most powerful
forces in our world. And one of the most powerful agents of secularization
is mass media with its lack of attention to religion. But in a very strange
sort of way, the media is becoming more religious and that is the bad news
that I want to bring to you. Hollywood is becoming much more religious
and that is the bad news for missionaries and for pastors.
A Missionary Methodology for Approaching Mass Media
So why am I here? I would like to pull mass media into the world of
missionary methodology. In fact I had numerous people at Denver
Seminary tell me that all I was doing was approaching the stuff of mass
media and popular culture with a missionary methodology. So stop and
think about this for a second. How do you train a missionary? If someone
is going into a foreign culture what are the bare bones minimum required
for missionary training? The first would be the language spoken. Secondly
would be some sort of understanding of the symbol systems, the great
myths and overarching imagery that unites a society. The third would be
the culture’s basic family and social structures. Fourth and this is really a
part of the second, what are their taboos?
In the modern world, thinking of North America for just a second, how
would you discuss language, symbols, or social structures in North
America today without discussing mass media and specifically
entertainment? Remember the three questions about discipleship. How
would you do it? Yet I do not know of a single evangelical seminary in
America that requires its students to have a course that addresses the power
of mass media in American life.
We need to learn to think more like missionaries if we’re pastors. If
we're missionaries we need to include, I would argue, the power of mass
media, its contents and its social role in our missionary-minded analysis.
I made a cynical statement when I left Denver Seminary. My presence
standing before you here today is some evidence that it has come true. In
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1992 I said that I thought American seminaries would require their foreign
missionary majors to study the impact of mass media and popular culture
in the second and third worlds before they required their M.Div students to
study the impact of North American mass media and popular culture on
people in North America. And I think this is already coming true.
So pastor Lun Kim was right; the American church did not say much
about this coming because the American church had not noticed. The
American church was not viewing the lives of its own people from a
missionary perspective of language, myth, symbol systems and family
structures. We weren’t thinking like missionaries or we would have
noticed the power of mass media and popular culture long ago. So why has
the church struggled with this issue?
A Taxonomy of Christian Approaches to Mass Media
In the concluding part of what I’d like to say to you tonight, let me give
you what I believe are the six ways that the church has tended to look at
mass media and popular culture. As I do this I am certainly aware that I am
popularizing and to a certain degree ripping off Niebuhr in his views of the
church and culture. However, Niebuhr was dealing with elite culture while
I am dealing with pop culture so I have refined his categories of Christ and
Culture, Christ against culture, etc somewhat. I’ve changed them to fit the
world of popular culture and created one or two totally new camps.
How has the church tended to deal with popular culture? Let me point
out to you that there’s another area of life that this affects in addition to
just how the church works. How we view pop culture has a tremendous
impact on whether or not we believe it is possible within God’s calling on
people’s lives for Christians to work in the secular mass media themselves.
All across North America in Christian colleges, the minute you get a
hilarious, bright, articulate, friendly human being we send them into the
pastorate. And then we complain about why we don’t have anybody doing
wholesome entertainment or comedy or news or commentary or sitcoms or
whatever. We’ve been sending all of God’s comics into the ministry where
people throw things at them whenever they try to be funny. We send
people who love popular music into Christian Contemporary Music where
they perform for dozens of peoples in churches and then pass offering
plates.
We are going to have to learn to accept that God is calling people into
ministries of all kinds. All of God’s creation is both glorious and fallen.
Glorious and fallen, worthy of God’s redemptive work and touched by sin.
I see no reason to believe that the role of being a rock star who is a
Christian is less of a calling or, in some cases, less dangerous than
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someone being in the pastorate. I know far more people who’ve been
messed up by pastors than by rock stars, in terms of whether they were
actively living out their Christian lives in those two roles.
So that’s another issue. That doesn’t affect you all that much. But you
may have young people whose lives you can touch who want to go into the
media. A friend of mine, Bob Bryner, has written a lovely little book called
Roaring Lambs. Now, he’s not against missionaries, don’t hear me wrong,
but he suggests that just as we invite people to walk the aisles and give
their lives to be missionaries in American churches, it’s time to start
having nights where we invite young people to walk the aisles, kneel at the
altar and give their lives to be actors, comics, singers or journalists. He
says that their parents, however, would probably freak. The average
conservative Christian parent would much rather send their child to Africa
than to a newsroom. After all, in parts of Africa, they may only lose their
life; in the newsroom they may lose their faith and their soul.
Burn It
But back to the world of missionary methodology. Why has the church
had a problem? Well first of all, one of the most powerful world views
affecting the mass media is simply an attitude that I call “burn it.” It’s
separatism; when in doubt burn the popular culture, especially if there’s
TV cameras nearby. Be separate from it. Now, I believe that there are some
examples of mass media for which this is a valid response. I’m not going to
stand up here and tell you that pedophile pornography is something that
you should not come out and be separate from.
However, when separatism becomes your dominating and defining
approach to culture, how do you work as a missionary? It’s lousy
evangelical theology and it’s terrible missionary methodology. How do
you reach a people that you are not listening to? How do you preach to a
people if you don’t know their stories? Their language, their myth, their
symbol systems?
How do you work in family ministry if you have no idea how people
spend their time? Or what might be pulling marriages apart? The
husband’s in one room with one TV and the wife’s in a different room with
another. Someone said to me and I think it might be true, that in North
America, men tend to use television to escape women and women tend to
use television to take the place of men. How would you do family ministry
without knowing that?
If you’re going to attempt separatism in the modern world, if you found
a case where you thought separatism was the appropriate response, I would
argue that today’s forms of mass media are so pervasive and invasive, that
one could not be separate from them without knowing a lot about mass
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media to plot strategies that would work. I think you’d have to be an expert
on mass media to pull off separatism. It’s everywhere!
But in reality, as I’ll show you in a second, most American Christians,
almost everybody since the movie, Sound of Music, are not being
separatist. I’ve talked to a lot of fundamentalist Christians; it’s amazing
how many went into a theatre for the first time to see Sound of Music. It
took about ten years from having a TV set in their den to add up to enough
video karma to send them to a theatre to break down and watch a movie.
They got there and found it wasn’t so horrible. Today all over North
America, there is almost no difference whatsoever in the media lives of
conservative Christians and secular people. Very few people are being
separatist today.
But the attitude of separatism still exists, even by those who aren’t
practicing it. It’s okay for them to watch fifty to sixty hours of TV a week;
it’s okay for them to worship the ground Oprah walks on but if their
daughter want to be a journalist, forget it. You can’t go work in the music
industry, because it’s full of heathen sinners who are going to ruin your
soul, but it’s okay for me to listen to it for sixty or seventy hours a week.
Baptize It
The second position is common among liberal Christians and I refer to
this option as “baptize the culture.” I won’t spend a whole lot of time on
this, but the tendency here is to argue that the culture is ahead of the
church. The culture is ahead of the Bible; the Bible is a culturally dated
book and they didn’t understand life as much as we do. They would have
written the Bible differently if they’d known, so we must make the church
fit where the culture has gone.
Now one of the most ironic things about this is that often you will see
this practiced in churches that may have the most traditional of liturgies
and rituals. I have for the last decade and a half been an Episcopalian, a
condition that I’m about to throw off. You can go into a lot of Episcopal
churches and see ancient liturgies, where none of the words mean what
they used to; they’ve all been redefined.
Think of it this way. In the “baptize it” mode of approaching culture,
you have a church building made out of a sponge and you stick it in the
culture, and pull it out of the water. It still looks like a church but the
culture has soaked in. That’s the essence of this approach to culture. It
looks like the church but all of the words have been redefined. The shell,
the outward appearance of the church, is still there but inside is the cultural
view that’s dominating the secularized world. The church has baptized the
culture.
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This is most common among liberals but I would argue that
conservatives have also been known to do this. I won’t try to get your
dander up by giving you a few of my opinions but I could mention, for
example, military spending at times. We have the strangest ways of
justifying some things that aren’t in the Bible, but anyway, this approach is
most common among liberals.
Photocopy It
The third option, the most popular view among American evangelicals
at this time in our culture, is one I call, photocopy the culture. This is the
Christian as adjective syndrome. They’ve got rap; we’ve got Christian rap.
They’ve got self-help books; we’ve got Christian self-help books. They’ve
got dieting programs; we’ve got Firm Believer tapes. And on and on and
on. We see this most strongly of course in the world of popular music, an
area in which perhaps the single best article I’ve ever read on the subject
was written by Mark Joseph and some other people. The Christian as
adjective syndrome.
Think of it this way. This takes on the form of the culture but inside is
the church. You pick it up and it looks like the popular culture but inside is
the gospel. Frankly I prefer that to having it look like the church and inside
is Hinduism, or whatever. I prefer this, but this does not take seriously the
impact of mass media on the signals they carry. You cannot deliver in a
ten-minute funny sermonette what Spurgeon did in an hour and a half. As
media theorist Neal Postman has said, whatever Native Americans
communicated to each other with smoke signals, he predicted it was not
abstract philosophy. The medium couldn’t carry the content.
So if you’re going to make your church service into a yuckfest of jokes,
that’s going to affect people’s spiritual lives. I’ve actually ended up being
intensely conservative on issues of worship. I want to see the church
address the questions of the culture and mass media; I’m not anxious to see
TV monitors start showing up on pulpits.
Photocopy the culture is the dominant approach among modern
evangelicals. We want to have all the fun of the secular world without
having to come into contact with any of those messy sinners. We want to
live in our nice, safe little shadow culture. But, stop and think about it
folks. If this is your dominant approach to culture; what’s happened to the
missionary methodology again? What’s happened to evangelism?
Chuck Colson has said that there was a period of time in his life where
were it not for the movies of Woody Allen, he would have had nothing
other than politics and football to discuss with anyone inside of
Washington’s Beltway. They knew nothing about religion and faith and the
only thing of moral relevance that he had to discuss with them, their only
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common language, was something like Star Trek or Woody Allen. If he
was to talk with them about faith, that’s where he had to start.
Change It
The fourth position is “change it.” Change the culture. Now I wouldn’t
be teaching journalism at a Christian college if I didn’t think that there
were people who were called to go in and be salt in the world of mass
media and to some degree change some of it. I don’t think we’ll ever take
it over again until the Second Coming. As Bob Bryner in Roaring Lambs
puts it, “We will not win the way the world defines winning.”
Sometimes I talk to young people who want to work in the mass media,
and they want to go out there and take over a newsroom or take over
Columbia Records or Paramount Theater. What I always say to them is
“Folks, the good news is that the role of the Messiah has already been
filled—and it’s not you.” That job has already been taken. Lighten up. The
good news is that you’re not the Messiah. You want to go into the media to
do good work. You want to go into the media to do work that other people
wouldn’t do.
And we would have a better world today if more Christians had heard
God’s call to work in the Creation within the world of mass media and
popular culture or news. But what happens if “change it” becomes your
dominant approach to methodology? You can end up with something like
the Social Gospel where you’re literally supposed to go in there and
change all the structures or the Gospel has failed. I’m not going to argue
against social action, but when this becomes the dominant approach to
culture, I think the Gospel suffers. And I think you can see that in history.
Debate It
Finally, there’s a fifth position; I told you there were six but there’s a
reason for the way I’m doing this. Number five is “debate it.” To me step
one of the essential stance of the missionary is to be a prepared apologist
and debater. There’s an awful lot more to being a missionary. But step one
is to be an informed, critical, and loving debater.
Now there’s a funny thing about this, I’ve never met a missionary who
did not love the people that they wanted to reach and I have met very few
who did not come to respect and/or love worthy elements of the culture
they were trying to reach. They would see its weaknesses; they would see
the parts of it that clashed with the Gospel, but they would also see its
strong points. And when they debated it, they pointed out the good as well
as the bad. Oh, if only we had more pastors in North American using such
an approach to their own world. That is a missionary methodology. Its
minimal first step is to be an informed debater.
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But when it comes to mass media though, a problem has occurred.
Imagine that a debate was being held here tonight. Let’s assume that we’re
having a debate between a representative of Planned Parenthood and a
representative of the Concerned Women for America or the Eagle Forum.
They’re going to debate premarital sex, is it right or is it wrong? They flip
a coin to see who goes first, the person from Planned Parenthood wins and
says “I’ll speak first.” At which point the person from the Eagle Forum
says “Excuse me but since you are working for Satan and I need to come
out and be separate from you, I need to leave. Go ahead and speak.” So the
Planned Parenthood representative stands up and presents all of her
material. At which point, the person from the Eagle Forum comes back into
the room and has to respond. We have a problem here. How do you debate
an opponent that you have not even paid critical attention to? And the
answer is, you don’t; you lose. So the minimal approach to popular culture
is that of the debater, the apologist, the missionary.
But let’s deal for a second with that image of the debate between
Planned Parenthood and the Eagle Forum. The truth of the matter is, the
woman from the Eagle Form, we know from research, did not leave the
room. She sat in the back, she watched, she listened; the problem was that
under her world view of separatism, she wasn’t supposed to be back there.
So she can’t admit what she heard and saw; she’s bound in chains by her
own approach to culture. There is no evidence that Christians watch any
fewer movies, any less TV, listen to any less popular music that anyone
else. We simply have a world view that says it’s irrelevant.
Pretend It’s Irrelevant
So there is actually a sixth approach to popular culture which is being
practiced by millions of people and an astonishing number of church
leaders. And that is, pretend that none of it matters, simply say that it’s
irrelevant to the mission and the work of the church. The church is one of
the only places that you can go in American society and hear nothing about
entertainment or news. Or we may get riled up about one show, get up in
the pulpit and pronounce damnation down upon that show but ignore the
rest of the role that television plays in the whole rest of life.
There’s a funny, funny case; some of you who have been back to
America may have heard about this one. A couple of years there was a big
controversy in America about a show called NYPD Blue. For one of the
first times on broadcast television they were going to have nudity. A lot of
American churches began protesting really strongly. In a couple of Bible
Belt and Midwestern markets they protested so much that the ABC
affiliates chose not to run NYPD Blue. This happened in Kingsport,
Tennessee twenty miles from where I live. And all the evangelicals
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celebrated it as a massive victory for the Kingdom of God. Nobody noticed
that when they took NYPD Blue off they had to fill the hour. Anyone here
want to take a guess as to what they filled it with? It’s the hottest
syndicated property in world TV - Baywatch. Nobody protested. Now I
will admit that most of the human bodies romping around on the screen for
fifty-five out of the sixty minutes are covered by a very small amount of
cloth.
These churches didn’t even pay attention to the follow-up let alone did
they pay attention to the social role of television in their own people’s
lives. Folks, if your children watch James Dobson sixty hours a week,
that’s going to be bad for them. I prefer it to sixty hours a week of MTV,
but that’s still sixty hours. The social role of mass media is just as
important as if not more important than its contents. You’re still letting
James Dobson raise your kids instead of you and your Bible and your
church helping raise your kids. It’s the same baby sitter mentality.
So these are the approaches: Burn it, Baptize it, Photocopy it, Change it,
Debate it, or just try to pretend that it doesn’t matter. I would argue that the
missionary approach is the most valid first step to judging the importance
of mass media and popular culture and will help us appropriately apply the
other approaches if they’re needed. But we must start off saying, this is an
important part of life. This affects how people spend their time, their
money, how they make their decisions in this life and decisions that will
affect them in the next. This is a discipleship issue; this is a missionary
issue. This matters.
Now, Pastor Lun Kim is right. I don’t need to tell you that; to use the
old saying, when North America catches a cold, Japan sneezes. I’ve been
riding around on your trains, walking through your malls, the last couple of
days. There’s an awful lot of America out there. There’s a lot that still isn’t
America; there’s a lot that is. And the irony is if you go to North America,
there’s a lot of Japan over there. I can see six-year old children running
around in the Bible Belt of Southern Appalachia with Shinto trading cards.
I went to a church retreat and an activity for the kids was drawing yin-yang
symbols on their cheeks. What a world! Coming soon to a theatre near you,
quite literally.
So we’ll have a lot to talk about tomorrow. I have some ideas about the
shape of this media-influenced and media carried religion that’s coming to
Japan and I hope to be able to make that case for you tomorrow. Let’s stop
right there for tonight.
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Q: A comment/question: Speaking of Television, I would say the
church probably was rather early into using the mass media. I’m at the
Tokyo Institute of Technology now and from my perspective, TV is largely
becoming irrelevant and we don’t need to worry about it anymore. We
should be concentrating on the Internet and things like that.
A: Have you read George Gilder’s book, Life After Television? You
should read that. Gilder would argue that at that point we should stop
referring to broadcast television and simply move to visual media. Because
once we get software programs that allow us to do real-time video on the
Net, it will take the place of TV. At which point you’re going to have a
new forum for visual media. So I would agree with you that we stand on
the doorway of a massive change in technology with tremendous
implications. The irony here is of course that the church still hasn’t caught
up with television. As Haddon Robbinson said when folks at Denver
Seminary were saying, “We’re on the cutting edge,” he said, “Folks, we are
the cutting edge of a butter knife.”
Q: Thank you, a very stimulating lecture. I spend a great deal of time
giving family seminars with many of the attendants not being Christians
and can certainly echo the problem of television in the home. The approach
that I’ve taken is to ask the question “What is the secret of a wholesome
life?” Then I answer it by saying “The secret of a wholesome life is
dependent upon the maturity and fulfillment of your personal relationships,
especially in the home. How does television affect your personal
relationships?” I have found this a very practical way of approaching this
problem.
I get lots of response; I was in a seminar last week where I had an hour
and a half with sixty wives while the husbands looked after the children;
then I had a hour and a half with the husbands. These were all Japanese
people. The problem of television came up and these ladies would say “My
husband needs the television because life in Japan is so stressful that when
he comes home from work there’s very little else that he has the energy to
do but to sit in front of the television. And I’m happy about that because it
keeps him quiet.” This reflects the stage that many families are at. The way
I’ve responded is to say “But what is that doing to personal relationships?”
And when I give some illustration of how you can have a happy family life
with a balanced television diet then it really seems to help. So I think this
approach is a seventh possible Christian approach to media; not to take up
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the media as a starting point but take personal relationships as a starting
point and then ask about the media from that point of view.
A: I would still say that that’s a debating model; that’s your framework
that you have developed for debating. You couldn’t use that without
knowing the role that media played based on your own analysis. The
typical American does not watch programs on television; he watches
television. He’s going to make X amount of time of his life vanish by
means of television. He is not sitting down and make a conscious decision
to watch the following shows. And to me this is absolutely astonishing
when you stop and think about it. We all say “We have no time; we’re too
busy.” Yet every year TV consumption goes up. This simply is a device to
avoid life. My phrase is that television is easier than life. The problem is
when you begin to get toward the end of your life and you look back on
this. I don’t think too many Christian parents are going to lie on their death
bed and say “If only I’d watched more TV!”
The rule in my own home is one hour of television a day on tape; we
specifically choose things to tape and watch them when we have the time.
I’ve also been hounding the James Dobson organization to start a national
campaign to get people to have only one TV in their home.
A scholar, an American named Marie Wynn has done a study of what
happens when people unplug their TV sets. Reading increases, crafts
increase, husbands and wives start going for walks together; they take
long, hot baths which actually ends up relaxing them more than collapsing
in front of the TV set. The children are playing outside; they come in tired
and go to bed early, which has a very interesting side effect on the lives of
husbands and wives. In her book, The Plug In Drug, Marie Wynn asks a
poignant question: “If people’s lives improve in so many ways when they
get the television under control, why do they go back to their old lives the
minute they plug the TV back in?” Marie Wynn, a non-believer, says
“Perhaps the best way to explain this is to simply quote St. Paul – the good
that I would do I don’t seem to be able to do and the bad, I keep doing.”
Thank you very much.

II - Religious Content in Mass Media
by Terry Mattingly

Introduction
I want to start off by telling you a parable. It’s about a student of mine
at Milligan College in a course that I teach every year; a seminar for
seniors called “Media Models in Church and Para-church.” We look at the
religious content in secular media and try to figure out how the church,
para-church or missionary might respond to content out of secular media
when it raises issues of moral or religious importance.
One of my students, who is a youth ministry major, was already in a
position working with junior-high students in a large, independent church.
When it came time in the second half of the semester to help each other
work on some large-scale projects that begin with the concept of a “signal”
from popular culture, this young woman came into my office. She was very
concerned and very motivated to do a project on the religious content of a
series in American television called The X-Files. Japanese young people
are also paying a lot of attention to this program.
The X-Files is an interesting signal from popular culture. One of the key
notes of The X-Files is that science does not have all the answers; a
profound distrust of natural science is built into the show. The show’s
motto is “The truth is out there” and what’s implied as the second half of
the slogan is “and they’re not telling you about it.” One famous episode
included an interesting moment where the scientists had lied again and one
of the show’s protagonists turned to the other and said, “Well, these are the
folks that didn’t believe in the resurrection either.” Not a normal message
for prime time. The deals regularly with miracles, healing, the supernatural,
and of course aliens, and a host of other paranormal events. But the
supernatural is a given. There are things about sin and redemption and
people trying to forgive each other, a host of subjects.
My student said “I want to do a retreat for young teens, the target
audience that is obsessed with this show. They tape every episode and can
quote you episode after episode; they’ve memorized the Website addresses
for several of the 1,700 X-Files Websites. These young people are hooked
on The X-Files. I want to do a retreat that from the church’s perspective
tries to talk with them about what The X-Files is saying, that says The XFiles is asking a lot of the right questions, even if it’s not giving the
answers.” The first half of the apologetics sequence has already been done.
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I said “Fantastic, we can rent the videos and tape things off of the new
episodes; let’s do it.” She took the idea to the board of her church and it
was rejected. One of the elders said, “We just don’t feel comfortable
dealing with these kinds of subjects here at our church.” She said,
“Healing, resurrection, sin, life after death, eternal life?” He said, “Right,
those kinds of subjects.”
The problem, of course, is that the signal was coming from a part of life
that the church had written off, or about which the church has such
radically conflicting feelings and intellectual blind-spots that they don’t
know what to do with this material. What I would like to do in the next
couple of minutes is give you some very basic information, kind of a
Communications 101 class in brief, on some communications theory terms
that might help you grasp what’s really going on and how the content,
shape and social role of modern mass media are affecting doctrine, views
of the Bible, etc. I am building to make one or two statements, one of
which is; you live and minister in an age that is technologically hostile to
doctrine, or even to the concept of doctrine. I will show you what I mean
by saying that.
The Impact of Mass Media – “Magic Bullet” or “Stalagmite”
In the front of almost every Communications 101 textbook, you will
find some sort of reference to Alexander Laslow. I told you yesterday that
communications theory is often stated in the form of questions; it’s
research oriented. A very simple version of Laslow’s theory breaks down
to the following questions. When you’re trying to analyze a particular
piece of media sent through a particular medium, you ask these questions.
1)
2)
3)

who (who is the sender?)
says what (what is the content of the signal?)
to whom (who is the audience for which this signal is
intended?)
4)
through what channel or medium (through what actual form
of technology or through human speech?)
5)
for what purpose (what is the sender trying to accomplish?)
6)
to what affect (what did they actually accomplish?)
Now thinking back over a generation or two of mass media and
arguments about it, the question that has obviously generated the most
controversy is “To what effect.” What is the actual social impact of mass
media signals? Frankly, what can we blame on them? Is mass media
responsible for increases in drug usage, premarital sex, violence, etc.
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I could analyze a number of cases for you but I don’t need to; all I need
to say is “fourteen-year old in Kobe.” This is a classic case and it brings us
to two different schools of thought in mass media. One theory of the social
impact of mass media can in radically simplified form be called “magic
bullet theory.” The basic idea of magic bullet theory is that one piece of
media can cause one individual to commit one specific act. The signal is
the magic bullet that enters the person and they act.
For reasons I'll go into in a second, Christians want to believe magic
bullet theory something fierce; no one advocates magic bullet theory more
than conservative Christians. They want to believe it so bad, which is
really sad, because it’s unprovable and it’s wrong and I will even argue
that it’s heretical.
The other school of media theory can generally be called “stalagmite
theory.” Now, as the word implies, this says, that when you have signal
after signal after signal, there might be some build-up of effect in the
society at large. If magic bullet theory argued that one signal can cause one
person to commit one act, stalagmite theory basically says that hundreds or
thousands of signals over a period of time can be demonstrated to have a
statistical impact on society as a whole.
You’re going to look in the social data for evidence that a large number
of signals have had an impact. At which point you can say that we can
assume visual depictions of women in mass media over the last generation
or two have something to do with radically sharp increases in eating
disorders among young girls. We might say that in an era where there are
1,700 (or whatever) depictions of premarital sex for every on-screen
depiction of sex within marriage that this might have some impact on premarital sex rates. What you have trouble proving is that watching one
particular movie made one particular person do one particular thing. The
problem is that there are always other factors.
In America, the other day we had a tragic case that had an impact in
America similar to the Kobe case. We had a case in Paducah, Kentucky,
where a young boy, a loner, alone in his room, but from a very normal
family came in with his gun and gunned down a bunch of children who had
just finished a prayer meeting in the lobby of a Paducah, Kentucky school.
He had watched a particular movie a lot that included a scene with a kid
with a gun going in and shooting people in school.
You would think that would prove magic bullet theory. The problem is
when you get that to court; folks, millions of kids watched that movie.
Nobody else has shown up in school and gunned anybody down yet. Does
this have anything to do with alcohol and drugs being available in his
home, or a family tendency towards depression? Does this have anything
to do with his father being a workaholic who’s been constantly absent? Did
he fall under the influence of older kids who were dabbling in Satanism of
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their own free will? You see what I’m getting at? It’s hard to sue the movie
company, isn’t it? There are too many other factors. Nobody ever wins a
magic bullet lawsuit. For a conservative Christian, that’s theologically
important. Because if magic bullet theory is true, human freedom just went
out the window. You’re in effect, instead of blaming it on Satan, blaming it
on the media.
Am I saying that media has no impact? No, of course not; by x number
of ads you can increase your name recognition in society by twenty or
thirty points. Media has impact, but it’s gradual; it goes over a protracted
period of time. Its effects can usually be seen best in society at large, not in
individual actions. Now you may have cases of someone who called in
following an evangelistic broadcast to say they heard the message and got
saved. You will hardly ever find that there was no preceding contact or
pre-evangelistic background. It’s really hard to find that one individual
media signal causes one individual to commit one individual act. That’s
just not how evangelism gets done. But boy we wish it did.
Conservative Christians want so badly to believe in magic bullet theory.
Because if it were true, something that I’m sure you’ve all seen in
conservative Christianity would make sense. We have a love-hate
relationship with the media. We want to be able to blame it for everything
that’s gone wrong, but at the same time we want to be able to say, “If we
create the right Christian movie, or the right Christian song or show, we
can save people.” That’s magic bullet theory again.
What’s hard to grasp is that what Christians need to do in media is to
have a long sustained impact that raises up certain themes, images and
ideas over a lengthy period of time and then you might see some attitudes
in society change somewhat. It takes a tremendous amount of patience and
frankly, it takes Christians being in mainstream media, if they’re going to
have any impact at all. We should have a more humble view of what media
can do.
The Domination of the Visual
But, there are certain things that are being seen by our people,
thousands and thousands of times. There are certain things that are being
projected and we live in an age dominated by particular forms of
technology that communicate some truths better than others. Frankly
speaking, we live in a visual age. We live in an age dominated by pictures.
If you want to get the best examples of visual theory, you should look to
advertising because that is visual theory in its purest form. In the world of
print, most advertising said “Buy this product because it’s this much less
expensive than this one and it’s this much better.” That is essentially a
linear argument, very much like traditional preaching. “Believe
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Christianity because the following intellectual arguments make sense,
based on the following scriptures, and I’m going to convince you in a
linear, logical fashion that you should believe the following things.” Most
seminaries do a great job of teaching people how to do that and I’m not
putting that down. I’m saying that’s one way of looking at things but it’s
not how our culture does its work today.
The typical ad today is almost totally visual; it will have almost nothing
to do with the product itself. What do the stupid frogs that are selling
Budweiser these days have to do with Budweiser beer? What does the
beautiful blonde leaning on the car have to do with you buying a Toyota?
Volvo currently has an ad that in the end just comes out and says, "Volvo,
it will save your soul.” That’s a pretty strong truth claim! The point here is
that the message of most visual ads today is, “consume this product and
you will be like the people in these pictures.”
Let me read you a statement from Luis and Alexandra Monka.
“Consumers tend to act toward a product as if it had a soul or a personality
of its own. The function of advertising is therefore to suggest or even to
create this soul in the minds of consumers. This is obviously a pseudospirituality. Viewing the crime, fear, poverty, organized violence, racism
and genocide that are also part of our daily lives, it seems likely that what
we actually have is a great spiritual void.”
The way I would express it is that we have a sacramental system here.
“Consume this product; become this image.” People are making
professions of faith when they go to the mall, whether they realize it or not.
But this is all being argued visually, not in a linear fashion.
In a 1991 sermon at Denver Seminary, Haddon Robbinson expressed it
this way. “There is a debate going on in our culture.” he stressed. “The
problem is that someone changed all the rules and the church didn’t notice.
We are in an antagonistic environment. It’s an environment that
communicates with images. It doesn’t come out and argue. It just shows
you pictures day after day after day. Before you realize it, in the basement
of your mind, you discover that you have shifted your values and many
times you have lost your faith. That’s a change. When you watch
television, people are robbed, raped and murdered and they never pray.
They never seek out a minister; they never bother going to church. The
world of television is a world in which God has no place; it’s the world we
live in.” If the church doesn’t take this change seriously, he said “We’re
going to be left in the exhaust fumes of our society.”
Now I would argue that he’s right with one exception. When he said it’s
“a world in which God has no place,” that’s true, but it’s not a world in
which “the gods” have no place. It’s a world that accepts some forms of
religious truth over others. It’s the world of visual media.
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Now at this point, I want to show you a video clip about six to seven
minutes long. This is from the premier episode of the third Star Trek
series, “Star Trek Deep Space Nine.” The main character is Benjamin
Sisco, who is a grieving widower. His wife has died in a tragic battle a few
weeks earlier. He has been sent to the back side of the universe to recover
and grieve. The space station that he leads is above a planet where a civil
war has broken out, the planet of Bajour. As this clip begins he is being
sent down to see the woman who is the religious leader of Bajour. There
will be a flashback scene; the woman in the scene will be his wife. (Film
clip from new Star Trek series shown here.)
This was secular. In the Star Trek series, the Prime Directive implies
that all truth is relative. We could discuss many things about this but very
few people will agree which thousand words it translates into.
Our problem is that visual media has taken over most areas of
communication in society. But image must be in submission to word as the
Orthodox tradition of iconography reminds us. In our world the icons are
winning. Visual media is inherently vague. It is good for communicating
stories, emotions, and feelings but not for communicating precise ideas.
Print media is far superior for conveying logical arguments.
In reference to Laslow’s six questions for communication theory, the
old debates focused on the question of “To what effect?” The new debates
focus on the "Says what?" question. What did the video actually say?
"Absolute truth is irrelevant in a visual age."
Relation of the Visual to Views of God and Truth
Following the thought of C. S. Lewis and G. K. Chesterton, all world
religions can be classified into two types. This division can be presented in
the form of three Y’s (see Figure 1). For Type A religions, God is All, that
is, God is completely imminent and equivalent to creation. Following
along with that, there are no
absolute truths. Type B
religions say that God is Other,
transcendent and distinct from
creation as its Creator. There
are absolute truths because God
reveals
truth.
Judaism,
Christianity and Islam are Type
B religions.

In the video clip we saw, when the character shouts, “I am god”, she
means she is a part of the All. There’s no absolute truth on the left side of
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our diagram in the sense that all truth is relative and good and evil are part
of the same force. You all know this, right, you’re in Japan, in the East. I
know Japan has some unique pressures on it but still, there is this essential
divide in the world. So you have Judaism, Christianity and Islam versus
essentially pantheistic religions.
If you want to find a short and very crisp description of this, look for a
book by a man named Russ Chandler, a retired religion writer of the Los
Angeles Times, called Understanding the New Age. At the end of the book
he says the New Age is the Old Age, the real Old Age, essentially the
occult with a small “o.” The first time I gave this lecture, I suddenly
realized that all three of the authors I was quoting were in the audience,
which kind of raised the stakes.
Y No. 2. There is a sociologist of religion currently working in the
North American context named James Davidson Hunter, the author of a
controversial book, Culture Wars. This influenced a famous speech by the
then vice-president of the United States, Dan Quayle. The book argues that
currently in North American life, there are only two religious camps in
American debates over morality and religious truth. One camp says there
are absolute truths and the other says there aren’t. He calls the group that
says there are no absolute truths, the Progressives and he calls the other the
camp of the Orthodox.
What’s so confusing is that you can find both of these groups in almost
every set of pews in America so you’re ending up with some very strange
bedfellows in American political, moral and religious debates. Almost
every denomination currently is being split right down the middle,
especially in the more liberal mainline Protestant world, but within Roman
Catholicism as well, between two groups of people. If you bring up a
subject such as same-sex union or marriages, on one side you will have a
Reformed Jewish rabbi with an American Baptist pastor with a liberal
feminist Roman Catholic thinker with an Episcopal priest with a United
Methodist seminary professor. They’ll be debating an Orthodox Jewish
rabbi with a conservative Catholic priest with a Southern Baptist pastor
with a charismatic Episcopal priest.
Hunter’s book pretty much proves that the essential difference is that
one group of people believes that there are absolute truths. The other group
says “Are not.” Thus, many of the groups in the orthodox coalition may not
even agree with each other on what the absolute truths are. An Orthodox
Jewish rabbi may not believe in the same set of absolute truths as the
Southern Baptist pastor, obviously concerning Jesus as the Messiah, for
example, but his orientation is to believe that there is revealed truth that
can be defended in all ages, in all times, in all cultures. When it comes to a
debate in the public schools about abortion or what should be taught in the
public schools about creation or a host of other such subjects, that
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Orthodox rabbi is going to have more in common with Billy Graham than
with a Reformed rabbi. The Reformed rabbi believes that truth is
experiential and that the Torah is interpreted in the light of our modern
experiences, not in the light of centuries of tradition. The Roman Catholic
liberal believes that church tradition changes and evolves based on the
experience of the church living in this age, not following the first four
church councils.
Now the third Y I’ve already given to you. Myers reminds us that
absolute truth is irrelevant in an age dominated by visual media and that if
you live in an age dominated by visual media you’re going to have trouble
convincing anyone that there are absolute truths. You’re going to have
trouble convincing them that they shouldn’t make their decisions based on
their feelings and emotions as opposed to revealed standards of conduct
that have been handed down through the centuries. So at this point,
perhaps we can simply say, visual versus linear.
I’m not blaming television for all our problems; what I’m saying is that
we’ve gone out of balance. If I was going to say that television or movies
are to blame for this, I would have to say that television and movies are not
a part of God’s good creation and they are. The problem is we’ve lost any
sense of balance. By the way, I’d also have to argue that feelings and
emotions are not a part of God’s good creation. Now I don’t know about
you, but I did not fall in love with my wife totally on the basis of linear,
factual information, but she would like me to keep our vows, which are
linear and logical, and we would argue, revealed through God’s Word and
the church. They are true when I’m twenty-five and when I’m seventy-five;
it doesn’t matter how I feel. It doesn’t matter if experiences have changed
slightly how I feel about those words. I believe they’re absolute. Try
selling that to a lot of other people in modern culture.
An Age Technologically Hostile to Doctrine
Thus, the statement I promised you earlier. You live in an age that is
technologically hostile to doctrine. You live in a age in which the very
means of communications itself that dominates our society is going to hurt
the church’s mission or make it more difficult. We’re out of balance. The
seesaw between word and icon has gone radically to one side.
We also should acknowledge that visual media is perfectly wonderful
for carrying religious systems that argue that truth is interior, experiential,
feeling-based and non-absolute. So we should not be at all surprised to find
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out that Hollywood likes eastern religion much more than it likes the Ten
Commandments. This should not be terribly surprising. In a strange sort of
way, Hollywood is now selling eastern religion back to the East with a
smattering of redefined and watered-down Christian images thrown in so
that you might have more people in many Eastern cultures, such as China,
India, Japan etc. accepting Christianity as a perfectly healthy option for
their wedding but not for the rest of their life. It’s just another item on the
god menu and that’s how I feel right now. So I’ll embrace it right now but
it doesn’t have anything to do with later.
Visual media is going to carry some forms of religion better than others.
Does that mean that I think the church should never use visual media? No,
it does not. I believe feelings, emotions and stories serve a great purpose. I
think the fact that you can use a haiku that provokes a strong sense of
emotion is good, especially if you then identify an important underlying
subject about which the Bible has something to say, which has been lived
out by hundreds of generations of the church marching through time.
I love the quote from C. S. Lewis that says if you’re sitting on the beach
looking at the ocean, you can have a nice religious experience. Great
feelings, a sense of wonder and awe. What a great God must have created
that ocean! Lewis said that will take you only so far. If you want to cross
the thing however, you’d better have a boat, a compass, a map and it would
help to have talked to the previous hundreds of generations of people that
went across the ocean. That has some relevance. Experiential religion will
only get you so far.
But we live in a visual age. We live in an age in which the very shape of
technology favors experience and emotion. Take the typical American;
show them a debate between the two presidential candidates. At the end
they can’t tell you a single thing “the dang guys” said unless they made an
error or told a joke. But they can tell you which one of them they liked. In
recent years, primarily in the presidencies of John F. Kennedy and Ronald
Reagan the visual, television and the big grand event has driven our
political system even more into the world of entertainment. We should not
be at all surprised that linear, logical debate in politics is going off a cliff.
“Who cares about that? I hate that guy.”
This is sobering, I know that. One of my students at Denver Seminary
came up with a “wonderful” example from a profound theological show in
American television, a lightweight soap opera for young people called
Saved by the Bell. He brought me a tape that contained two young girls
talking about something that happens on Saved by the Bell about every
three days – somebody broke up with somebody. The girls are sitting on
the couch crying; one says “I don’t know what to do; I don’t know what to
do”. The other turns to her and says a single sentence that sums up all of
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American popular culture and media: “Don’t worry, when the time comes
to make a decision, in your heart you’ll know what feels right for you.”
That, in my opinion, is all of American popular culture in one sentence.
We live in an age with an experiential base for truth; it comes out of our
technology.
Dan Scott has written a much-overlooked book, The Emerging
American Church, and he makes this point. He’s talking about North
America, but folks, it’s all the same mall, right? It’s all the same media
world and if this isn’t here in Japan now, it’ll be here next week. Talking
about Generation X, young adults, he says
It’s not that modern twenty-year olds disagree with their
grandparents. They agree with their elders but they also agree with the
guy on TV. If the young people are Christians, they agree too with their
pastors or priests, which does not keep them from agreeing at the same
time with people as diverse as Carl Sagan, Ronald Reagan, Martin
Luther King Jr. or Jay Leno. They agree with them all. Post-modern
individuals disagree with no one except the person who claims to
believe that some things are absolutely true at all times, in all places and
under all conditions.
As G. K. Chesterton once said, “we’re coming into an age in which
nothing will be forbidden except to forbid.” There are no absolutes except
the statement that there’s no absolutes.
There’s one more wonderful phrase from Dan Scott talking about this
fictional modern Christian called George.
George believes, like his ancestors, that where A equals B and B
equals C, then A also equals C. What his ancestors believe but he does
not believe is this: when A equals B and B does not equal C then A
cannot equal C either. That seems bigoted and opinionated. A and C
should just get along. George thinks that A certainly equals B when the
situation calls for it but when A is suddenly thrown together with C the
rules should just simply be more flexible. So if Sam and Jane are
married and Mary and Joe are married, this is good. But if Sam and
Mary are both out of town on company business and they’re lonely and
especially if their spouses are not meeting their true emotional needs
right now, then the word ‘adultery’ seems harsh and shows a lack of
compassion for Sam and Mary’s encounter. After all, they may, by
showing warmth and loving affirmation, teach one another to give to
their own spouses something they simply did not have to give before
their brief, but meaningful conjuncture at the Airport Hilton in Chicago.
So Moses is out of the picture. Who is Moses anyway? Sam and Mary
may find deeper depths of feeling and faith; the encounter may even
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make them better Christians. And isn’t that what it’s all about? Love,
and feelings? You may read creeds and commandments in the church
bulletin but what do they have to do with real life, anyway?

We can all stand up together and sing “Feelings, nothing more than
feelings.”
So I end this lecture with two statements. The first I’ve already given
you: our age is technologically hostile to doctrine. There is a reason that
pastors have trouble convincing anyone anymore that there’s anything
absolute for all stages of their life. You’re arguing up a technological hill.
Second statement. America, religion wise, is becoming more like Japan,
not the other way around. And American will send back to Japan a
changed, weakened, re-defined Christianity via its media, which, if
anything, will make the work of the Christian missionary in Japan only
more difficult because they will be debating a redefined Christianity as
well as debating Japanese worldviews.
Question and Answer Period
Comment. One thought popped into my mind as I heard you speak
about the fact that the visual can be interpreted in many different ways so
that there’s no absolutes. It occurred to me that perhaps in Japan culturally
it’s really been that way from the beginning. For instance, we have kanji,
the Chinese characters. They’re like kernel thoughts; the grammar can be
pushed around many different ways. A good example is kannushi, a Shinto
priest, composed of the characters for god and lord. From a Christian
perspective, I can use the grammar that “God is Lord” which is good but
the real meaning is “I’m the lord of the gods; I control the gods.” It seems
like even this visual written system is embedded in the Japanese culture.
Also, linear thought is not really a part of the natural way of thinking.
Q: You mentioned that our visual age is hostile to doctrine. Then how
do you suggest that we in the church present or teach doctrine?
A: Lecture number three is going to have some suggestions. But the
first thing you’re going to have to do is call attention to the problem. I have
found that if you begin discussing how the visual works, the mere calling
attention to it begins to serve as a bit of an antidote and brings the
realization that the church has definitely got its work cut out for it. At the
same time I’m not saying that the church has never been here before. The
church has existed in pre-literate societies and compensated in other ways.
For example, let’s cast ourselves back into medieval Europe. Many people
were not literate. I’m not going to say this was absolutely a wonderful time
in the history of the church. I’m going to ask, what did they do to
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compensate? They did an awful lot with pageantry and drama; they did a
lot with stained glass and architecture and a host of other things.
I think preaching remains a perfectly wonderful vehicle. I’ve already
told you I’m not in favor of sticking video monitors up on pulpits. Some of
what the so-called “seeker-friendly churches” in America are doing right
now I think is good but a lot of what they’re doing is terribly dangerous.
They have accepted forms of media into their church uncritically in ways
that I think are going to hurt people in the long run.
I’ll give you one example. All across America, churches are staffing
their young children’s Sunday School departments with fewer adults by
just simply rolling out a TV and a VCR and showing children’s videos.
Which allows more people to go out in the lobby and discuss the football
games and not have to worry about the kids; the kids are in the way. All
this is an uncritical use of media as babysitter that actually resembles what
most of the parents have been doing in their homes. In my personal
opinion, this is plain sinful.
Q: I wanted to ask you about the possibility of Japan being out of
balance in terms of print. The way I see it, Japan is one of the most literate
societies in the world; the reading rate is incredible. With television it
often seems that what they do is take the print medium and make a video.
Sometimes they’ll have one person talking about something for thirty
minutes. This can be boring, because it’s not as visual as the kind of
stimulus that you see in American television where the images are
constantly changing. The longer I’ve been here the more I realize that
Japan is more literary-oriented than America. My comment is that in terms
of the affect of media on culture, what happens in America might be
different than the effect that happens in Japan, because not only of the
nature of the media but because of the way that the message was conveyed.
A: Mark, making the same point, has already told me that his own show
is boring; but that Japanese people watch it. One of the only things I’d say
is that if you came back in ten years, Japan will be much less that way. I
bet if you talk to Japanese teachers they would all talk about literacy
falling and that all students do is sit back and watch TV. I think America,
as the originator of the form, is just simply ahead of you. So you’re behind
on the de-evolutionary curve.
Also, let me tell you about a discussion I had with someone here in
which she said that the whole drive toward the “Christian wedding” is
essentially visual, wanting to be that American visual of the queen in the
white dress. She said it’s all media, driving and changing a major event in
life and in Japanese tradition. As we were coming in to Tokyo the night I
arrived, I was just stunned by the visuals of the wedding advertisements in
the trains, the women in the white dresses. This was so astonishingly
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Western to me and it also implied a certain openness to Christianity.
Whether it is conscious or unconscious, it certainly constitutes a certain
rejection of a Japanese norm. I’m going to write a column about it that
expresses the degree to which I don’t understand it or that I would argue
that a lot of you don’t understand it either.
However, the concept of a menu of religious options, gods, deities,
approaches to religion, rites, etc., is a concept that is much better served by
visual media and entertainment media than is the concept of one God and
absolute truths at all places and all times. That’s the essential point that I’m
trying to make with the three Y’s.
I once had an interesting conversation with Bill Moyers who is a
religious liberal in many ways. He said, “Maybe there’s a reason that the
Word became flesh.”
This is the shakiest ground I’ve presented to you; I’ve told you that.
However, when I presented this in an audience that included Russ
Chandler, Ken Myers and James Davidson Hunter, Hunter spoke to me
after the talk. He said that when sociologists observe this scale of change
in a society, from universal acceptance of absolute truths to a fifty-fifty
split between two camps with one denying any absolute truths, you have to
look for a huge mechanism to produce such a sociological change. He then
said, “Terry you’re the first person I know of who has proposed a
mechanism big enough to have caused the change that I think I found.”
A colleague who’s an expert in visual media and aesthetics and I want
to co-author a piece on this and will probably try to submit it to the journal,
First Things. This journal on religion and culture in American life is edited
by the important Roman Catholic thinker, Father Richard John Neuhaus.
Comment. About the weddings, the most important part of a Japanese
wedding is the photograph; it’s not the ceremony or the message. That will
help answer your question about why they prefer Western weddings. In the
Japanese way of thinking, the bride can look back at that album and know
that she was happy that day. The photographs to me are the object of
almost all parts of the ceremony . The missionaries who are doing wedding
ministries are unwise to over-emphasize the evangelistic impact of their
messages.
A: My article will express what I view as the confusion over what this
means. I’ve talked to several of you and will have different viewpoints
featured in the column. Above all I’m going to say that this represents a
change in Japan that is not in any way automatically positive to
Christianity.

III – Responding to Signals from Mass Media
by Terry Mattingly
Introduction
In the late 1980’s I was working at the Rocky Mountain News in
Denver. Denver is one of the last competitive newspaper markets in the
United States and the Rocky Mountain News is the larger of the two
newspapers in Denver. I was about to make a leap of faith to take a
temporary teaching contract at Denver Seminary. One of my last
assignments was that I was going to write a story about the Jewish holiday
known as Succoth. This is the feast of tabernacles, and it functions in
orthodox Judaism as a kind of Thanksgiving with a more theological base.
I went into the old neighborhoods of western Denver, the original
orthodox Jewish neighborhoods and spent some time with an orthodox
Jewish rabbi. I got a full explanation from the rabbi of the holiday and
some of its more colorful and archaic elements such as the building of a
booth in the back yard and everyone moving out into the tabernacle for a
certain number of days. We were sitting in his living room and I was
writing all of this down, when into the room walked the rabbi’s two teenaged boys. Let’s just go ahead and say that the teen-aged boys of Hassidic
rabbis don’t look like the other kids you see at the mall. They had very
ornate yarmulkes on; they had the prayer curls across their cheeks. They
were dressed rather formally and had the twine hanging from their belts
that shows they’re in a state of constant prayer. When they walked into my
peripheral vision I glanced at them and said to myself, “two Hassidic kids
that look like they don’t belong at the mall” and went back to taking notes.
Then I glanced back over and happened to look at their feet. They were
both wearing Nike Air Jordans, unlaced, which was the style at the time.
In one flash came a very interesting sequence of ideas into my head. I
lodged them and went back to think about them later. I saw the unlaced Air
Jordan Nikes and immediately thought of a newspaper story from a couple
of weeks earlier in the New York Times. We had a rash of killings in the
United States where people were gunned down by people who wanted to
steal their tennis shoes. The shoes had gotten so expensive and were so hot
in certain gangs and sub-cultures that people were being killed for their
shoes. On the heels of that thought was the realization that certain types of
shoes, primarily those advertised in popular media, were more valuable
than a human life. Coming right after that was the idea that feet are fairly
important Biblically. There are a lot of Scriptures that deal with where and
how we walk and the washing of feet. Feet are kind of a symbolic subject.
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Right on the heels of that came an illustration from one of my favorite
books, which is The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe, part of the
chronicles of Narnia by C. S. Lewis. The Christ figure, the great lion
Aslan, has risen from the dead at the end of the book and is in a field full
of statues. An evil witch has turned a number of creatures into stone
statues but as Aslan breathes on them, they are coming back to life. He
walks up to a great giant who is standing there, breathes on the giant’s feet
and the color begins to spread up as the rest of the giant returns to life.
Someone says “Aslan, is that really safe?” He says, “Don’t worry, once the
feet are right, the rest will follow.”
All of this just happened, bang, bang, and it took me months later to go
back and kind of unpack what had happened in my mind. This happened
when I was teaching at the seminary. Students were asking me, how was I
thinking my way from events in media into Biblical context and then into
response. This comes down to the concept of “the signal.”
A Strategy for Response to Mass Media
1. Detect “the Signal”
My belief is that one of the reasons that the church has trouble with
popular culture is that we tend to be stymied by the sheer mass of it. We’re
out there with fifty or sixty cable channels, thousands of releases by new
artists, all of these movies and all of these shows. We’re not even
discussing the World-Wide Web yet. It’s all like a digital waterfall; we’re
caught and it’s just going to wash us away. Pastors ask a very valid
question. They say, “Terry, I’m already a workaholic and you want me to
do more? You want me to try to watch this stuff?”
My conviction is that they get so frustrated because they look at the
mass of the mass media instead of trying to ask people what’s affecting
their lives or using their own instincts as pastors and missionaries to find
specific examples that they can then think through and interpret. I call this
a signal. Nothing magical about the word, but the whole idea is that a
signal is one example of mass media, one example focusing on a subject of
interest to the church. Don’t talk to me about all TV, talk to me about one
show. Get it on tape, let’s analyze it to see what it said and let’s try to think
our way through it and respond. If you’re a youth pastor or you’re
preaching to young adults, don’t just look and be numbed by the sheer
mass of the media that affects their lives. Sit down and talk to them and get
them to tell you about one particular rock group that’s important to them.
Bill Romanowski, a communications professor at Calvin College, is the
author of a very interesting book called Pop Culture Wars on the church
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and the entertainment industry. He tells a story of how a survey of the
entering freshman class at Calvin College is done every couple of years.
One year they included a simple question, “Have you seen the movie The
Breakfast Club?” Now this was a very popular film with American
teenagers about two years before this was in the survey, about 1988. They
found out that every single entering freshman of Calvin College had seen
The Breakfast Club, including the foreign students. He was doing some
follow-up interviews with some of them and asked a young girl, “tell me
about your high school years, what were they like?” She said, “It was like
that movie, The Breakfast Club.” He said, “What do you mean, did you feel
that you were divided off into little niches and stereotypical groups of
people like brains and jocks and beauty queens?” She said, “No, it was just
like that movie, The Breakfast Club.” He said, “Tell me about it, did you
feel alienated from your parents?” She said, “IT WAS LIKE THAT
MOVIE, THE BREAKFAST CLUB!”
She could not describe her high school years except in the iconography
of that film. If you did not know that film you could not talk to her about
her high school years. And I would say there are other, what Bill
Romanowski and Quentin Schultz call, “maps of reality;” there are other
pieces of mass media that within certain niches and subgroups of our
culture form maps of reality. I have met young people for whom the music
of certain rock groups is so important they can’t discuss their lives without
discussing REM. If you ever meet a young person who cannot discuss their
life without mentioning Jim Morrison and The Doors, call for help. My
brother-in-law claims to have found in an frightening number of cases that
he’s checked, people who are obsessed with The Doors often end up dead.
So the signal is one piece of secular mass media that raises an issue or
an subject of interest and importance to the church. When I started to use
this method I’m outlining for you in seminary, immediately I had the
following problem. All of these future preachers starting flipping my
method inside out. They decided what they wanted to preach on and then
they went to try to find secular media to try and illustrate it. They’d come
back and say, “Terry, I’ve been looking for five weeks trying to find
something to illustrate this.” I’d say, “You blew the method.”
By the way, I’m not saying that you do this every week. But depending
on what group you’re trying to reach, on occasion you might use this
method. But if you start trying to get the secular media to follow your
agenda, you’re going to be even more frustrated and waste more time. The
key is to have your missionary glasses on and when something shows up,
you say, “Oh my gosh, do you see what that is?” Then, you say, “My
church has got to have something to say about that.” Or you hear from
young people or people you’re trying to reach; you hear them talking over
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and over about this show called The X-Files or whatever it is and you say,
“I need to sit down and pay some attention to this.”
I have found in many cases especially when dealing with young people
that if you say, “You know, I’m interested in this show, do you have any
videotapes of it?”, they’ll respond, “How many do you want?” You’ll be
besieged in many cases.
So you start with the signal. Stage two takes some practice. My
observation is that most people who work in the secular media have a
strong world view of some kind, but most of the folks I talk to in
Hollywood have not articulated it. Some of them have. But most of them
kind of just believe what they believe and they have a palate of their own
personal experiences. They dab their personal creative brush in it and paint
from their own experiences. They don’t sit down at the typewriter and say,
“I think I’ll write a sitcom today that will undermine American moral
values and destroy thousands of lives.” That’s not how they think. They
think, “I want to write a story about something and this has been bugging
me, or I think this is fascinating or this happened to me last year and I’ll
see if I can turn it into a story.”
2. Identify the Secular Subject
So what you need to do as step two after you have found the signal is to
ask yourself this question: “What is the subject that the creator of this
signal was trying to hit?” Put yourself in their shoes; try to analyze the
material and say “What was the secular subject that they were trying to
reach?” Was it anger, hatred, lust or materialism, was it trying to make
sense of your job, was it the experience of your wife not loving you
anymore or your kids running off and you want to know why? What’s the
secular subject – what did the person sit down to write about? When they
got ready to write a movie like The Lion King, I guarantee you that
someone sat down to say, “I want to write a piece that’s about the
beautiful, holistic nature of African culture and I want to write about
somebody trying to find their way after they lost their father.” Then they
tried to find a vehicle to tell that and they created a movie. What was the
secular subject of The Lion King? Personal responsibility, finding your
calling, how to survive after your father dies, redemption and second
chances? I can think of a lot of them, can’t you, if you’ve seen The Lion
King?
These are subjects that I call the “big button subjects.” When you get
ready to create a mass media product, you want to sell this thing so you try
to think of subjects that are going to appeal to a lot of people. You tend to
go for big buttons to push. Often in much of our media today, it’s just
simple laughter or release or it’s just thrills.
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I went to see the sequel of Jurassic Park and kept thinking, “Spielberg
has just made a sequel.” It’s one of the only times I’ve seen a Spielberg
movie that had nothing to say, other than what the first one said, and it
didn’t say it nearly as well. He was under contract so he made one. In
Jurassic Park number one there were all kinds of questions about absentee
gods, what happens when man messes up creation or thinks he’s God;
you’ve got lots of stuff to work there with. There are good signals and
there are bad signals. I didn’t hear any people walking the streets buzzing
about The Lost World. I heard lots of people buzzing about Jurassic Park.
3. Address the Sacred Subject
Now Step 3. When you find the “big button subject,” if it’s a subject
that’s of tremendous importance to great numbers of people, if it has
genuine universal appeal, if it’s really rooted in what it means to be human
or if it’s really what life’s all about, I guarantee you that it will be a subject
with Biblical or moral overtones. Because the people in the Bible are
human beings. And often, when you find a subject with that kind of
universal appeal, you will even find that the church has addressed it in
doctrinal form. You won’t find Jurassic Park in your concordance but if
you go looking for creation and the order of creation or you go looking for
God as Creator and man as thinking he’s god, you’ll find all kinds of stuff.
What I tried to do with my students, once they had found a signal and
found the secular subject, was to begin talking about the sacred subject of
that piece of mass media. What I tried to do is walk them within shouting
distance of their seminary education. Once I got them there, my preachers
and missionaries all of sudden had all kinds of ideas.
4. Craft a Response
Now, where my students had trouble, was step four, which is response. I
started asking them to craft me a response, through a retreat, through
writing, through preaching, through whatever. And I required them to
quote the signal, which required them to stand up in a pulpit and say they
saw Pretty Woman and it said the following things, some of which are
good and the rest of which are pathetic. It required them to say “Did you
see that Star Trek episode the other night? It really was a thinly veiled
diatribe against the pro-life movement. Or did you see . . .” They had to
admit that they saw. They had to admit that certain things in mass media
had importance and messages.
A lot of them couldn’t do it. You know why they couldn’t do it? They
knew that this material was so important to their people that they were
going to get jumped. You go into the pulpit and you take on a big major
film and dissect it and say, “It had this right, but it got the answer wrong
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and the Bible tells me that it got the answer wrong.” They’re going to meet
you in the lobby. Because whether you think it’s sad or not, you have
actually talked about something they care about, for a change. They’re
going to either chew you out, slap you on the back, or some of them will
do both. Because you’ve talked about their lives.
Now this little four step process is not magical or anything and it takes a
lot of practice. It’s all worthless without the ability to talk to real-life
human beings inside your church and outside your church and find out
what’s going on inside their lives. Which is not a bad thing for a minister
to learn how to do.
Types of Signals
Now, I want to talk a little bit about different types of signals. Not all
signals are created equal. I always tell my students, I don’t know if I could
respond to some of the stupid sit-coms that we have in America. Very few
signals are worth wasting your time. But if something shows up on the
cover of Time, you can often say, this is probably having an impact. The
first type of signal is a signal that is so obvious that even the secular media
noticed it.
Harrison Ford was in a wonderful film a number of years ago, not a
perfect film but I really liked it, called Regarding Henry, which is about
what happens when you create a nice man by blowing away about one
third of his brain. Even Time magazine called this a “born-again” movie,
that this was about someone who was born again and had to deal with past
sin and forgiveness in his new life. If Time Magazine recognized it as a
born-again movie, I would have liked to see some other folks notice this.
Another example, The Silence of the Lambs, is a profound movie from
an even more profound book. The book is infinitely more important than
the movie. The book is all about theodicy, it hauls off and all but uses the
word, that is, whether or not God's goodness and justice can be vindicated
in the face of the evil actions of human beings. Hannibal Lector, the maneating doctor, at one point gets into a dialogue with the character played by
Jodie Foster. He finally turns to her and says, “Officer Starling, do you
think I’m evil?” She says, “No doctor, I think you’ve made some bad
choices and you’ve probably had some rough things happen.” “Officer, do
you think I’m evil?” “Well, I think you’re the product of your
environment.” He says, “Officer, are you totally innocent of the gospel of
John?” His hobby is drawing churches that have collapsed and killed
people. He said, “He’s up there, Officer Starling, He’s up there. He that
made the sparrows made me.”
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So a pretty open discussion about theodicy gets on the cover of Time
magazine, “Is evil real?” They had a lengthy article on whatever happened
to Satan, whatever happened to sin and whatever happened to the church’s
confidence on these subjects. I started calling around Denver for a couple
of weeks after that to find out if anyone preached on it. Couldn’t find a one
but the cover of Time magazine was asking “Is evil real?”
Does this mean I like the movie, Silence of the Lambs; do I think it
would make great Sunday School material, or something? No, but it had a
big question and everybody blew it.
The second kind of signal is one that is a rifle shot at a particular group
of people. There may be signals that certain members of your church will
know everything in the world about and the others will never even have
heard of. The X-Files would be an example of such a thing. Another would
be the amazing obsession with the reality of evil in the work of a very
important and intelligent rock band called Metallica, which has for years
been turning out theological treatises on human evil. Now that probably
wouldn’t go over big in the married parents’ Sunday school class. But for a
certain age of boy, talking about Metallica’s quest for good is probably a
good retreat subject.
One of my best students at Denver once did an amazing retreat called
“Images of Love.” It was a retreat for thirteen to fifteen year old girls at her
church in which she took four videos that were all on the MTV charts at
that time, basically everything from Whitney Houston swooning against
the wall in ecstasy all the way over to Motley Crue with the girl in a leather
miniskirt crawling over a pool table. She based her retreat on these four
videos and kept asking these young girls, “Is this what you want?” She
showed them these cultural depictions of love and at the end she said, “Or
do you actually want something else? Do you want someone who will not
run off and leave you,” knowing that the divorce rate in her typical
evangelical church is about forty-five percent. “Do you want someone who
will be faithful to you? What is it that you want and might the Bible be
closer to it than MTV?” It was brilliantly done. She used it on a retreat and
I’m proud to say that it landed her a full-time job at that church.
This was a rifle shot at a particular group of people, a signal that wasn’t
intended for everybody. But we live in a society in which our technology is
dividing us into smaller and smaller niches. There really is a magazine for
born-again Harley Davidson riders. We’re only two or three decades away
from when they thought Sports Illustrated would fail because there
wouldn’t be enough people interested just in sports. Now we’ve got
magazines for left-handed tennis players. We are getting so specialized in
our world, and what in the world do you think the Internet is except a
cornucopia of niches, tiny little specific interest groups? Sometimes you’ll
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find a signal that hones right in on the lives of a particular group of people.
If you go to the freshman class of Calvin College today, some of them will
have seen The Breakfast Club and some of them won’t have. But will they
all have seen Pulp Fiction? Sadly, I’d guess the figure would be real high.
The third type of signal is for skilled people, signals that are important
because no one has seen them yet. Sometimes the really skilled missionary
can spot something coming. Lee Strobel, who used to be a Chicago
Tribune reporter and an atheist, is now on the staff of Bill Hybel’s Willow
Creek Church. This is what I heard indirectly through some members of
their staff. It was Strobel, who early in the history of Bill Hybel’s ministry,
soon after he was converted, came in and said “Bill, there’s going to be this
thing called the men’s movement. I’m beginning to read about it in obscure
publications. This is going to be big. You need to preach on it; we need to
have dramas on it, we need to have music ready to go. We need a big
emphasis on the men’s movement within the next six months.” Saw it
coming and he was right, of course.
This takes skill. Sometimes you can see them coming and sometimes
you can’t. Try to learn to anticipate. Try to spot where the trends are going.
Try to find even the publications that you discover are good at spotting the
things that are coming.
This may strike you as funny. I’m a big fanatic on popular music. I used
to be a rock and roll columnist and it still stuck with me. In America there
is a newsletter called ICE which is a newsletter about the digital music
industry. But in the back of it are announcements about when particular
CDs are coming out up to six to nine months in advance. Artists schedule
their release dates. I love to look in there because every once in a while
you see an album coming. And if you find out that Madonna’s releasing an
album six months from now, I predict they’ll be some kind of earthquake
in moral values and the destruction of morality linked to the release of
Madonna’s new album. You can book on it. You can spot groups that
you’ve learned raise certain types of subjects and do a little bit of planning,
get your research going ahead of time. So there are obvious signals which
are signals for everybody, niche signals, and unobvious signals--things that
you’re convinced are coming and you can sometimes spot in the media.
Some Examples of Signals
I’m going to show you a clip in a second by Bruce Joel Rubin, who was
raised as a Jew, converted to Buddhism, and is now one of the most
influential screen writers in Hollywood. His first screen play produced in
the late seventies was called Brainstorm. This is known as the movie
during the filming of which Natalie Wood died. It’s about virtual reality, a
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meditation on what would happen if they created a machine that would
allow you to experience somebody else’s life as if you lived it. What if
there was virtual sin; what would happen if they could tape someone’s
death and let you experience it to find out what’s on the other side? Now
you all are beginning to be familiar with the term “virtual reality;” this guy
spotted it in 1978.
There are times when the mass media serves as better missionaries than
we do as far as spotting subjects of this kind. As the musician John Fisher
has written, “no one can paint a picture of being lost better than someone
who is lost and cannot see the way.” In many ways the world is its own
best critic. The keenest indictments against the world come from the pages
of journalists, commentators, artists and comics. The funny pages of the
newspaper can convey the most scathing of social criticism, showing that
the world’s attempts to solve its own problems often come up short.
If you can quote the secular world to the secular world making a point
that supports the gospel, you’ll have even more credibility than if you say
it yourself. One student at Denver Seminary did a tremendous series of
sermons on the life of Samson, his failures and how he just couldn’t seem
to get his act together and how this stands for the struggles of a lot of men.
An album had just been released by Bruce Springsteen called Tunnel of
Love. The entire album is a meditation on Springsteen’s own divorce in
which he talks about how the good that he wants to do he can’t seem to do
and the bad he doesn’t want to do, he just keeps doing. Springsteen puts it
into Pauline terms; his Catholic background rears its head in the midst of
the album. “Two faces have I, one that laughs one that cries; one says hello
one says goodbye. No matter what I do no matter what I say, I can’t seem
to make that other man go away.”
Folks, that’s the Apostle Paul with a backbeat. This guy noticed it and
preached a brilliant series of sermons on “Samson and Springsteen: two
strong men trying to get their lives together.” He was preaching to a church
that included a lot of baby boomers to whom the name Bruce Springsteen
meant a lot and it connected. Perfectly good use of a secular prophet. Right
question, even had part of the right answer. Struggling to get the rest of the
way in, just like us.
Now, I want to show you a signal; almost all of you will have seen this
before. This is from a movie called Ghost, one of the most popular films in
the global market from the early nineties. It was a massive success and
took several people to the height of stardom. I’ll show you about seven to
eight minutes of the film. This movie became a massive worldwide success
right about the time the Baby Boomers were starting to hear their clocks
tick. Their parents were beginning to die; a generation in Hollywood was
shocked by the advent of AIDS, in which a lot of young people in
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Hollywood died all of a sudden. Death got hot for a number of years, and
once again I looked all over trying to find anyone in the church who
noticed. If the church doesn’t have anything to say about heaven when
Hollywood starts talking about it, what in the world are we going to talk
about? (Video clip shown here of scene from Ghost where male character
is shot and dies.)
Now, once again that’s secular. On the night he received the Academy
Award for writing that screenplay, Bruce Joel Rubin waved his Academy
Award in the air and said, “This shows that Hollywood is ready to deal
with spiritual subjects again.” And Hollywood is ready to deal with
spiritual subjects again. But I wouldn’t hold my breath waiting for
anything called orthodoxy to come by any time soon. Once again we could
get into a lengthy discussion of the specific details of what you just saw.
What did it mean? I’m haunted by the fact that there are probably people
from my generation who will go to their deathbed with images of Ghost in
their mind. As Vishnal Mangalwadi, a Christian theologian at L’Abri
Himalayan Fellowship has put it, “Only in America could reincarnation be
sold as the good news.” Only in the absence of any other gripping
conviction-filled portrayal of eternity could reincarnation be sold as good
news. Only in the church’s silence could reincarnation be sold as the good
news. But it has been and will be.
What could be done as a response to this film? This was a big button. It
was a cinch; this kind of thing is easy. But we’re not even doing these.
Now, can you compete with Hollywood? All the time I hear people saying,
“I can’t compete with that.” Of course you can’t compete with that. All you
can do is point it out. With the help of the Holy Spirit, a strong word on
this subject certainly beats silence.
Am I saying that the church should let the mass media become the
source of all of its work, that the mass media becomes the dog that wags
the tail of the church? No, I’m not. I’m saying that on occasion, when you
hear of subjects that hit right at the heart of the people you’re trying to
reach, you should respond. Between you and me, I’m convinced that in an
age where we’re dividing ourselves into smaller and smaller niche groups,
that retreats will become more important. I’d like to say and it’s partially
true, that I spotted Promise Keepers coming, that the church has for quite a
few years had many effective ministries for women but had begun to
ignore or miss men. There are things you can say to groups of men when
it’s just men that you can’t say under other circumstances. There are things
you can say to young people when they’re alone that you can’t say
otherwise. There are things you can say to parents . . .
Do you see what I’m getting at? Certain small identifiable groups may
have certain signals and you may need to go after them individually. In that
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case I think retreats could be important. Between you and me I’m
convinced that we need to learn to preach for conversion in smaller groups
because I think that’s the way the modern mind and shyness levels and
everything else is wired today. There’s a woman today in Denver in a large
evangelical church who’s turned into their evangelist to women. They have
found that women who might not ever respond to an evangelistic call in a
big service in front of two thousand people may respond to preaching in
the setting of a retreat with a group of women.
Now once again I have no idea what this means to your ministries in
Japan. You know more about Step 4 than I do in your ministry. That’s your
turf. I think that’s where I want to stop. What questions do you have?
Question and Answer Period
Q: I imagine you’re familiar with Philip Johnson on Darwin. He discusses the
influence of the stereotype in the movie Inherit the Wind. If there’s anything that
makes me want to challenge the dogmatism of evolution it’s the way skepticism
about it is written off that way. Would you like to comment on that particular
subject?
A: Don’t forget that at the actual Scopes trial, the media that were there
worked with Darrow to sell a particular version of the trial. If you go back and
look at the actual transcripts, it was a much more complex situation. By the way,
there’s a school in Tennessee that every year does a drama based on the real
transcripts of that trial. It’s a quite different thing than Inherit the Wind. But that
would be an example of an old signal that has framed to this day how many
people think about an important incident. How do you know what happens at
most of these events other than what you see through the media? It’s staggering
to me the number of Americans who only get their news through television news.
Q: You talk about knowing about these movies. As missionaries and pastors,
how do we get the experience of seeing these? Especially for old evangelicals
like myself, who grew up with the idea that you don’t spending your time
watching movies.
A: First of all, I think you will find that the people who don’t spend their time
watching television or movies are quite a small group. I found at Denver
Seminary that I spent less time watching TV or movies than all the rest of the
faculty, except for one member. We had one separatist who wouldn’t watch any
of it. His daughter of course was media obsessed. But everybody else watched
more than I did. They used to come and discuss movies in the lunchroom that I’d
never seen or wouldn’t want to go and see. I’d ask them what they were about
and they’d say, “I don’t know, it was kind of fun, kind of weird and that one I
didn’t like much.”
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Q: I have found your talks very stimulating and not just to think about the
future. They’ve helped me to interpret what’s happening to me at this present
time. I know now why my church is full of middle-aged married people, because
I’m obviously not speaking to the young people. We do have youngsters but
they’re mostly all the children of the parents that we have. I think one of the
reasons is because in my sermons I’m speaking to a certain age group that I’m
happy with. I’m not able to speak to the young people. This fills me with a certain
sense of, I wouldn’t say trepidation, because I’m a very firm believer in what the
Holy Spirit can do in spite of all my limitations. But next year I become the
chaplain at a university in England, of four hundred Japanese people studying in
England. Listening to you, I wonder if I’m going to be able to cope with that.
A: Let’s pose a response. I challenge you when you get into this situation to
ask for four volunteers who will be your radar. Once a week they will bring you
newspaper clippings about shows or other things that they’re interested in or that
they hear people talking about. You’ll talk about why they think they’re
important, spend five minutes talking about it, and then say, “Okay, can you bring
me a cassette of one of those episodes.” Then you sit down and watch it with one
or two of them and you take some notes. Walk yourself through this process. I
think you’ll do fine.
Q: I’ve come to the conclusion through hearing your lectures that I have to
rethink my personal evangelism approach to young people to be more visual. I’ve
got to show these young people just how wonderful, joyful and exciting it is to be
a Christian. I’ve got to show them this in ways that they can understand by
looking at me. And when they come to me and say, “What is it about you that’s
different?” my response will have to be, ”I’m sorry, but even if I told you, you
wouldn’t be able to understand.” And then see what happens. I’m going to have
to spend time with younger people because I can’t lead them to Christ in the same
way I can lead older people to Christ. If they’ve got a different set of values and
they’re thinking differently and obviously they are, then I’ve got to try to
understand their world but I think it might be better for me if I get them to start
questioning my values so that I don’t try to give them answers very quickly. But I
create within them through my testimony a deep hunger for the things that I
obviously have in Christ.
A: You strike me also as a person who’s good at storytelling; I’d go with your
strength. The other thing though I think if you start talking about the subjects in
these media signals, you can’t compete with Steven Spielberg. But you can
mention something out of a film, and ask “What was that really all about?” and
they’ll start telling you. Then you ask “Do you think that’s right?”
Comment: What you’re saying is that we need to exercise the Christian grace
of humility when we’re talking with students and be prepared to learn from them
before we open our mouths and tell them too much about what we think.

Ministry Presentations by Missionary Peers
I – Ministry to Cult Members and Their Families
by
William Wood1

Introduction – Cults Bring Destruction
I have been working with the cult groups for the past seventeen years. I
would like to just share a few things with you this evening based on my
experience. Let’s look at a verse of scripture to begin with, II Peter 2:1.
“But there were also false prophets among the people just as there will be
false teachers among you who . . . will bring swift destruction upon
themselves.”
When we think about the cult problem in Japan, and it is becoming a
very major problem here, we need to remember first of all that cults or
false teaching and heresy bring destruction. I think we can define the
destruction mentioned here in three different categories.
First of all, spiritual destruction. People who are followers of a cult
cannot be saved. They have no hope of entering the kingdom of God. That
of course is the number one destruction that heresy brings.
I think that there are other areas of destruction that cults bring to people
and one of those is physical destruction. I’m sure many of you remember
an incident that took place twenty years ago in the South American country
of Guyana, the Jonestown suicide, in which 914 followers of Jim Jones
1
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committed suicide by drinking some poisoned juice. That is one example
of some of the destruction that a cult can cause. Even in Japan we have
seen another form of destruction brought on by a cult, the Aum Shinrikyô. I
believe there were twelve or thirteen people who died in that incident.
Also, we see many people dying in Japan or other countries of the world
because they refuse blood transfusions as Jehovah Witnesses. In the
summer of 1996, there was a Jehovah Witness woman who was involved
in some kind of boat accident down in Kagoshima and cut her leg. She was
taken to the hospital, refused to have a blood transfusion, and died. She
was five months pregnant and of course her baby died with her.
The day after I heard about that incident, I received a call from a doctor
in Saitama. He said “We’ve got a thirteen-year old orphan here in the
hospital; she’s very sick. If we operate on her, we can save her life. The
only problem is that we have to give her a blood transfusion to do the
operation and she refuses to have the blood transfusion.” Now she was not
a Jehovah Witness but she had had contact with the Watchtower. This
thirteen-year old girl would listen to the doctor’s explanation and say, “I
guess I do need a blood transfusion.” The next day the Jehovah Witnesses
would come and tell her that if she had a blood transfusion she would not
be able to enter God’s paradise on earth. That would change her mind and
she’d tell the doctor, “No, I can’t have a blood transfusion.” So the doctor
said to me, “We’ve only got one week to save her life; if we don’t do the
operation she’s going to die. Can you come to the hospital and talk to this
girl?” So I said, “OK, I’ll come on Friday.” However, that evening the
doctor called again and said, “The girl has just died.”
You know I usually have trouble controlling my emotions when I tell
this story. The doctor asked me, “What are you missionaries and pastors
doing? The reason why these kind of things happen is that you don’t warn
people about cults.” It was, as the Japanese say, a mimi no itai hanashi
(something painful to hear). It made me very sad and angry, but I renewed
my decision to tell the Japanese people of the dangers of cults.
I have a Watchtower publication in Japanese here, the Awake magazine
of May 22, 1994. For those of you who can read Japanese, it says Kami o
Daiichi ni Shita Wakamonotachi (Young People who put God first). Can
you see all of the bright, shining smiling faces of the young people on this
magazine? You want to know what they did to get this title of “young
people who put God first?” Every one of them refused a blood transfusion
and died.
I was in the Ukraine a couple of years ago and heard a story from a
pastor. He said there was a Ukrainian man who became a Jehovah Witness
and was in a car accident. He refused a blood transfusion and died. This is
happening all over the world and we’re not talking about ten or fifteen
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people; we’re talking about tens of thousands of people dying because they
refuse to have a blood transfusion.
I could tell you about other problems, such as broken families, that
we’ve seen in Japan involving the Jehovah Witnesses. It is estimated that
there are around fifty thousand Japanese families right now that are
experiencing problems because of the Jehovah Witness doctrine.
Appeal of Cults in Japan
I would like to just give you some recent figures on the Jehovah
Witnesses and their activities in Japan so you can have some idea about
just how much they have grown. Figure 1 below shows the growth of the
Jehovah Witnesses in Japan from 1971 to 1997. In 1971 the Jehovah
Witnesses numbered about 10,000; they had about 10,000 evangelists in
Japan. Right now they have 220,000 evangelists, in other words, 220,000
believers who go out every month an average of forty hours to do door-todoor work.
Figure 1
Growth of Jehovah's Witnesses in Japan: 1971-1997
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There are a number of reasons why the Jehovah Witnesses have
increased in membership here in Japan. What attracts people to this group
and other cults? The Watchtower organization provides people with peace
of mind and with love. They provide a role model and offer people
salvation. It’s a paradise on earth.
To go into a bit more detail, first of all, they provide peace of mind for
people. What I mean by that is that we are in an age when people are being
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deluged by all kinds of information. We can turn on the television, look in
a newspaper or turn on our computer and get information from every
corner of the world. This age that we’re living in is an amazing time; we’re
living in circumstances that no other people have ever experienced before.
I think it’s wonderful that we can have all of this information but we
need to know that all of this information can cause people to become
uneasy. It causes them to fear; they don’t know what to believe with so
much information floating around. Young people especially, they don’t
know what they should think and believe or what they should do. They’re
confused. But a cult will approach young people in Japan and tell them,
“You know, in our group, we have some leaders who are the prophets of
God. They are God’s mouthpieces. And if you just follow us, if you just
follow our leader, you don’t have to worry about what you should believe;
just obey the leader.” That is a very attractive proposition for many young
people in Japan. They don’t have to think anymore but do what they’re
told.
The cults also provide people with a very loving atmosphere. They are
known for the way that they warmly welcome new people into the group.
It’s what we refer to as a “love shower.” If you join a cult, the people in the
group will be very nice to you. If you are a single person they’ll bring you
food, help you clean your apartment or do your washing for you. But there
is a trick or condition attached to this love shower—obedience to the cult
leader. In other words, if you will obey everything the cult tells you to do,
they will be very nice to you, but if you begin to have doubts about the
group or you begin to disobey the leaders, you get another kind of shower,
a “hate shower.” So this love shower can be a very powerful weapon that
cults use to attract young people and get them to obey the group. It’s a
control weapon.
Also the cults, especially the Jehovah Witnesses, are very well known
for their “Paradise Earth” pitch. I’ve got a couple of different Jehovah
Witness publications here and whenever you look at a Watchtower
publication, you inevitably see pictures of a Paradise Earth. Everyone has a
nice home, nice food, little kids are playing with lions and the Jehovah
Witnesses will tell people, “If you become part of our group, you can live
in a Paradise Earth.” It’s very appealing to many people in Japan.
I was in Eastern Europe a couple of years ago and gave some material
on the cults. When I explained the Jehovah Witness concept of a paradise
on earth, an elderly man in the congregation raised his hand and said,
“Brother Bill, what you’re saying is exactly what the Communists
promised us fifty years ago.” That was a very enlightening statement for
me.
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Combating the Cult Problem in Japan
We need to realize that the Jehovah Witnesses and other cults in Japan
are appealing to many people. Let me just give you a few suggestions on
what we can do in Japan to combat the cult problem. I have four things that
I would like to suggest.
Of first importance is personal evangelism to people in the cults. Now
when I suggest to people that we should try and share our faith with
Jehovah Witnesses and other groups, a lot of people will come to me and
say, “Well, that’s against the Scriptures. The Bible says we should avoid
people who believe in a false teaching.” They will direct me to I John or
some other scripture; then I will direct them to Mark 16:15 where Jesus
says go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature. I firmly
believe that we need to evangelize people in the cults because they are
people who have never heard the Gospel. The cult gospel is a salvation by
works; Jehovah Witnesses are people who are trying to become good
enough to get into God’s paradise on earth. What they hear is not a gospel
of grace; it’s a gospel of works.
You will find that many, I would say perhaps 75 percent, of Jehovah
Witnesses, are tired in spirit and in body. They are under tremendous
pressure to become people worthy of salvation. There are a number of
psychologists who say that the Jehovah Witnesses have more problems
with depression and other mental illnesses than the average population.
Some say four to five times as many people in the Jehovah Witnesses
suffer from such problems.
In the past seventeen years we have seen many, many Jehovah
Witnesses come to Christ in Japan. We have seen many become pastors in
Japan after they have come out of the Watchtower. So I think we really
need to think seriously about evangelism to people in the cults.
Another thing that I’d like to suggest is the distribution of anti-cult
literature. Now I’ve brought with me a little booklet that we have
distributed across the country; churches across the country have passed this
out, Ehoba no Shònin Ki o Tsukete Kudasai (Please be careful of Jehovah
Witnesses). We have passed out about three million of these; they were
printed for us at no cost by an unsaved man who has two daughters in the
Watchtower. He has printed millions of these for us at no cost. He not only
prints these for us, he sends them out to anybody in the country and
doesn’t even charge for the postage. This leaflet is basically just an
explanation for non-Christians of the problems with the Watchtower
teaching. I would highly recommend that you get a few thousand copies
and pass them out in your neighborhood. Write to me at my P.O. Box 27 in
Niza City and I’ll get you as many of these as you can pass out.
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We have seen just tremendous results from these little leaflets. There
was a man from Kyushu who wrote to me; he had just retired from his
work and he decided that he wanted to study the Bible. So lo and behold
the Jehovah Witnesses visited him, told him that they would teach him the
Bible for free and he started a little Watchtower study. About a month after
that, somebody put one of those in his mailbox. He wrote me a letter, a
very angry letter actually, saying, “what right do you have to criticize the
Jehovah Witnesses?” I wrote him back and explained why we pass those
out. The next letter that I got from him was very nice and he said he was
going to quit studying with the Jehovah Witnesses and that he wanted to
go to church and study the true Bible. There are many, many stories like
that that I could share with you.
One other thing that I’d like to suggest is counseling for families with a
loved one in a cult. Like I said before, there are at least fifty thousand
families in Japan that are on the brink of falling apart because the wife has
gotten involved with the Jehovah Witnesses and the husband doesn’t know
what to do. So we have a tremendous opportunity to reach out to families
right now.
Just last week I was asked to go up to Sendai in Miyagi prefecture to
talk with a young woman, twenty-seven years old, who had been studying
with the Jehovah Witnesses. This young woman separated from her
husband; he has told her to get out of the house because he didn’t want to
live with a Jehovah Witness. She was living with her mother and her two
sisters but the mother and the husband’s parents wanted me to talk to this
young woman and help get her out of the Watchtower so she could be
reunited with her husband. So I went last week and talked with her; the
result was that she quit the Watchtower. Now she’s back together with her
husband and her relationship with her parents has been restored. The good
thing about it is, she’s not only out of the Watchtower, I was able to spend
three or four days with the family and they were deeply moved by the
Gospel message that I presented.
Families that are encountering problems with the cults are very
desperate; they don’t know where to turn for help. If they come to the
church, they are willing to attend services; they’re willing to listen to a
Gospel message, ten, twenty, fifty times. They’ll do anything to get their
loved ones out of a cult. We’ve been doing this for a number of years, but
many times we have seen the husband get saved before we even have a
chance to talk to his wife. We’ll see other family members get saved
because they hear the Gospel during these counseling sessions.
I think that we have a golden opportunity not only to share the gospel
with these families, but we can improve the image of the Christian church
in Japan. Any family that has had a loved one in a cult and then has seen a
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pastor lead that loved one out of the cult will have a very positive attitude
towards the gospel, the church and towards Christianity. Oftentimes, that
can be the first step in evangelism. A lot of times in Japan we can’t
communicate the gospel with people because they have certain
preconceived ideas or bad images of Christianity. When they see the
Christian church working to save families and restore relationships, they
become very open to the Gospel.
I really believe that God has given us a tremendous opportunity in
Japan. We have the opportunity to share with the Japanese people the
difference between the teaching of the cults and the teaching of the Bible.
We have the opportunity to minister to families that are in trouble. We
have the opportunity to minister to the 220,000 Jehovah Witnesses that are
going door-to-door almost every day. We don’t have to go to them; they
come to us. What an opportunity!
I want to close on a positive note. The pamphlets that we’ve passed
around have gone out in the millions. Recently we are seeing a decline in
the growth rate of the Jehovah Witnesses and what they call their
“kenkyûsei,” the people that study with them. They used to have about
240,000 studying with them in Japan but that number has decreased in the
past year to 190,000. I think it’s because we’ve been getting these
pamphlets around the country. I would just encourage you to pray about
this ministry and ask God to show you want you can do because we do
have tremendous opportunities. Thank you very much.

II – Sowing Seeds through Religious Dialogue and
Telephone Messages
by
Clark Offner 1

For those of you who have been attending this Hayama Seminar over
the years, along with regular readers of Japan Harvest and Japan Christian
Review, my talk today will be mainly a review of things you have heard or
read before with some personal experiences added. I wish to make clear at
the beginning that I do not consider myself an example for others to
follow. The Lord has given each of us our individual gifts and we are to
make use of those particular gifts for his glory as led by his Spirit. God did
not see fit to give me gifts like Billy Graham or Koji Honda, both of whom
I highly respect. He gave me different kinds of gifts, but we are all
expected to make responsible use of the distinctive gifts God has given us
and to permit others to do likewise.
The Value of Inter-Religious Dialogue
My attempt to understand the Japanese mind in order to more
effectively communicate the Gospel began before coming to Japan some
forty-eight years ago when I was required to submit theses to two different
educational institutions the same year. During my three years at the
Biblical Seminary in New York, I had taken evening courses in the
philosophy department of the Graduate School of New York University, so
1
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the theses for the Bachelor of Sacred Theology degree and the Master of
Arts degree were due at the same time. I had received tentative approval
from professors at both institutions of my original plan to write similar
theses on theological and philosophical aspects of Zen Buddhism which
would permit me to use the same research for both these. The more I
thought about it, however, the less practical that idea seemed, so I changed
my plan and wrote on two completely different themes, writing the
seminary thesis my second year but not submitting it until my third year
and writing the university thesis the following year. The subject of the
seminary thesis was chosen following consultation with August Karl
Reischauer, who had taught at Meiji Gakuin and was an authority on Pure
Land Buddhism. The subject was “A Comparison of ‘Salvation’ in the
Amida Sects of Japanese Buddhism and Christianity.” In this study, I
found various similarities in the emphasis on “salvation by faith” but also
some basic differences. Because of the great Marxist influence in Japan at
that time, I chose “Marxism and Religion” as the subject of my thesis at
N.Y.U., in which I indicated how, after Communism seeks to eliminate
traditional religions, it becomes a pseudo-religion in their place. While
doing research and writing both of these theses, I came to appreciate both
similarities and contrasts in the perspectives, philosophical, theological or
ideological bases of East and West, and the influence of both Christian and
non-Christian milieus. I found that the research required for these theses
was valuable in preparing my mind to understand Japanese tradition,
culture and ways of thinking and that I was better prepared to either
confront or enter into dialogue with Japanese thinkers.
It was during the research for my doctoral dissertation related to the socalled new religions, some ten years after coming to Japan, that I came to
realize more deeply the need for dialogue or meaningful conversation with
adherents and leaders of other religions. For this research, carried out in
Japan, it was possible to make use of Japanese source material and to have
personal contact with leaders or even founders of new religions as well as
with common believers. In the course of my interviews or conversations
with leaders of these religious groups, I became aware of many
misconceptions they held regarding Christianity and of a lack of accurate
understanding of Japanese religions other than their own. I also sensed that
there was a lack of opportunity for sincere leaders or adherents of different
religions to meet and seek to gain a more accurate understanding of one
another.
It was to provide such a place and opportunity that I began the Shûkyô
Bunka o Kangaeru Kai (meeting to think about religion and culture) over
seventeen years ago at which people from a variety of religious or
ideological backgrounds gather to discuss matters of religious or cultural
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significance. Since that time, we have had monthly meetings at which a
talk by one of the group or an invited guest is given on some relevant
subject. After that there is free discussion during which each one present is
encouraged to give some reaction, comments or questions from that
person’s particular perspective. The aim of this group is not conversion,
but mutual enlightenment. I have given the talk many times and regularly
contribute my comments or questions from a Christian perspective. I am
sure that that witness has had an influence on the thinking of those present
and I also have gained a deeper understanding of the thoughts and beliefs
of others. Over a year has passed since I retired as the leader, but the group
continues to meet monthly (now under the leadership of a Nichiren priest
and a Tenrikyo church leader) and I continue to attend.
The Inner Meaning of Ancestor Ritual
Japanese people in general have a deep sense of community and place a
high value on personal relationships. The importance of being part of a
community and maintaining vital relationships is not limited to one’s
present situation. One’s “community” includes those who have departed
this life. Consequently, being a virtuous Japanese involves maintaining a
certain tradition including a concern for the spirits of the departed. One of
the basic obstacles to conscientious Japanese formally becoming followers
of Christ through the rite of baptism is related to rituals related to what is
commonly called “ancestor worship.” So we may ask: is it possible for a
person to be both an authentic Japanese and a sincere Christian?
In an attempt to understand more fully the mental attitude, motivation
and content of what is called “ancestor worship,” I conducted some
elementary research on this subject. I composed a fairly detailed
questionnaire and visited one hundred homes in a housing development in
the neighborhood of our church in the city of Takahama in Aichi
Prefecture. At each home, I explained that I was conducting research on
this subject which would serve as source material for a paper to be
presented at the annual meeting of the Nihon Shûkyô Gakkai and asked
their cooperation. I returned to each home about a week later to pick up the
questionnaire and talk with a family member about their responses to
certain questions.
It was while I was engaged in this research that a unique opportunity for
a deeper understanding of the mental state of those who perform such
rituals arose. An airplane accident occurred on a mountain in New
Zealand. All the passengers were killed, including a number of Japanese.
Relatives from Japan immediately went to New Zealand in hopes of
visiting the accident site, but were unable to do so. An Episcopal priest in
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Auckland held a Christian memorial service in his church for those who
perished and permitted the Japanese relatives to follow their traditional
custom of showing respect for the deceased by burning incense, carrying a
photograph and using a Buddhist rosary on one side of the church. I
corresponded with the priest and with those Japanese who participated in
that ceremony, asking if they perceived a difference in the aim and
motivation of their actions and those of the Christians in that memorial
service. I received replies both by letter and telephone. A major difference
noted was the bright, even joyful, atmosphere of the Christian memorial
service in contrast to the dark, gloomy feeling that pervades a traditional
Buddhist memorial service, but underlying the ritualistic, verbal
differences there seemed to be a common aim and motivation.
The conclusion I reached as a result of this research and of carefully
considering the implications of the Hebrew, Greek and Japanese words
translated “worship” was that, for most Japanese, the actions they perform
before a family altar or shrine do not necessarily contravene the Mosaic
Law nor the spirit of Christ and that foreign missionaries should not
arbitrarily seek to force Westernized interpretations onto Japanese
traditional customs. We should also keep in mind the emphases of the
ethical prophets, of Jesus and of Paul that God sees the heart and is more
concerned about motives and attitudes than external forms.
Incidentally, I was surprised to receive a letter from a lady in Osaka
after a report of my research and the conclusion I had reached had been
printed in the Asahi newspaper. Her husband had died recently and,
although she did not consider herself a religious person, she had purchased
a butsudan (Buddhist family altar) and she and her children had been
making use of it in some way. But she wrote she could not give a
reasonable explanation of why she purchased it and what the purpose was
until she read that article. She wrote to express her gratitude.
Telephone Message Ministries
In regard to my telephone ministries, various unexpected and surprising
developments have occurred. The Japanese language Kyô no Messeji
(Today’s Message) telephone service began on January 1, 1979. The
original purpose was to utilize the telephone in our church in Takahama
where no one resided, but where I served as the pastor. It was seldom used
and I was usually at the church only on meeting days. On other days, the
pastor was not usually available for consultation or conversation. The
church officers agreed to the proposal to purchase a rusuban denwa
(answering machine) and the tapes on which to record daily messages. As a
result, church members or others could call at anytime of day or night and
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listen to a 2½ minute message that always included one or more Bible
verses related to a certain theme. Sometimes the messages were related to
the seasons, historical events that occurred on that day, Japanese or
Western customs, Japanese and English proverbs, but the aim was to
encourage, inspire or instruct, whether the caller was a believer or an
unbeliever.
These daily messages in Japanese continue to be transmitted. I make the
recordings on the days I go to church and a faithful church member goes to
the church daily to change the messages and record the number of calls.
Among the letters of appreciation from people who have been blessed by
this telephone service was one received along with a Christmas gift last
month from a Christian lady in Nagoya (over forty kilometers away) who
is ill and unable to attend her church. If someone is at the church when a
call comes, it is possible to talk to the caller following the taped message
and this lady has frequently conversed with me or another church member,
asking questions regarding Bible passages or Christian teaching.
About five years ago, a letter was received from a well-to-do Christian
lady in Nagoya suggesting that the messages be put into written form so
that non-callers could also benefit from them. She and another Christian
lady in Nagoya who sometimes called promised to make contributions to
help defray the publishing cost. The church officers agreed with the
proposal, made copies of about thirteen hundred of my handwritten
manuscripts and appointed four committees of church members to look
them over and choose a message for every day of the three months that
committee was responsible for. In this way, a relevant message for every
day of the year was chosen. Committee members also repaired my broken
Japanese and replaced the kôgo-yaku (Colloquial Version of the Bible) I
had used with the shin-kyôdô-yaku (New Interconfessional Translation)
and made titles for the messages. That book, under the title, Kokoro no
Sanpô-michi (Pathway for the Heart), was published by the Kirisuto
Shinbunsha in December 1994.
One particularly gratifying report regarding the effect of this
publication was quite unexpectedly received at the funeral service of an
eighty-eight-year-old man in August of 1996, which my wife and I
attended. I had become acquainted with this man when he was in the
foreign affairs section of the Nagoya City Hall. During his hospitalization
in the Nagoya Cancer Center, I visited him and left a copy of the book. The
man had been baptized when he was a junior high school student but had
never attended church since returning from military service in China at the
end of the war. He passed away within a couple of months after I left the
book. According to the pastor’s eulogy, his wife regularly read to him from
it; his dormant faith was revitalized and he died peacefully with a renewed
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faith in Christ. His funeral was held in the church in which he was baptized
but which he had not attended for over fifty years. Since that time, his wife,
who had never attended church before, has been regularly attending the
Bible Study there.
As another episode related to that book, a month after its publication, I
quite brazenly sent a copy to their majesties, Emperor Akihito and Empress
Michiko along with a personal letter, noting that both of them had been
exposed to some Christian influence in their younger days. I suggested
they might be interested in these messages by a longtime resident of Japan,
a foreign missionary, who included in some of them personal observations
regarding Japanese customs, comparisons of Japanese and American
proverbs, word usage, etc. To my surprise, a month later, I received a
telephone call from the Kunaisho (Imperial Household Agency) informing
me that the book had been received and passed on to their majesties (after
it had passed inspection, I presume). The following New Year, I sent one
of my regular New Year’s cards to them with an English sentence added: “I
hope you sometimes peek at the book Kokoro no Sanpô-michi I sent to you
last year.” A couple of weeks later, another phone call from the Kunaisho
informed me that the card had been received and passed on to their
majesties. So who knows, these messages may also be read by someone in
the imperial household.
After continuing the Japanese language telephone service for over a
year, I surmised that a similar service in English from my home in Nagoya
would meet with a favorable response by students of English who would
jump at the opportunity to hear a native speaker of English give a short,
daily, different, informative, interesting, meaningful message that could be
heard at any time convenient to them. On September 1, 1980, I began such
a telephone service called “Daily Word.” For that purpose, I purchased a
separate telephone and rusuban denwa and placed them in my study. Every
night, I recorded the taped message for the following day. Messages were
not limited to Bible passages or Christian truths, but often in the message,
Bible verses are quoted or referred to and Christian truth is presented. The
content of the messages is varied: national holidays in various countries,
birthdays of famous people, anniversary days or historical events are
sometimes noted, meanings of words, current events, moral problems,
personal experiences, exposition of Bible passages, newspaper articles,
etc., etc. Making use of many reference books, I enjoy composing the
messages and an appreciative group of listeners emerged, especially after
the service was reported in various newspapers and on radio and television.
The following year, our first meeting of listeners was held in a
downtown church. Subsequently, it has become our custom to hold
meetings on the afternoons of the fifth Sundays of a month (which occur
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on an average of four times a year); our sixty-eighth such meeting was held
last November. At such meetings, listeners have repeatedly attended from
as far away as Fukushima and Okayama prefectures. In response to the
desire of listeners, printed copies of the messages are sent out each week to
those requesting them by sending me a self-addressed, stamped envelope
plus ¥30 in stamps for each week of messages desired. Typed messages for
the following week are now mailed out on Thursdays so listeners can read
them before, during or after listening to the oral message. Two years later,
the first issue of “Daily Word Echoes,” made up of my corrected versions
of essays submitted by listeners on themes I suggested in the messages,
was published. At our November 1997 meeting, issue #58 was available
(for ¥200 per copy.)
In the summer of 1983, I received a visit by a couple of men from the
telephone company who informed me that they had received many calls
complaining that the “Daily Word” telephone number was always busy and
requesting an investigation. As a result, they monitored that number and
brought me the statistical results, showing that more people were getting
busy signals than were getting through. They told me I needed two more
telephones to handle all the calls. I replied that while I was paying the
monthly charge for a telephone I never used, their corporation was making
a considerable profit from my telephone service—which they recognized,
but I still ought to have two more telephones. I told them I would consider
it.
I then opened a postal transfer account in the name of “Daily Word” and
informed listeners that if seventy listeners who wanted to avoid busy
signals would each deposit ¥1000 in that account, I could buy another
telephone and answering machine. The amount was received and another
telephone and answering machine were hooked up so that when the first
phone was busy, the call would automatically switch to the second one.
This system continued for two-and-a-half years when I received a visit
from officials of the newly-created NTT (Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone) Corporation. They informed me that they were willing to
repurchase the two telephones then used for the messages and to make
“Daily Word” an NTT service. I made clear that my messages often
include Bible verses and Christian teaching and that I would not accept
their offer if there was any restriction on the content of the messages. They
replied the only restriction was that I could not use the messages to sell
anything. When I asked how they would respond to a request from another
religious organization to be given the same treatment, they replied that if
the request was for a similar service and had a similar record of
achievement, they might consider it. So, beginning in February 1986, the
“Daily Word’ telephone service was transmitted from the local NTT office
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on regular cassette tapes which they provided me with and which an
employee came to our house daily to take out of our mailbox.
When we moved to a house about a kilometer away, a special telephone
line (which required a tall, metal telephone pole to be erected outside of
our house) was installed to permit the service to keep the same number
even though we had moved out of the area of the previous telephone
exchange number. They also brought equipment on which I could record
the messages and play them from my home. On this equipment, one of two
identical tapes was always in rotation. When the one ended, the other
began, so callers would often begin hearing the message in the middle
rather than at the beginning, but they could keep listening to the repeated
messages as long as they continued their call.
Now a new (possibly unique) system is in operation whereby the
message is recorded on a chip in the NTT office and is always heard from
the beginning. Every night, I call in the message for the following day,
using a coded number on my push-button telephone and I continue to call
in the messages even on trips, whether here in Japan or overseas. On my
desk is a tiny monitor which I can activate by pushing another coded
number. The monitor will then display a number indicating the current
number of calls to “Daily Word.”
Every night before calling in my message for the following day, I check
the monitor to see how many calls were received that day. In January 1988,
the Nagoya and Tokyo editions of the Asahi Shinbun carried an article
about this telephone service and NHK noted it on a television program. I
had alerted NTT to the possibility of an increase in calls and a temporary
system was introduced by which twenty calls could be received
simultaneously. On January 14th, a record number of 5,224 calls were
received in a 24-hour period.
Subsequently, the messages were introduced into NTT’s CAPTAIN
system, which means they can be read on monitors in public places
(railway stations, hotels, department stores, etc.) throughout the country.
NTT has provided me with such a monitor plus a fax machine so that I can
inform them by fax of any mistakes I find on the CAPTAIN system
version. The Nagoya office related to the CAPTAIN system, known as
NAMOS, has provided me with a modem for my computer, by which I
transmit the written messages directly to that office. In January 1990, they
were introduced into the English Forum of the NIFTY-Serve computer
network. Since January 1993, they have been put into Braille and are
available at St. Michael’s English Library for the Blind in Kobe, along
with cassette tapes of the spoken messages. An earnest (non-Christian)
volunteer makes Japanese translations of the messages and uploads them
on NIFTY-serve for those readers who find them helpful. He also sends me
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a copy of his translations which I copy and send out along with the English
originals (a week later) to those who request them. Since March 1996, the
messages have also been available on the homepage of NAMOS on the
Internet: http://www.namos.co.jp/clark/.
Two textbooks composed of “Daily Word” messages have been
published: “Daily Word” (university level) by Hokuseido in Tokyo and
Ofuna-Hakase no Deiri-Wa-do (high school level) by Biseisha in Kyoto.
The messages have been and are being used by English teachers at schools
and other classes. Although now there are more readers than callers, the
number of callers has averaged about 130 per day over the seventeen years
since it began. From the responses of listeners and readers, I know of many
who have been encouraged and blessed by the messages, of a few who
have become Christians and many others who have been stimulated to
seriously consider Biblical teaching and Christian truth as well as to better
understand the English language and Western thought. I continue to be
amazed at how these telephone services have developed and pray that the
seeds that continue to be sown through them will bring forth good fruit in
God’s good time.
There are different ways to communicate the Good News of Christ,
different methods of transmitting God’s love and truth. Some aim at quick
results and emphasize a break with a non-Western culture and traditional
customs. Some seek to manifest the love of God in very practical ways,
through medical or social services. Others use education as a tool to
communicate. The nature of the results and the kind of side-effects
accompanying them will vary depending on the method used. But if we are
faithful, in our varied ways and in accord with our individual gifts, in our
proclamation of God’s Word and sowing good seed, we have the promise
that it will not be useless, that God will accomplish his purpose.

III – The Gospel in Japanese Society
by
Patrick McElligott1

Introduction
This lecture will take the form of a testimony regarding the missionary
and his relationship to, and meaningful integration into Japanese society.
At the outset I would like to state the basic fundamental principles from
which I will seek to develop this topic.
I am working from the position that in all missionary ministry the
“voice in the wilderness aspect” of our propagation of the Gospel is to
some extent inevitable. The fact that we as missionaries come from
cultures other than Japan and that most of us simply look different to the
Japanese results in us being “outsiders” as far as Japanese culture and
society are concerned. To some extent we speak from outside the culture,
and initially we do not have a culturally recognisable social function. This
is to some degree true of any prophetic cross-cultural ministry. It is a fact
of missionary life.
I hold to the position that the missionary should aspire to be a
“wholesome foreigner” rather than seek to be fully absorbed into Japanese
1
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culture, or society, by meticulously copying the lifestyle and values of the
Japanese people. The day has passed when we need to seek to imitate the
receptor culture in order to be accepted by it. It is neither advisable or
possible for me to seek to become Japanese. It is also unnecessary.
Having stated the above I would also add that it is also unnecessary for
me to feel acutely foreign while in Japan. Theologically I belong in Japan
just as much, perhaps even more so than the Japanese themselves in as far
as the Japanese are in this country through the general providence of God,
whereas the missionary is here, or should be, through the specific call of
God. I must accept my foreignness but need not feel that it is a hindrance
to my effectiveness as a witness for the Gospel.
I am assuming long term (by which I mean a minimum of twenty years)
service in Japan. Unless you are unusually gifted in some specific way,
social acceptance which leads to ever increasingly frequent opportunities
to witness for Christ from within Japanese society is not normally possible
in the short term. In the short term, usefulness is possible, but not truly
integrated socially penetrating ministry.
I am assuming life-long dedication and commitment to the Japanese
language and to Japanese cultural understanding. Without a reasonably
high degree of linguistic ability, socially integrated opportunities for the
Gospel are not in the normal run of things, forthcoming.
I am convinced also that in the economy of God nothing is wasted.
Therefore it is possible that any past experience can be used by God to
enhance our present ministry.
Finding a Socially Integrated Role
Having set out these basic fundamentals I feel it behoves us as
missionaries to strive to relate the Gospel to the Japanese through socially
contextualized channels as far as is possible. This can only be achieved by
adopting social roles that enable us to relate the Gospel from within society
rather than from its perimeter.
In my experience, to attain these roles we need to be able to offer
society the Scriptural answers to felt needs within society. To enable us to
achieve this we need to excel in some aspect of our own culture and/or
some aspect of the host culture to a level above the average of that reached
by the Japanese themselves.
Such endeavours can be in many spheres, such as music, art, literature,
any academic subject, sports, or even humour. This is why long-term
commitment is normally so necessary.
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It is my experience that as this endeavour to master some aspect of
Japanese culture is recognised by the Japanese and their society, the
opportunities to minister from within Japanese society increase.
At this point I must make one more observation from my own
experience. (I hope some of you will be able to disagree with what I am
about to say because there is something within me which tells me that my
experience should not be the “norm.”) The observation is this – social
integration and the resultant increased possibilities of contextualized
ministry are unlikely to happen in any planned way.
I would like to think I was wrong about this. I would like for some of
you to say “no, I planned it this way and that’s how it happened.” I think
that’s what should happen, somehow. But listening to Brother Clark, last
night, I see that his experience is very similar to mine. He never set out to
establish a media and publishing empire; but that’s almost what he’s got.
It’s as if the NTT had a plan and he’s helped them to fulfil it. That’s what
socially integrated ministry is all about. He didn’t sit down and plan to
have three rusuban denwas, but it happened because he fulfilled a socially
felt need at the right time and he had developed his potential to be able to
fit that need. That’s the same pattern with the other speakers such as
William Wood. He never came to Japan with a plan of having a specialist
ministry among Jehovah Witnesses. I would like to think that somewhere
in the bible colleges of the West, there is someone who is trying to
stimulate people to have special plans to minister to Jehovah Witnesses in
Japan. But they’re not there. It happened in an unplanned way.
Social acceptance in Japan is not dependent upon any wonderful plan
you might have for penetrating Japanese society, but is far more likely to
be dependent on the respect you can win and the trust you can inspire
among the non-Christians that surround you.
You cannot, for example, walk into a primary school and announce
yourself as a PTA lecturer. You have to wait to be “discovered.” So many
plans result in increased frustration. In a society like Japan we must believe
the Lord to apply the verse “But I will stay on at Ephesus because a great
door for effective work has opened to me . . . ” (I. Cor. 16:8-9).
Increased social acceptance is often a chain reaction which will depend
very much on whether on not you try to force a situation, manipulate an
opportunity, or betray a trust. No matter how gifted you are, any of these
errors will quickly destroy the possibility of further opportunity. If you
want to have an ineffective ministry in Japan, you can chose any one of
these three and it will surely work. As an illustration of the above
principles let me explain to you the way in which opportunities have been
given me to enter the world of Japanese PTA. These days I receive
invitations to speak at PTA meetings in kindergartens, primary schools,
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junior high schools, and high schools all over Japan. On average I will take
about twenty-five of these meetings in one year.
How I Became a PTA Lecturer
This ministry began about eighteen years ago. I was asked to preach at
the annual evangelistic campaign of a rural church in Shiga prefecture. I
was to preach four times over the weekend. Because I was free on the
Sunday afternoon the ladies of the church asked me if I would speak to
them. I agreed to do so. Shortly before the campaign was about to take
place the leader of the ladies’ meetings rang and asked me if I would speak
on the subject of “Family Life and Children’s Education.” I prepared a
lecture based upon Ephesians 5 and centred upon a sentence that had been
a great help to me as a young father, “The greatest thing a man can do for
his children is to love their mother.” I had read this somewhere in a book
by Walter Trobish. That is the basis of my PTA lecturers; I have a series of
three one and a half hour lectures that I give all over the country and that is
basically my starting point.
I illustrated the lecture with haiku poetry and practical illustrations
from our own experience of bringing up our three children in Japan. This
was the first time I had ever spoken specifically to this subject. There were
fifteen ladies present; half of them were in church for the first time. They
had been attracted by the subject of the lecture. This was when katenai
bôryoku (domestic violence) had really broken out in Japan. After the
lecture one of the ladies asked me if I would give the same lecture at the
local junior high school at their annual public lecture meeting. She was the
vice-president for the PTA that year.
Two months later I returned to that town for my first Japanese PTA
meeting. I was surprised to see that about six hundred people had gathered
in the school sports hall. I was introduced to the mayor of the town and
many educational officials. As a rural church planting missionary, I was a
bit overwhelmed by it all. My lecture was well received and I went home,
happy for what I thought was a “one off” opportunity. Within two weeks I
received my second invitation to speak at a PTA meeting. Another junior
high school, this one much closer to where we were doing church planting,
asked for the same lecture. The PTA “grapevine” was at work. Thirteen
hundred people gathered at the second school. From that time on
invitations have come in a steady stream.
At first I was inundated with requests for the same lecture and as a
result was invited to address the annual gathering of all the headmasters of
primary and junior high schools in Shiga Prefecture. This meeting took
place in the prefectural administration buildings and as a result my name
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was placed on the county register of accepted PTA lecturers. This meant
that if any school wanted to hold a lecture meeting but was at a loss as to
who to invite to speak they rang the prefectural office for a recommended
speaker. In this way invitations to speak at PTA meetings increased. It also
opened the door to lecture at meetings sponsored by local education
authorities in town halls, bunka kaikans (culture halls) and even factories
and large companies. You see some of the educational authorities are very
aware that many of the mothers who would normally be at the PTA
meeting if they could get there, work. So they contact these huge
companies and say, “You have many ladies working for you who can’t get
to PTA meetings. So what we want you to do is give them a hour and a half
off on company time so that the PTA lecturer can come into your factory
and give his lecture.” Many companies will agree to do that. As I’ve had
opportunity to go into many of these large companies, what has happened
is I had many company officials coming to the lectures as well. So it just
increases and snowballs.
The content of these lectures are based on Scripture and are a practical
application of the principle that the husband-wife relationship, rather than
the parent-child relationship, is foundational to the welfare of the whole
family. To the missionary this is very basic, almost like common sense, but
when explained clearly and practically this is a revelation to many
Japanese. At PTA lectures it is not normally permissible to quote scripture
at length or to actually preach but there is no restriction on relating
personal experience.
As a child I experienced life in welfare institutions and orphanages. My
parents didn’t die; they just were unable to support six children financially.
So we were placed for some years in institutions and had no family life,
very much between the ages of six and twelve. When I was eleven years of
age we received government housing. We were very happy to become a
family of eight again. But this particular government housing estate was a
place with a very high crime rate; a very difficult place to bring up
children. Consequently I smoked at eleven years of age, drank hard alcohol
from the age of twelve, and was arrested for shoplifting (with my mother
who would take us on shoplifting trips). From the age of fourteen I was a
dedicated thief and would regularly steal elderly people’s old age pensions
by creeping in their rooms. I left school at the age of fifteen and never went
to high school or university.
So at the age of sixteen I was a young man with very few prospects in
life at all. My mother went to prison for shoplifting; my older brother died
at the age of forty-seven because he was such a heavy smoker and couldn’t
give it up. My younger brothers have all been to prison as adults. One was
a gold smuggler from the Middle East and the other, up until not too long
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ago, was a thief. I tell these things at the PTA lecture. I also tell them that
at the age of seventeen I was a completely different person because I had
found the love of God.
This has a tremendous effect in the schools. Because you see, most
Japanese, when they see you wearing your nice shirt and tie on a Sunday
preaching, have built up an idea about what your home life was like. Most
Japanese would see the missionary as someone who has been brought up in
a Christian home and has learned these wonderful things from their
parents. In the rural areas of Shiga prefecture, I’ve had older people come
to me and say “I want to meet your mother.” This is when I haven’t told
them about my early childhood and the fact that I was arrested with my
mother. They feel I’ve learned these things from my parents the same way
that most sons of Buddhist priests become Buddhist priests. It’s really
devastating for them to hear that this isn’t so.
All of this is of great interest to parents in Japan these days. Since
lecturing regularly in PTA circles, wherever I have done church planting or
pastoral work, there are those who have come to the local fellowship and
have found Christ as a result of this activity. I have heard of a good
number of people who have attended a PTA lecture, felt the need to attend
a church and are now baptised members of local churches. There is no
doubt that such close contact with educational authorities gives a certain
degree of credibility to the local congregation.
Recently the Christian impact on local PTA meetings has been
enhanced by the publication in book form (by WLP) of these lectures with
all the Scriptural background. While there is some restriction on the
quotation of Scripture within the lecture itself there is no restriction on the
sale of the lecturer’s books after the meetings. I have sold tens of
thousands of copies of these books to non-Christians after PTA meetings.
About half the number of attendants will buy the books. Both of these
books are very easy to read for non-Christians. In this way a great deal of
Christian literature finds its way into non-Christian homes.
The PTA lecture circuit is an open door for a Christian witness from
within Japanese society, a witness which inevitably leads to people coming
to Christ, a witness which increases respect for local congregations and a
witness which will almost certainly lead to further opportunities granted
from within society.
A PTA lecture would normally last for around ninety minutes. It should
be practical, interesting, contain some humour, have a strong “human
element,” and be culturally relevant. I have found that the use of haiku
poetry to illustrate points within the lectures has a profound effect upon the
listeners.
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The Illustrative Use of Haiku
Let me give you an illustration of one haiku poem that I often use
within a PTA lecture. It has nothing to do with education but that doesn’t
matter. This is a haiku poem that I often use and there are always a good
number of people in tears afterwards. Hana saku ya me o nuwaretaru tori
no naku. This is a poem that has to do with going to see cherry blossoms;
the flowers that are blooming are cherry blossoms. And as Issa the poet is
going towards the wonderful beautiful cherry trees, you see, on the way,
tori no naku, the sound of birds crying comes into his ear. They’re not little
birds singing; they are geese making a dreadful racket. He looks to see
where these birds are and they’re in someone’s garden. But as he looks
closer he sees that someone with thread has actually sewn the eyes of the
birds shut; they can’t see. They might just as well be completely blind.
Why has this happened?
Now, most Japanese don’t know; they’ve never heard about anything
like this before. Why has someone sewn those eyes shut? Well, the reason
is this—those birds are neither wild birds or pets; they belong to a
restaurant owner. Those birds are being prepared for the table and the
reason that the restaurant owner or the cook has sewn their eyes shut is so
that they will not be able to fly away. A bird that can’t see anything won’t
fly. Not only that, but every day the owner or cook puts the food for those
birds in exactly the same place and so they never move from that place.
They just wait because they know that that’s the place they’re going to get
fed. And so these birds never get any exercise at all; they have wings but
they don’t fly; they have legs but they hardly walk or run anyway. If you
get no exercise, what happens to you? You get fat! And that’s exactly what
the restaurant owner wants because fat birds are more delicious when
cooked.
And so those poor birds are living in a dark, narrow world simply for
the sake of men. There are wonderful cherry blossoms, beautiful things
around them but they can’t see them. The purpose of their life is narrow
and confined and so they live a very dark life. I use this haiku to explain to
Japanese parents that if all you’re interested in is your child’s academic
ability, then your child’s condition is not very different from those birds,
because your child’s worldview is going to be dark and narrow.
There are wonderful things in God’s world, beautiful things that you
should be showing your child. You should be showing your child how
beautiful it is for two people to love one another, like Mom and Dad, for
example. You should be showing them the wonderful things in the world
of literature; you should be showing them how wonderful it is to have
good, deep personal relationships. You should be giving to them the joy of
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life, a spirit of adventure, a feeling of responsibility, the ability to make
things, all these wonderful things are there. Just like the cherry blossoms.
But if you’re not careful, your children will never see them.
Now, to us that might be an overdone illustration but when the Japanese
hear this, they’re weeping; it strikes home.
I could give you lots of illustrations like that from Japanese poetry. At
Christmas I am asked to speak at many of these shimin (citizen’s) Chrismas
celebrations where hundreds of non-Christians gather to hear a Christmas
message. And I use poetry. I think that’s one of the reasons the Japanese
pastors ask me to come because they know they’re going to get some
poetry. Here’s a poem for Christmas, although there’s no haiku in the
Bible. Utsukushikii tako agari keri kojiki goya. Utsukushikii tako – a
beautiful kite, you know made of paper and all the rest of it. You have to
explain it’s a kite because they might think it’s an octopus. Issa, the poet, is
walking along a country road and he sees in the sky this beautiful kite, a
really wonderfully decorated, colored kite and it’s flying high. He looks at
it and says “Wow, that’s really beautiful!” Then he looks at it and follows
the string down and lo and behold if it’s not going up from a kojiki goya, a
beggar’s house.
I’ve used that to illustrate the fact that when Jesus Christ was born there
was great joy in heaven. The angels were singing “Glory to God!” They
were worshipping God because heaven could not keep quiet when this
moment in history came, when the Saviour of the world promised for
thousands of years actually appeared. This is the key, the turning point in
the history of man—a Saviour has come! And there’s great joy in heaven.
I’ve never heard angels sing but I imagine it would be perfect singing. And
yet, a few minutes later there are those shepherds, working class,
discriminated against, ordinary people and the same praise and worship is
in their hearts because they have gone to see if the Word of God was true.
And what joins heaven’s glory, heaven’s joy, heaven’s power, heaven’s
love and your heart is that thin twine of faith.
So you can use a poem like that and it makes the presentation of the
gospel or PTA lectures so much more related to the Japanese
sentimentality. The Japanese are among the most emotional people on
earth. Did you know that? You may not think so but they are. And it’s not
the logic of your sermons; it’s not the Western sermon structure—“if this
equals this and this equals this, then you should be that.” Why that doesn’t
move them at all. The heart has to be opened through illustrations that they
understand. This has all been a digression; back to my notes.
My study of haiku poetry has also been the means of opening doors into
Japanese society. This was never my intention. My study of haiku was
undertaken simply to keep me at my language study. (If I do not set myself
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specific goals I tend to waste my time. I am not a natural student.) I said
earlier I left school at fifteen and went two years to Bible College and
that’s all the formal education I’ve ever had. So I know unless I set myself
specific goals I’m going to make myself too busy to do the things I don’t
have the natural bent for. And so I set myself goals to do my high school
study and university study in Japanese. I discovered that when you’re
converted even your head’s converted.
Because I quote haiku in my lectures and sermons, and because I have
made an in-depth study of one of Japan’s most popular haiku poets and
have consequently had my studies recognised academically, I find that I am
invited to give lectures on haiku to clubs for the elderly, culture clubs and
even high schools and universities. Requests for lectures on Issa’s haiku
have led to some very interesting experiences which have resulted in a
Christian witness in some unusual places. When I am asked to lecture on
haiku I normally accept the invitation on the condition that I compare the
content of the haiku with the Christian scriptures. This “condition” is
invariably agreed to, and presents an opportunity to present Christian truth
in a very interesting and natural way.
A few years ago I was asked to give a poetry lecture to a senior citizen’s
club in the countryside of Shiga prefecture. A date was set and I agreed to
go. I was told that about eighty elderly people would be meeting in the
local village hall. A week before the lecture was to take place the president
of the senior citizen’s club rang to say he had a problem. The number of
applicants to hear the lecture were far too many for the village hall to
accommodate. Over three hundred wanted to come. He asked if it was all
right to change the venue; he had already arranged to use the largest
meeting place in the district. Would I mind? I told him to go ahead, it did
not matter to me if the venue were changed. He said he was very relieved
to hear me say so and informed me that the meeting would take place in the
local temple.
And so for the first (and last!) time in my missionary career I lectured
about haiku and then gave my testimony to the love of God in a huge rural
temple. The local Buddhist priest had been very kind and screened off all
the objects of worship. Before the meeting I spent one hour alone with him
comparing our faiths. After the meeting I sold Christian literature inside
the temple. It was a very moving experience to have these three hundred
elderly people gathering at the temple and listening to my testimony of
how I used to steal old people’s pensions. And then I told them through
Japanese haiku about how I felt about stealing.
I used a haiku that is a wonderful illustration of Romans 7:19—“The
good things I would do I do not but the bad things that I do not want to do
they are the ones I find myself doing.” I wanted to stop stealing at the age
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of fourteen or fifteen but I couldn’t. The power of money for a child with
no money is a very strong power. I hated myself for going into that room
and stealing that old lady’s money. I wanted to stop but I didn’t have the
power to do so because every month when I’d spent the money I’d stolen,
the date of the next payment for pensions would somehow enter my mind
and I would say “One more” and this went on month after month. I have a
Japanese haiku that I use to illustrate that and they’d listen. I’d tell them
that when I found Christ I knew my life could be different so I saved up all
the money I’d stolen and went back to that old lady and gave it all back
plus more. Oh my, you should see the old people weeping.
So I don’t really relish the thought of going into temples and giving
lectures and preaching. I must confess I was a bit hesitant about it but
having been there, I thought it was a wonderful opportunity. After that I
sold many books to these old people who said “I’m going to read this and
give it to my grandchild.” I’ve been asked to speak at all kinds of groups
you wouldn’t imagine. For example one group phoned and said “Please
come and lecture us.” I said, “Who are you?” They said, “We are the
county association of midwives.” I said, “What on earth do you want me to
lecture about?” The leader said “Every year we meet for three days of
study and we study about milk and protein, about how to deliver children,
about all the new medical methods and we study and we study and we
study. We’ve come to the conclusion that we want something for our own
hearts. So come and give us something for our hearts.” What a wonderful
opportunity.
But be careful. You don’t go into a situation like that and preach the
same evangelistic sermon that you would preach at a local church
evangelistic campaign. Because you see that becomes a betrayal of trust.
You have to be very careful. You must speak about Jesus Christ. I’ve had
temples ring me up and say “Please come and speak to our yôchien
mothers and fathers. But don’t talk about Jesus.” I said, “I’m sorry, I
cannot promise you that I will not speak about Jesus. Because when I get
up to speak and I see the people’s faces then sometimes I have to speak
about Jesus.” They said, “If you won’t promise we can’t invite you”. I said,
“That’s up to you.”
I’m not saying that you go to these places and you just give wisdom or
sentimental lectures on haiku. But on the other hand while you present
Christ you’re not invited to go and preach to these people. You may
disagree with me on that; you can quote verses that we should be ready to
preach the word “in season and out of season.” I know what you mean if
you feel like that. But I tell you that in this society your opportunities to
reach the lost will be decreased if you even give a faint kind of aroma that
you’re betraying a trust or that you’re manipulating a situation. These are
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not the things to do. But you’ll find that if you go in the spirit of Christ that
you will find that things will happen and people will get converted.
My wife and I have been volunteers at the local orphanage for the last
eight years. We help the children, from primary school to high school, with
their English for one night a week. As a result of this I was asked to give a
little speech at the fiftieth anniversary of the orphanage. As a result of the
speech I was asked to lecture at a Buddhist university to three hundred
students about the great change that had taken place in my life when I was
seventeen years old and about how to show love to children.
My interest in haiku poetry and my experience within the Japanese PTA
network has considerably influenced the evangelistic outreach of local
churches. I am frequently invited to preach at the evangelistic campaigns
of local churches throughout Japan. Some of these churches have been
quite innovative in their approach. Instead of having three or four meetings
in the church and inviting people in, they organise the campaign differently
by contacting the local education authority, and/or primary or junior high
school and arranging an educational lecture as part of the campaign, either
in the local city hall or school. They then contact the local poetry society
and inform them that a teacher of Issa haiku is coming to town and to ask
them if they would like a lecture on Issa haiku and the Bible. In this way
while some evangelistic meetings are still held inside the church, many
contacts are made by church members outside the church. So instead of
having four meetings in the church, you have one meeting in the kôminkan
(public hall) or the local junior or primary school. Then you can get
hundreds of people coming. You can have a meeting for the poets. In some
tiny villages you’ll have sixty people gather who would never go inside a
church and they’ll listen to haiku explained to them and then compared
with scripture. The church people then make friends with the poets of the
town. Then when you have your reihai (regular service) meeting and your
evangelistic meeting in the church, you can draw newcomers from these
groups. Some of the churches I’ve been to have been very good at doing
these kinds of things. So it means that the gospel in a local evangelistic
campaign, especially in the smaller churches, really reaches into society
rather than being preached only from within the church, from a distance.
In the last few years both PBA and Harvest Time TV ministries have
made TV programs which have featured both my interest in haiku and my
ministry with the Japanese PTA system. More recently, I had a request
from NHK to make a programme for them. How they knew about me I do
not know. But that’s one of the questions you don’t need to ask. If God
opens a door, go through it. Don’t start asking, “Who told you about me?”
In December last year (1997) they broadcast on the NHK Educational
channel a one hour programme entitled, “Issa and I,” which devoted the
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first thirty minutes to my early life in London and my encounter with
Christ. All the Scriptural references were clearly given; it was a very
detailed testimony. The latter half of the programme was devoted to
comparisons between Issa haiku and the Bible. A very clear Christian
message was presented. This programme was broadcast nation-wide on
Sunday the fourteenth of December and Saturday the twentieth of
December.
Some Responses from Listeners
I have received a variety of responses which included calls for help in
family problems, invitations for lectures from non-Christian groups in
quite isolated places, and testimonies from some who have rekindled their
faith in Christ. I’ve received amazing letters: “Come tomorrow; we’re on
the verge of divorce.” And I can’t go; I’ve had to write to people and
phone them. But the response was quite remarkable.
Let me give you one response from an old lady living on nenkin
(pension) in a tiny village on the Japan Sea side of Hokaido, three hours
from Hakodate. She saw the program and this is what she wrote: “
It was wonderful. I was so moved that the following day when I
went to the old people’s meeting, I had to tell someone about it. So I
told the leader of the town fujinkai (women’s association). And she
said, ‘Yes, I saw the program too. We must get this man to come here
and speak to the whole town’ . . . When can you come? We’ll gather as
many people as we can and you tell it like you told it on NHK. Tell us
how much you want us to pay you . . . I don’t know of any Christians in
this town. We all believe in Hotoke Sama (Buddha). But please come.”
What an invitation; I should probably go. Very exciting. So you get all
kinds of responses. I even got a response from a Jehovah’s Witness,
sending me lots of their literature. But they didn’t give me an address to
send some of mine.
Thirty-two years have passed since my wife and I began our missionary
lives in Japan. During that time I have struggled with the language, been
baffled by the culture, known considerable discouragement and times of
unfruitfulness. However, without any planning on my part, some quite
remarkable opportunities to minister from within Japanese society have
presented themselves. I have coached soccer, been invited by the local
education authorities to use junior high school English teaching lessons to
teach morals to the students.
I’ve actually been approached by an educational authority in Kyoto to
spend one year in three junior high school using the English lessons to
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teach morals to the students but to teach English as well. So what do you
do? You give your testimony in English. You never let the students know
you can speak and understand Japanese. When you walk in the classroom
they’re always saying things about how big your nose is and all the rest of
it. But they don’t know you understand Japanese and I don’t tell them. And
then I say, “I was born in London.” Most third year students understand
that. Then I give them my story. I then translate the whole thing into
Japanese and it’s deathly silent! The last sentence in my testimony is this,
“At the age of seventeen a wonderful change came into my life and I’ve
been happy ever since. That’s the end. Now have you any questions?” And
always the first question is “What was the change?”
I’ve taught haiku to university students, served as a volunteer at the
local orphanage, and travelled the country taking PTA lectures, poetry
lectures, and speaking at evangelistic campaigns, seminars and camps. For
the most part it has been a busy and blessed time. But none of these
activities were ever planned—by me. Basically I am a church planting
evangelist.
What lessons can we learn from all this? I think the basic lesson is this;
in Japan our first responsibility is not to plan our activities but to live and
prepare ourselves in such a way that the potential for ever increasing
contextualized usefulness is constantly expanding. This will involve
lifelong language study, a deep commitment to understanding Japanese
society, the effort to excel in some aspect of Japanese culture, and the
constant prayer that the Lord Himself will open doors of opportunity for
us.

Panel Discussion Sessions

Moderator: Mark Joseph
Panel: William Wood, Patrick McElligott, Clark Offner, Terry Mattingly
Brief statements from each Panel Member
William Wood
In my presentation yesterday I mentioned the opportunity for
evangelism to people in the cults. I’m afraid I didn’t go into much detail at
that time but, as I think you have all experienced, it’s very difficult many
times to communicate with someone in a cult. The main reason for that is a
problem that we refer to as “mind control,” a situation where a person is
totally dependent upon their leader and has lost the ability to think or to
reason for themselves. They will accept whatever the leader tells them to
do but they will not listen to someone outside of the organization because
everybody outside of a cult belongs to Satan.
So when we try to witness to someone in a cult it’s very important that
we do not try to preach to them; that will immediately turn them off. What
we need to do is ask them a question that will begin to get them to think for
themselves and hopefully begin to have doubts about their organization or
their leader.
Now, for example, if you were dealing with a Jehovah Witness in Japan,
one question that you could use to get them to start thinking is “Why does
your organization forbid blood transfusions while at the same time
accepting organ transplants?’ You know the Jehovah Witnesses until 1980
forbade organ transplants as well as blood transfusions but in 1980, I guess
Jehovah gave the organization some new light and they decided transplants
were okay. But there is a tremendous contradiction here. Because if a
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person has an organ transplant, that organ is filled with blood and so they
are accepting another person’s blood into their body, which is supposed to
be forbidden by God’s law. So ask them “Isn’t there a contradiction here?”
You can ask them about the approximately twenty prophecies they have
made in the last 120 years; not one of them has come to pass. They have
prophesied the end of the world six times; I can send you a little booklet
with copies of Watchtower Material that proves this. You can use that to
ask, “I’ve heard that you have made prophecies in the past and I don’t
really know much about your group (that’s an important thing to say) so
I’d like to ask you about this. I don’t really know what this little booklet is
talking about; can you look at it and tell me your side of the story?”
You could ask them about their doctrine of the 144,000. They say that
most of the New Testament was only written for that group. The rest of the
Jehovah Witnessess will all spend eternity on a Paradise Earth; there are
just any number of scriptures that you could use to ask them about this and
begin the thinking process.
Patrick McElligott
I think we’re living in a particularly encouraging time in Japan when it
comes to families. I find it a great opportunity; the Japanese family is
crumbling before our very eyes. And the many crises that happen during
the year seem to impress this upon the hearts of the Japanese. Most
Japanese mothers have no confidence at all about bringing up their
children. Most Japanese couples have very little personal relationship in
terms of sharing their hearts. There is really a tremendous bankruptcy here.
And the more I get involved with Japanese PTA, the more I am convinced
of the absolute wisdom of the Scriptures. I’m thrilled with the timeless
wisdom of Ephesians chapter 5 that can be applied to the Japanese
situation today.
All the Japanese standards for bringing up children expressed in their
little sayings are of no validity at all today. The three most popular things
that a Japanese mother would say when a child is growing up are these. If
the child does something naughty, it’s “That’s very embarrassing to
mother; please stop it.” When the child gets a little bit older the mother
will often say, “Haven’t I told you not to give trouble to others?” Then
when a child gets to junior high school or high school the thing that a
mother or father often says to them is, “If you do that, you’ll ruin your own
life.”
These things are their sole response but they have no basis in truth
whatsoever. You can demonstrate clearly that the values of the Scripture
are wise values. For example, take that incident of Jun Hase in Kobe, the
Elementary age boy who was murdered by a junior high school boy and
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whose head was put on the post of the school. The fourteen-year old boy
who did that is said to have spent many hours in his own room very
quietly. That is a situation that many Japanese parents hope for, not
causing anyone any trouble. It is so easy to explain to the Japanese that he
was tanin ni mewaku kakeru na, not giving anyone any trouble at all. But
is that true? No. Because what he saw in that room, through all the horror
videos and the television that he watched, was sowing the seeds for
tremendous trouble.
A parent has to know what is going into the mind of their child. But for
many parents, all they want is for their child to be quiet. You can explain
from the Scripture that you should think on the things that are good and
wholesome, the things of good report, the pure things. All this scripture
can come to life in a non-Christian meeting when you apply it to what is
happening in Japanese families today.
If you ever get the opportunity to speak to the PTA meeting, it’s very
important that your first lecture is a success. Because if it isn’t you don’t
get a second. But if you get a second, you’ll get a third. You can’t afford to
leave too many doubts. The grapevine cannot sustain too many failures and
it won’t work for you if you don’t approach the thing in the right way.
This is what I mean. The use of haiku or illustrations from Japanese
society or history is very important because when you first stand in front of
a PTA gathering, if you’re an American, they will see an American. If
you’re English, they will see an Englishman. As an Englishman I have no
basis for teaching the Japanese about valid family life. Because people will
say to me, “Well what about the royal family in Britain—what kind of
example are they?” or “These things that you’ve been teaching us, are all
the English people like this?” I have no validity to stand in front of a
Japanese audience and give them a lecture that gives the impression that
this is what happens in England. Because it doesn’t and they know it
doesn’t.
So you have to go as something recognizably more than an American.
That’s why if you go as a poet or as someone who knows something about
Japan in a way that doesn’t threaten people, then they will see you as that
person. That means you have a social role before you’ve even opened your
mouth.
Clark Offner
At Hayama we’ve always had people from different backgrounds with
different perspectives give stimulating lectures. Certainly over the years
we’ve had a lot of dialog. We don’t expect everyone to agree; we expect
everyone to be stimulated. And certainly I know many people would
disagree with my talk yesterday, particularly with regard to ancestor
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worship. I would just want to mention that I’m not expecting you to agree
especially. This has been the result of my study over the years and I’ve
written articles in various Japanese and English periodicals about
continuing respect for the departed.
I wrote one article a number of years ago for The Japan Christian
Quarterly about conscientious compromise. Compromise is not a word that
most of us from the West enjoy but it’s certainly a basic part of Japanese
culture. Any of us who have lived here long know that compromise is
important. When we come to think of it, any happy home or any happy
relationship between husband and wife or parents and children involves
some compromise; it depends how far you go. Jesus also spoke differently
to different people depending on his listeners and as Patrick has
mentioned, he speaks differently at the church evangelistic service than he
does to the PTAs. We speak in Japanese when we speak to Japanese
people. There’s a certain amount of being all things to all men and the
problem is how far do we go; but I think we need to recognize that there’s
a need for both give and take. We need to try to understand the mind of the
people that we’re speaking to. That’s one thing anyway about Hayama; I
expect to be stimulated and I hope others were stimulated by what I said
yesterday.
Also what Patrick has said has encouraged me to share something else.
Over the years, I’ve been asked to speak to the public employees of Aichi
Prefecture. They have regular seminars for employees and invite people
with different specialties. I’ve been the only foreigner that they’ve invited,
but over a number of years I’ve been invited to speak to prefectural
employees on the subject of Kokusai kôryû (international exchange).
Usually these peoples are divided up into groups of about forty people.
I tell them, instead of giving a theoretical lecture about Kokusai kôryû, a
practical example of it will be more helpful. So instead of sitting in rows
like in a school classroom, we sit in one huge circle. I have a list of names
and I try to ask each person some question. I distribute copies of editorials
or articles from Japanese newspapers related to what I think is the problem
of the narrow-minded Japanese outlook in not accepting foreigners or
about the problems involved in inter-cultural communication. For example,
in Aichi prefecture when Brazilians of Japanese lineage came, they were
given special privileges in their work, not because they were Japanese;
they were Brazilian citizens. They have a Japanese face and name so they
were given special privileges. Or when there’s an airplane accident, they
ask how many Japanese were involved in the accident. Or when a Japanese
astronaut goes up in space, he’s the one who’s pictured, and you don’t
even know who the others are in some cases.
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Anyway, I mention all of this in regard to Kokusai kôryû. If you look in
the Japanese dictionary for kôryû you get an electrical definition,
alternating current. The opposite of that is chokuryû, which is direct
current. I say, before you think of international exchange, Kokusai kôryû,
you ought to think of kokunai kôryû. How much real interchange is there in
Japanese society? Isn’t most of Japanese society chokuryû, where the word
of the head man, the company president or traditionally the father, is
followed? But how much real interchange, how much real dialogue is there
in Japanese society? We have to think of interchange between husbands
and wives, between parents and children, and between the kachô of the
group and the ordinary employee.
I try to get them to think in this manner and then I ask them questions
about this. Of course in such a seminar group, everyone is silent even
though we allow time. But if you call their name and ask them a direct
question, they have to say something. So I try to encourage some kind of
Kokusai kôryû at that time. Anyway, it’s another example of trying to make
use of my position as a foreigner to try to encourage them to think about
their own culture and background.
Terry Mattingly
I have a couple of comments in relation to what I’m attempting to say in
my talks here and how they interlink somewhat with what may look like
some diverse subjects. In reality if you look at the core of the
presentations, there are some big connections here. Mr. Wood is giving
you a tremendous amount of insight into how to debate one specific
alternative religious group, all of which is based on his knowledge of their
language, story, symbol system and factual material about what they do. I
would argue that in the North American context the average pastor needs a
similar knowledge of the world views, beliefs and symbol systems that are
coming through people’s TV sets, movies and CD players. The typical
pastor has not been told at all that any of that material is relevant. That
would be like trying to witness to the Jehovah Witnesses without knowing
anything about their beliefs, practices or how they live their lives. In other
words, it makes no sense at all. It’s particularly ironic since much of his
work is based on their media. I think what he’s done is immerse himself in
their media and thus he has learned a lot about their world to carry on a
debate. This is exactly what I’m saying vis-à-vis the role of popular culture
and media in apologetics.
Secondly, I’ll be talking more about the incident of the fourteen-year
old in Kobe and putting it into the framework of some media theory
terminology later today. I would simply point out at this point that that
young man was not alone in his room. He had legions of other beings in
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the room with him; they just happened to have come in via media. Joshua
Meierwitz, a media scholar, in a book called No Sense of Place has a
fascinating section where he says in effect that the typical American parent
is allowing their children to be raised by fictional characters. If the real
people arrived on their doorstep, they’d call 911 (the American emergency
number). But this is not funny in Kobe right now.
Another point I’d like to make. I was almost moved to tears a couple of
times during Patrick’s lecture, which was a manifesto on the use of art as
pre-evangelism. Whenever you would say “haiku,” Mark and I would say
“rock music” or “film” or “journalism.” You do have to have some degree
of subtlety but story and image and myth and symbol are pre-evangelism. I
heard you saying that your goal is to say enough that they want to hear
again. Next time you may be able to move into a zone of appropriateness.
If you talk to 160 people, thirty may come hear you in another setting
where it’s appropriate to go the next step. But you cast your net using art.
This is precisely what I was trying to say last night by saying that we need
to be doing altar calls in which we plead with people to become artists and
musicians and journalists and novelists and whatever.
Now we can have conversations later about the degree to which haiku
might work with today’s fourteen to twenty year olds. I throw this out just
for your edification. I once read a scholar making a point about the nature
of the visual. He said that modern music video with its fast, rapid use of
symbol in visual terms has become visual haiku. In the words of the
founder of MTV, “We are not trying to tell you a logical story; we’re trying
to kick you in the gut. We’re going straight for emotion, straight for
reactions through visuals in highly condensed symbolic form.” I’m not
comparing haiku with music video in terms of artistic quality and
excellence; I’m saying that there is at least a comparison here in the way
they communicate to different generations. I also was moved because I’m
in the process of converting to Orthodoxy. I have heard it said that haiku
are “verbal iconography,” that they are tiny images that stand for worlds.
One final comment about “a social role that legitimizes your presence.”
Let me just give you one story that will tell you that Christians just haven’t
grasped this concept. One of the greatest classical guitarists in the world is
a man named Christopher Parkening. He is a devout and profound
Christian. When he became a Christian he was immediately approached by
a host of Christian record labels who all asked him to begin performing
albums of praise music. Then he would get to do real Christian music
instead of his recordings of concertos by Bach or transcriptions for the
guitar of the great works of Mozart. Parkening’s response to them was
“Wait a minute; you’re telling me that the B Minor Mass is not Christian?
Are you saying that it would do more for the Kingdom of God for me to
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tell my testimony in small churches after playing praise music concerts
than to stand on the stage of Carnegie Hall and end a concert by saying
Solo Deo Gloria?” Parkening was doing that after every program that he
performed, and having people come to ask him about his faith.
There’s a famous incident where he was doing a master recital at
Carnegie Hall which sold out. So that more people could get to get to hear
him play he was going to teach a Master’s Class where he would work
with a group of twelve guitarists on stage. They opened the doors to this
session so Carnegie Hall was about one third full of people coming in
effect to hear him warm up. At the end of this class he finally turned and
asked the audience, “Does anyone out there have any questions?” They all
began to ask him questions about guitar technique. But in the midst of that
somebody said, “What’s this we hear about you being a Christian?” So
Christopher Parkening stood on the stage of Carnegie Hall and gave his
entire Christian testimony. He had legitimacy as an artist that brought him
there and for a brief moment a door of appropriateness was opened because
someone asked. And there were people who wanted him to go have a
career playing praise music—I just don’t understand.
Moderator: Before we have questions from the audience do any of you
have questions for each other?
Patrick: I wrote this question for William. Having heard Clark’s
presentation in which he emphasized the non-confrontational approach to
evangelism in Japan, I thought when hearing William’s presentation that
the Jehovah Witnesses approach to evangelism in Japan is very
confrontational. They definitely stand against the butsudan (Buddhist
family altar) and any form of idol worship or even singing the national
anthem or bowing to the flag. These are anathema to them. But even
though their approach is so confrontational and so un-Japanese, they’ve
grown numerically to 220,000 in thirty years. I find it difficult to
understand. I’m in Clark’s camp in so much as I believe that the nonconfrontational approach is the right cultural approach. But the Jehovah
Witnesses success numerically always leaves me with these questions.
William: Well, as all of you know, Japanese people need to feel that
they are part of a group, part of a community. And when they begin to not
worship the ancestors or do all of the things that Patrick said just now, they
immediately begin to experience problems in their relationships with the
family, the husband, the company or the school. They become alienated
from their group but the Jehovah Witnesses leaders, realizing people’s
need to be part of the group, will offer them a prominent place in the
Watchtower Community. And so people can have their needs fulfilled in a
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cult. They don’t really need to be part of the company or school group;
they have their own group. And many people say that that is more than
enough for them. (Question from audience: But how do they know that
they are still Japanese? William: They don’t; the most important thing for
them is to know that they are a Jehovah Witnesses.)
Q: That’s the way it’s supposed to be for us Christians. Why haven’t
most of the Japanese churches been able to convey that?
Patrick: That’s a very valid point: Do we have a sense of community in
our churches? I have to struggle with this myself as a pastor, running
around the country, yet there are those in my fellowship who feel that I
can’t give them the time that they deserve. They don’t have a sense of
community in their church. But my reaction to that is that if everything
depends on the pastor, we’re building a very flimsy structure anyway. As
soon as that pastor and his personality goes, the structure collapses.
But having said that, we are different than the Jehovah Witnesses in that
I firmly believe that a Japanese should be proud to be a Japanese. I don’t
believe they are Japanese before they are Christian; if you are a Christian
you are a Christian first and a Japanese afterward, but you still are a
Japanese. So I believe that they should still have the Japanese sense of
community that they have in their families; we shouldn’t isolate Christians
from their families but teach them how to be good family members as
Christians. Therefore we don’t have the same necessity as the Jehovah
Witnesses to isolate people completely from the social network that
naturally comes to them because they are family members or members of a
club or school. It’s the areas of conflict that you need to help them with.
But I think the weakness in a sense of community in this country goes
right back to the local family. Western society makes it so much easier for
Christians to have fellowship with other Christians outside the church
building. In this country, very few Christians are ever taught to open up
their homes for fellowship and evangelism. If they do, they just have katei
shûkai, which is just a little church and not what’s needed. We need people
to invite non-Christians for meals; we need people with larger homes to
open them up. Japanese Christians are very reluctant to do this. No one is
teaching that according to the Acts of the Apostles, a great deal of the
evangelism of the early church was based in the homes of the Christians.
We don’t really need more meetings in the churches for Christians but we
need more meaningful fellowship that creates a sense of community
outside of the church and have a network of homes where young people
can go and have a meal and things like that.
Now, I think pastors need to show an example along that line. But
you’ll find that many Japanese pastors will never open up their homes
because they’re ashamed of them. There are also missionaries who would
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be ashamed to open up their homes because of the way their children
behave. I was in a pastor’s home recently where the child was sitting less
than 18” from a 25” television set and the pastor called him to dinner. But
the boy wouldn’t leave that television set; when his mother turned it off he
said “urasai” and turned it back on again. I love that pastor, but I was
shocked. When a child sits less than 18” from a 25” television set, nothing
else enters his field of vision; he has gone into a completely different
world! And if you turn that off, his whole world has collapsed in front of
him. And that’s a terrible thing. I felt constrained to say something to the
pastor although you have to be very careful when you’re a guest.
But if that’s happening in pastors’ homes, how can we encourage
believers to open up their homes for fellowship? There’s no confidence
whatsoever in their families among Christians to do this. The Jehovah
Witnesses sense of community is more meetings and more meetings that
you have to go to! I don’t want a church like that. I want a church where
people meet because they love the Lord and want to sing and pray or talk
or eat together or just be together. The Japanese society is not being taught
by us missionaries to change itself in a wholesome way like that.
Terry: Well, media didn’t have anything to do with that! As I said last
night there is no evidence in the United States that there is any difference
in the media lives lived by conservative Christians and secular people,
which is to me one of the only logical explanations that can be given as to
why the divorce rate is only two or three points different. The premarital
sex rate for Christian teenagers is almost identical; the abortion rate is
shockingly similar. I’m not drawing direct cause and effect here.
But meanwhile, having said that about television addiction, let me also
note one other thing. In the United States one of the normal patterns for
inviting someone over to your home is dinner and a video. I would think
that this might be different in a Christian home in that you still might show
a very good film but it might not be the very same one that they would see
for dinner and a movie at someone else’s house. But the degree to which
you pay attention to what it actually says and the degree to which you talk
about it or the themes you discuss would be different.
Q: When we’re dealing with Japanese people I believe they have to
know there are two kingdoms; there’s the kingdom of Jesus Christ and
that’s what all the parables are about. When we talk about news media
what I often do with Japanese people is try to contrast what people are
saying with what Jesus said. The Jehovah Witnesses in America have won
a lot of the liberties that we take for granted before the Supreme Court. I
fear that unless evangelicals respond in a better way that God is going to
use the Jehovah Witnesses to do what we’ve been unwilling to do. The
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way that he’ll do it is by bring kaikaku, reform and turning to Jehovah
Witnesses just like he did to the Worldwide Church of God, who are now
members of the National Association of Evangelicals because they
repented of their heresies.
Terry: In American case law, quite literally, your freedom to raise your
children in your religious beliefs in the context of the American public
schools is based on a court decision about Jehovah Witnesses being able to
refuse blood transfusions. We’re going to get to the point in sexuality
issues in the US where your ability to tell your children that homosexuality
is a sin is going to be based on a court decision on this right of Jehovah
Witnesses parents. That’s the extreme of parental freedom, that if they’re
not free to do that, you’re not free to tell your children. Messy, tragic but
inevitable in a rule of law.
Q: I have one question for Patrick. You said that you haven’t had a
planned life, which I like very much, because that’s me. But, what do you
do with people around you who demand that you make plans?
Patrick: Two words. Ignore them. No, our mission and the Japanese
fellowship in which I’ve worked nearly all my missionary life have been
very good in sending us to places but then giving me complete freedom to
run my life as I’ve wished. The only person who has made real plans for
me has been my wife because we taught our own children for ten years in
rural situations and that took a lot of daily planning. But apart from that
kind of planning for the family, I’ve always been free to develop any
ministry that I’ve been led into. At the moment I pastor a church of about
eighty people and already there are a number of people in that fellowship
who feel that because of my ministry all over the country, I’m not able to
give enough attention to individuals within that fellowship. So there are
persons within our fellowship who would plan things for me differently but
they are not the deacons of the church. But they are free to give their
opinion through the deacons. If the deacons feel that my lifestyle is not
becoming to the pastorate then I will change. But unless it’s coming that
way, I will not listen to the complaints of individuals around me.
Q: I have a question especially for Terry. After the subway gas
poisonings and the arrest of Shoko Asahara and Aum Shinrikyô members,
the news media became obsessed with the incident and with the subject of
mind control. My impression was that they were being manipulated or used
by the cult, or other forces. The news media showed a video clip produced
by Aum Shinrikyô of their guru, dressed in robes, with long hair and beard,
seeming to be standing in a boat on a lake, teaching his disciples. It seemed
like an imitation of Jesus. They showed this over and over.
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The result at this time for people doing evangelism in Japan seemed to
be that Japanese were more suspicious about religion and worried about
mind control. So I wonder, as a media analyst, can you help us understand
this or develop strategies to deal with this?
Terry: Well you know a famous example in the US was the Heaven’s
Gate cult, the Internet cult, in California. Ted Turner’s comment was “I
don’t think that those guys are any weirder than all the Christians thinking
they’re going to die and go to heaven in some kind of second coming
thing.” I think that when we said that he was giving voice to the belief of
an awful lot of the mainstream media culture.
But let me just say in context that the showing of that video and the
coverage of that cult was something that you had to do as a valid news
story. The question is whether the content of the material was accurate. But
much of what happens in coverage of religion is sins of omission not
commission. The media often covers valid, bizarre stories related to
religion. The problem is that nothing else in the world of religion is being
covered. So you end up with no context whatsoever.
Moderator: I would just add one thing to that; responses are being
made to the coverage of the Aum Shinrikyô incident and one is that in
future editions of the Jesus film, there will be a different presentation of
Jesus than the bearded, cult-looking figure that has been used up to now.
He’s going to be viewed from behind, a mysterious look, or from another
angle that avoids this. So that’s one example of a response to this. They
stole the image of the long-haired bearded guy.
Patrick: In response to this comment about the Aum Shinrikyô
coverage, I sometimes felt the same but I looked at it in the context that
Japanese society always operates between two extremes. The media is
always likely to overreact to any news item to a degree that we don’t see
often in the West. Everything is extreme in Japanese education, economics,
politics, and religion. It’s just a fact of life here that anything will be
overexposed and overemphasized in the media in Japan.
I have a question for Terry. We’ve been discussing some rather obvious
cases about religion in the media, but I get the impression that religion is
being more subtlety presented through American television in particular.
New Age philosophy is coming through in ever increasing frequency and
ever increasing strength through most of the television programs that we
are seeing in Japan. Even Japanese-produced programs are full of very
subtle New Age values and lifestyles. This is the impression I get but I’d
like to ask Terry what he thinks about that.
Terry: I’ll see you at 3:30 – that’s my entire lecture.
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Q: We’ve heard a lot about the adverse affect of media on the church.
As missionaries and pastors as well, how much should we actually view of
negative religious programming? For example, all of sudden there’s this
big brouhaha about The Hunchback of Nortre Dame, people saying that
you shouldn’t let your children watch it because there’s one part where two
guys kiss. The Last Temptation of Christ by Scorese was said to be really
bad so a lot of people didn’t go and see it. Watching TV the other week, I
noticed that a new animated cartoon has been produced where a Christian
group in the early Tokugawa period is definitely being portrayed as being
the villain. How much of that sort of media should we watch?
Terry: Let me just say this. There’s an awful lot of media that I would
simply say it depends on whom you’re trying to reach. If something hits
the cover of Time magazine, you can probably assume some kind of broad
societal impact.
I’ll give you a case. A couple of years ago I was invited by one of the
largest Baptist churches in Denver, Colorado to come speak to their singles
department, which had about one thousand members. They wanted me to
show a film or two, interpret what they had to say about religion and talk to
people about the role of film in the lives of young American adults. I
suggested showing the movie Pretty Woman. They objected because of its
R rating but when they checked, they couldn’t find one person in their
department who hadn’t already seen Pretty Woman.
Now I explicitly chose a film that did not have a full nudity shot or
anything; I didn’t go over a particular line. But although it was an R-rated
film, particularly for reasons of language, I knew good and well that not
only had they all seen it, most of them probably owned it. I wanted them to
think about what was in something that had been accepted as one of the
most popular films among young women in particular. Would I have
shown that to the older adults department at that church? No, that’s not
their life and they hadn’t already seen it
I sat down with three leaders of their singles department, two of whom
already owned the movie, and watched it with them. At the end of it they
saw what I had wanted them to see, that this was an incredibly destructive
film, specifically in its message that women are supposed to save men from
themselves, even if it means getting beat up on behalf of them. But it was
all presented in such a glossy, romantic package that none of them saw it.
It didn’t take long for the word to get out at seminary that I hated the
movie Pretty Woman with a passion. I had several people at a conservative
Christian seminary attack me for this, saying, “That’s one of my favorite
films.” So I said, “Great, let’s discuss it in class.” At which point a young
woman said, “No, I can’t discuss Pretty Woman at the seminary because
I’d have to admit it’s my favorite film.” Separation of church and life!
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Q: Brother Patrick McElligott is speaking of an issue that’s very close
to my heart, the non-hospitality of the Japanese church. Maybe after we’ve
lived here another ten years, we will have communicated through our
example this very real part of what qualifies leadership ministry in the
church of Christ.
There was a poll of high school students in which 65% of students said
it was okay to go against your teacher’s wishes and 85% said it was okay
to go against your parent’s wishes. I was accused of Japan bashing for
using the expression, “a world in shambles” as our theme a few years ago. I
wasn't being prophetic; but talking about something we live with. We talk
about children who are homeless because they’re sent off to juku all week
long; we talk about absent fathers who are never home and fall in front of
the TV when they are. We can talk about children who are silent and this is
pleasant to the parent.
Since before I came to Japan, I have said Ephesians is the word for the
church in Japan. It’s a letter to Christians; it’s a letter of the first century
that’s so applicable for us in Japan today and the separation of church and
life. Our effort here for the seminar was to try and unveil the veil that
possesses the church in Japan because it’s come under cultural bondage
before it’s come to adulthood. I say the church in Japan is passing from
adolescence into a sense of guilt for itself in not being evangelistic. This is
what the missionary can’t create; there must be something of the Holy
Spirit’s work. And He is raising in the young church of Japan today an
evangelistic church.
I wanted to help us to somehow become the servant missionary in the
background of the church helping the leadership of the church in Japan to
recognize how much of a cultural bondage they’re not facing but that is
possessing them. And they’ve come by all of our diseases in the West. We
live and minister in a dying society and we are the prophets. We have more
reason to be here than anybody else.
In a more recent poll that came out last week, parents in South Korea,
America and Japan were asked to what extent they considered their
children to be “in the way.” Eighty-five percent of Japanese parents said
their children were “in the way!” That’s another reason why we have a
zero growth culture. Fortunately, because of what Schaefer called a
“memory” of things Christian in our Western culture, the response of
American parents was that something like 6 – 15 % considered their
children to be “in the way” of their lifestyle.
Question particularly to you, Patrick, where is the key to bringing a
loving confrontation, as the Bible says “truth in love,” especially in issues
like family and hospitality, with our church people? Have you got a clue?
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Patrick: We try to provide an example, to have an open home and
provide meals for anyone who wants them. My wife and I have seen that as
a ministry particularly to students and people who are Christians from nonChristian homes. We do have at least one family from our church who does
try. But they live in a huge, expensive house and the wife is an artist. If she
makes curry rice for example, it’s like you’ve never seen before because all
the plates and cups match and it’s all set out like a picture. You invite
people to go to that and they feel immediately that they can never invite
those people to their own home, you see. Those people who do try, try too
hard. There’s no relaxed attitude of, “People don’t really think about what
I’m going to give them to eat.”
As you say, we constantly battle against aspects of the Japanese culture
that we have not yet replaced with good Christian substitutes. This is one
aspect, the feeling of giri, reciprocal responsibility, the feeling that they
have to do something more. I know of many churches that don’t even have
a church meal because depending upon which group of ladies did it, they
were in competition with the next group of ladies, and it escalated and
escalated. Everyone got so tired that no one was enjoying what they were
eating. I don’t really have any solutions to that.
Terry: One of the most wonderful evenings we’ve ever had in our
home was one night where we going to have some friends for dinner.
When we got home, we were all exhausted. Something major was going on
in their lives and I just finally said, “Can we just send out for some pizza
and then go for a walk?” They actually were relieved because that was
exactly what we needed to do. We phoned out for pizza and me and this
other guy went out for a long walk and discussed what the heck he was
going to do with his career. It ended up being a crucial break-through time
for our friendship. I just stuck all the stuff I was going to cook back in the
refrigerator. It was more important to have that forty minutes with him than
that I got to do my braised, grilled chicken stuff. We very rarely are that
candid with each other and don’t want to share our real lives.
Q: Something that was touched on was the fact that Japanese society is
very hierarchical; the person at the top says something and everyone else
does it. What difference do you see, William, or is there a difference,
between a cult and the way the Japanese pastors run the Japanese church?
Moderator. Lunchtime! (Laughter)
William. That is a very difficult, very hot issue, that occasionally I will
address at a seminar. Let me just say that in a cult the major issue is the
issue of authority. The leader is God’s prophet or God’s mouthpiece; you
have to obey everything that he says. He claims to have God’s authority
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and that’s how he compares believers in the group. In a cult the most
important thing is: “What is my relationship to the leader?” For a person in
the cult, believing in the leader is basically believing in God. Believing in
God is believing in the leader. Obeying the leader is obeying God.
Rebelling against the leader is rebelling against God.
Unfortunately, I think, in a lot of Japanese churches, you find a pastor
who uses pastoral authority to control people. I try to very subtly suggest
that the role of a pastor is not someone who beats the sheep and commands
them to do this or do that, but the pastor is someone who shows an
example for the flock that makes the sheep want to obey, want to follow
the shepherd. It’s a very difficult subject but I think it’s something we need
to address in the Japanese church.
Panel Discussion II - Discussion of Ancestor Ritual
Moderator: I would like to raise again the issue that Clark raised
yesterday. It happened that on the way up here we were discussing the
issue of the god-shelf in the home. Is there any more discussion in this
area? I’d like to hear views on what’s proper and what isn’t proper.
Q: Yes, I think it was stimulating. We do know as Christians that those
things are no gods anyway and also that people might not be worshipping
as such when they kneel down before the house altar or the tombstone but I
was still thinking about the effects that might come out of it. I have seen in
my family and friendships that so often those things that are not necessarily
worship may have binding effects on people, binding with fear. That is
another aspect that I would like to ask Clark about.
Clark: I mentioned this before in regard to what worship is. You’re
acquainted of course with the Japanese custom of hari kuyô (needle
memorial service). I don’t know if we want to call it worship but
seamstresses have a little ritual before they throw away their needles for
the year. Japanese people before they throw away dolls, have a kuyô for
dolls. A week ago I made a clipping of ballet dancers who had a kuyô for
toe shoes. There was also an article in the newspaper about a car dump in
Honda that has a Shinto priest come and have a ceremony for those cars
they’re throwing away. How we speak about this in English is a problem,
but in my understanding, certainly none of these people are worshipping in
the biblical sense of the word. When they have a little ritual ceremony for
needles, shoes or cars I wouldn’t say that’s worship in the Christian sense.
You speak of the fear that they have; in my questionnaire I gave various
options for their motive in their rituals before the Buddhist altar. One of
them was about fear of what would happen if they didn’t do that. Of the
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responses of those who responded to the questionnaire, the greatest
response was that the purpose was comforting or cheering the deceased.
The second was expressing gratitude; the third maintaining tradition.
Down in the last place was averting punishment or fear of tatari (a curse)
if they didn’t do it.
Now as I’ve mentioned before, Japanese people in their sense of
relationship and community do not make a clear distinction between alive
and dead. The spiritual influence of those who have departed is still
around; it’s in the atmosphere we might say. They don’t have an absolute
concept of God. I sometimes half kiddingly say that comparing the
Western idea of an absolute on which we make our moral judgments of
right and wrong, for Japan it’s the seikensama (honorable society), of
doing what everyone else is doing, rather than having some absolute out
there. They don’t have something like the Bible to decide what is right and
what is wrong; they go by what everyone else is doing.
As far as the idea of still being in some kind of relationship with those
who have died, I wonder, is it wrong of the Japanese to show gratitude and
respect to living people? There’s nothing wrong with that certainly. Is
there something wrong with wanting to continue to show that kind of
gratitude and respect to someone even after they’re dead? Or even with
wanting to report to their deceased grandparents after the entrance
examination? They’d like to at least have that feeling of relationship.
I’ve listened to others who have commented on this as far as our
understanding of where the dead are or whether there’s any influence that
can be given to the dead or from the dead. I would say the New Testament
is not that clear as to place; of course a tradition is that there are
individuals now in Paradise or in heaven and that when we go to heaven
we’ll meet our lost loved ones. Well that’s our tradition. Japanese have a
different tradition. But whether that’s actually the Biblical doctrine, I
would say it’s not clear. I would be reluctant to say to Japanese people that
showing gratitude or respect to those who have departed is something
wrong and that you shouldn’t do it. As far as avoiding punishment, if the
results of the questionnaire that I distributed are accurate, those who are
trying to avoid punishment or have fear are a very small minority.
Q: Was that questionnaire a multiple-choice questionnaire? (Clark:
Yes) How then could we know that they really said honne (their true
feelings)? So it comes down to the matter of what they actually do. I don’t
see anything wrong with Japanese people respecting their deceased
parents, if it’s only respect. At the same time we’re aware of what Paul said
in 1 Corinthians; at first he denies that there’s anything like gods, we know
that they don’t exist. Later he says that there are evil spirits working
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through the idols, doesn’t he say that in effect? So I cannot say anything
clear-cut but to me what I’ve seen is that people practice certain things that
look very much like tradition, very much like respect for priests that have
helped them for generations, they have gratitude towards a Buddhist
temple. These things are nothing bad for me but once I’ve realized that
there’s more to it, then I have to wonder. Do you have any ideas about
that?
Clark: As I say, I’ve been trying to understand the Japanese mental
attitude and motivation. As a matter of fact we realize that in the butsudan
are ihai or tablets with the posthumous names of their departed. Most
Japanese are not worshipping an idol of Buddha at that time; they’re
paying respect to their departed loved ones. For most of the Japanese that
I’ve spoken with, it’s their departed ancestors that they’re showing some
kind of mental attitude toward, primarily comforting, cheering or reporting.
I tried to look at the Old Testament as a whole with its restrictions from the
New Testament viewpoint with the eyes of Christ, who seems to me to
always emphasize more the inner attitude of the heart than the formal
rituals.
Q: I think of the passage in Hebrews that says we’re surrounded by a
cloud of witnesses.
Clark: Yes, that’s the title of an article that I wrote in this issue of
Japanese Religions. Of course in Hebrews chapter 11 we have the role call
of faith of the Old Testament people, and it’s that cloud of witnesses that I
think is being referred to.
Q: What about All Saints Day in the Catholic tradition?
Terry: It would seem to me that the concept of the communion of saints
and giving thanks to God for your ancestors is a different sequence than
what I see described. I’m hearing what Clark is saying about what do they
say they’re doing versus what are they doing, in other words, what is the
inner attitude. At the same time, I would have trouble as a Christian leader
with the whole idea of them going to sacred sites of another religion and
doing anything there.
In Orthodox Christian homes, there is a prayer altar in the home with an
icon of Christ, an icon of Mary and one of the patron saint. I’ve seen in
some of these homes a picture of deceased family members on their prayer
altar. As a regular part of their evening prayers, they thank God for the life
of their mother or father. I can see that having great impact on and meaning
for Japanese people. Yet at the same time it’s in keeping with centuries of
Christian tradition.
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Bishop Basil of the Antiochean Orthodox church in North America
recommended to me a book called Orthodox Alaska, a study of the
missionary era of Alaska. What’s interesting is that the tribal religions of
Alaska are very eastern. They faced many of these same issues, such as
what to do with ancestor worship, the totems and the belief in the spirits of
the whales and the spirits of the wolves, etc. The Native Americans had an
elaborate ritual in which they would go down to the beach and give thanks
to the salmon who sacrificed their lives so that people may eat. The priests
thought, “Do we stop them from going down to the beach? Is the beach a
place that automatically belongs to the Native American religion such as
one of their actual pagan shrines?” They decided they didn’t want them to
go to the pagan shrine but there is nothing wrong with going to the beach
and thanking God for the salmon. Now whether those people thought that
they were repeating something that their ancestors had done for years, the
fact of the matter was that they were explicitly giving thanks to the Creator
God for the gift of the salmon. Did it fulfill a need? Did it fulfill something
that they wanted to do because this was their tribal tradition? Yes. Was it a
Christian prayer? Yes! Maybe they pulled off both.
Another issue they faced was what to do when they started abandoning
the shrines because they were becoming Christians. The bishop said, “Go
in, bless them, take out the altars to the other gods, and worship in them.”
Keep the buildings; take out the idols and put in a Christian altar. If the
people feel that this is a place that they go to worship, that’s fine. I
understand that there are a lot of abandoned shrines in Japan. Maybe
someone should go buy them up.
Q: My understanding is that not so many people do homage before the
Buddhist altar or tombstones, but there is a population of Japanese who do
it because they have gone to Buddhist priests or some kind of “healer” or
counselor. What they are told is basically the same; “You have neglected
your ancestors or aborted a child. Buy this, pay me money and from now
on you have to worship.” That gives a different interpretation to the same
thing.
Q: I have also talked with Japanese who report unusual phenomena
associated with tablets and that tells me there’s a gateway. They could
easily assume that it’s grandma communicating with them and that it’s a
benign or helpful communication. But in the United States we insist that
the Ouija board is a very spiritually dangerous device. That’s a comment I
would make as a warning.
Terry: I heard an Orthodox priest say recently that in the concept of the
communion of saints, there’s nothing wrong with saying, “Mother, pray for
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me or pray with me as I prepare for my law exam,” that’s fine. If mother
talks back, go see your priest.
Clark: I think also we need to remember both sides of this. If we insist
that Christians cut off relationships with their families or just turn their
back on their tradition, what effect does that have on their Christian
witness within that family or community? Whether it is better for the
understanding of the gospel, to cut off one’s relationship with the family
and community or to, I know we don’t like the word compromise, but to
try to adapt, to recognize a Christian possibility of making use of that
tradition. There are Christians who cut themselves off from their
surroundings. Is that the best way to make a Christian witness?
Comment: I heard this story from a fellow missionary. A young girl
had been converted and the Buddhist altar was a very important part of her
family’s tradition. She was in a dilemma as to what to do now that she was
a Christian. The advice that she got, and apparently it worked out quite
well, was that instead of refusing to participate in these rituals any more,
go ahead and pray out loud in the name of Jesus, thanking God for the
ancestors that have given you your life now. So this family could see that
she was following what was an important ritual to them, but doing it in a
way that witnesses to Christ. As I heard this I thought that might be a very
valid thing to do. But I have a question relating to the tatari (curse) thing; I
want to get your opinion on this.
There’s a Christian group that goes around and puts signs up in
different places. I was in Karuizawa a few years ago. There was a store that
had been freshly painted but right in the corner was a sign that said “The
blood of Jesus Christ cleanses us from all sin – the Bible.” They had
obviously let that stay there on the wall of the building in a very obvious
place and painted around it. I was curious – why had they left it there? I
went in and asked the owner of the store about this. They said, “I don’t
know, eight or nine years ago it just appeared overnight.” They had not
given permission to put it up or anything. It became obvious to me that
they were afraid to take it down because this Christian god might be a
powerful god who would do something bad to them. I told them that I was
a Christian and that our God doesn’t curse people; I tried to turn it into a
witnessing opportunity. I said, “I’ll be happy to take it down for you.” “Oh
please do, please do.” So I went ahead and took it down; I’ve never done
that before or again. Anyway the thought of this tatari, the fear of divine
retribution, is why you see these Christian signs up all over the place, in
front of temples, etc. and they don’t take them down.
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Clark: This kind of thing is not only limited to Japanese; there are
Americans who are afraid of Friday the 13th and there are some other
strange superstitions. I think the Japanese tradition in which they don’t
have a clear-cut moral authority or anything that compares to our God or
our Bible gives rise to a lot of superstitious thinking.
Summary of Concluding Comments
Patrick: An individual's perception of what they are doing is not
necessarily the right measure of an action’s meaning. We have failed in our
ability to give the Japanese acceptable cultural substitutes that are
Christian. In Kyoto we can only deal with the Butsudan problem when
there are three generations of Christians. Priests do preach tatari. So we
need to stop all the memorial services in front of the Butsudan. To end the
temple's influence they must be disposed of but this can be done
sensitively.
We need to develop substitutes for how family can be memorialized.
The Christian grave in Japan must be always looked after all though the
year except for the one or two days that everyone else goes to pay visits. If
Christian wife has a non-Christian husband, I counsel her, “This is not
pleasing to God, now please pray and ask God what He wants you to do.”
Terry: Lessons from Alaska show that proclamation is always
appropriate and forms acceptable in the culture are to be encouraged.
Clark: We need to show by our lives and actions that the most
important issue is one’s relationship with Jesus Christ.

Evening and Morning Devotions
Evening Vespers - Dan Sparkman
I’m reading from the book of Acts, chapter 17, verse 28. “In Him we
live and move and have our being . . . For we are indeed his offspring.”
Thus, St. Paul quotes the Greek poets in his Christian message to the
Athenians.
What was Athenian life like when St. Paul went to that great city? We
know from the text that the Greeks were very religious. After all, the
Greeks had a highly developed mythology, if I remember my high school
text on Greek mythology rightly. Their philosophical history also was
admirable. Before St. Paul came on the scene, Socrates, Plato and Aristotle
gave to both Greek culture and the world new ways of thinking. In St.
Paul’s day, he debated Epicureans and Stoics. “Let’s eat and drink today
for there may be no tomorrow” summed up Epicurean thought. It’s
interesting to see pachinko parlors in Japan named after the Epicurean
school.
The Athenians and foreigners who lived there spent their time talking
and hearing about new things. At first this seems a bit strange. However, in
Greek society, the speaker was the thinker. That is, in Christian
terminology, it was the preacher or evangelist who was considered the
thinker.
What was the Athenian reaction to hearing the Gospel? They called the
apostle “a babbler.” To the Greek mind Paul was nonsensical. When they
heard St. Paul preaching about Jesus and the resurrection, their reaction
was that Paul was speaking about foreign divinities. Certainly to the Greek
way of thinking, Jesus was foreign.
“In Him we live and move and have our being . . . For we are indeed his
offspring.” Was Paul a lover of Greek poetry? Did the apostle spend his
leisure time reading Greek literature? I don’t know. But we do know from
the New Testament texts that he was a Christian missionary, Jewish by
blood, educated as a Pharisee, a Roman citizen and acquainted with Greek
poetry. Sounds like a well rounded internationalist for first century
standards.
The arts? What are they? The poets, painters, movies and the media, etc.
We need to not only be aware of their influence but also learn to appreciate
the good contained in this field. St. Paul, the Christian missionary, was
aware and used his knowledge of the arts in the context of Christian
preaching. Not only that, in this context, he affirmed the truth of the poets
as it applied to the Christian message. “For we are indeed his offspring.”
Look at verse 29 – “Being therefore God’s offspring…”
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In closing let’s hear the text. “Men of Athens, I perceive that in every
way you are very religious . . . I found also an altar with this inscription,
‘To an unknown god.” What therefore you worship as unknown, I proclaim
to you . . . Yet he is not far from each of us; in Him we live and move and
have our being, as even some of your poets have said, ‘for we are indeed
his offspring’ . . . Being then God’s offspring . . . Now when they heard of
the resurrection of the dead, some mocked, but others said, ‘We will hear
you again about this.’ But some men joined him and believed . . .and a
woman named Damaris and others with them.”

Morning Devotions – Cynthia Dufty
“Praying with the End in View”
I’ll read from the Revelation of John, Chapter 11, verses 15 to 19.
The seventh angel sounded his trumpet, and there were loud voices
in heaven, which said: "The kingdom of the world has become the
kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, and he will reign for ever and
ever."
And the twenty-four elders, who were seated on their thrones before
God, fell on their faces and worshiped God, saying: "We give thanks to
you, Lord God Almighty, the One who is and who was, because you
have taken your great power and have begun to reign. The nations were
angry; and your wrath has come. The time has come for judging the
dead, and for rewarding your servants the prophets and your saints and
those who reverence your name, both small and great--and for
destroying those who destroy the earth."
Then God's temple in heaven was opened, and within his temple was
seen the ark of his covenant. And there came flashes of lightning,
rumblings, peals of thunder, an earthquake and a great hailstorm.
Let’s focus for a moment on the statement in verse 15, “The kingdom of
the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ.” The
hope held out to believers in Scripture has never been one of escape from
this world but the hope of God’s rule being restored in this world.
I find this very relevant to our conference; this means the things we
have considered here, mass media, family, arts and haiku, are all important.
In the concluding section of his The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind,
Mark Noll tells us why it is so important for Christian thinkers, writers and
artists to engage themselves with “secular” topics. He says, “the Christian
doctrine of the Incarnation tells us that God himself chose this world—a
world defined by materiality as well as spirituality, a world of human
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institutions as well as divine realities—as the arena in which to accomplish
the salvation of the elect.”
The phrasing “has become” is interesting. If we look at the placement of
this declaration in the Revelation, we see that more trouble and more
battles lie ahead. The Beast will make war on and conquer the Saints. The
two witnesses have just been rejected, the whole world exulting in their
deaths, a three-day global mass-media event.
What is it that the angels and elders in heaven know in order to make
this claim? Just this, that God has begun to act and so there is no question
about the outcome. Therefore it’s time to give thanks: because the petitions
God’s people have prayed as the Lord’s prayer are being answered,
because the foretold rewards and punishments of God’s justice are being
fulfilled.
Like the children of Israel, we as witnesses have been unimpressive,
inadequate and overcome too often. At the time of this revelation, the last
temple had been destroyed. The Ark of the Covenant, the great sign of
God’s promised presence with His people, had been lost long ago,
probably destroyed in the sack of Jerusalem by the Babylonians. But as
John invites us to share his vision, we see that things are all right after all.
God has a temple in heaven and the real ark has been kept there, safe all
along. There can be no doubt of God’s intention and ability to make good
on every promise!
In his book, Reversed Thunder - The Revelation of John and the
Praying Imagination, Eugene Peterson says that a major contribution of
Revelation to our work as Christian witnesses is in the area of imagination,
“strengthening the spirit with images that keep us ‘steadfast, immovable,
always abounding in the work of the Lord’.” So he calls this passage in
Revelation 11, a “heavenly scene of answered prayer.”
As we intercede this morning for the nation of Japan, for the church and
for the ministries God has called us into, let’s begin with adoration, seeing
first of all what John saw. I’ll read the text once more.
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Closing Address
Words and The Word
by Robert K. Anderson1
It has been a very full three days, this Hayama Conference 1998. We have traveled
through a lot of time, from the age of the Greek philosophers to yesterday’s newspaper.
We have traveled also through another sense of time and space, the proclamation of the
Gospel to a nation reluctant to hear it, and the reclaiming of people from the abyss of
modern cults and aberrations of religion. We have heard of the use of modern
electronic devices, from movies to television, from telephone to the Web, and
exchanged views on ways in which they are used, or abused, or ignored, and the
possibilities for their employment in the primary focus of our calling.
And I have been invited in these closing moments to pull together these things to
which we have been exposed, and to knit them into a closing address. It is a tall
assignment, and, to tell the truth, I do not feel equal to it. But as I looked at the material
which was sent to registrants, and tried to exercise something of prophetic judgement
as to what might be said, it was clear that every speaker, every leader, every resource
person was under the same discipline: that of dealing in some way with the matter of
communication. In the case of Terry Mattingly it was directly so. In the case of others
not as direct, but certainly implicit. So it is around that idea that I will frame these
closing words.
Some years ago I was involved in a seminar on religious studies and was exposed to
a book by Graeme Nicholson called Seeing and Reading. It had to do with
communication, particularly with regard to the written word. When I had finished the
book (and it took some time, for it was not an easy one to read and understand,) I was
convinced that it was impossible to communicate anything. But I did learn some
important lessons from it nevertheless. I learned there things that we have heard in part
here in a different context. Fundamental to any communication is the fact that in
communication there are three factors simultaneously present. The first is the
communicator, the second is the listener or hearer, and the third is the subject matter
itself.
Now, all of us here are “communicators” of some sort. We believe that we have a
message to deliver. We may be speaking to different bodies of listeners. We may be
speaking from different levels of expertise. We may be speaking with different degrees
of passion or conviction. But the very fact that we are here at this Hayama Seminar,
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and that we are in Japan, serving as missionaries or in missionary-related agencies,
implies that we believe that we have something to communicate.
Just “What” that something is, may not always be clear to us. And I believe that in
order to be effective communicators, that is the first thing that we have to bring into
focus.
In 1982, John Naisbitt published his much-read Megatrends. It caused quite a stir at
the time, and when we read it now we may find it somewhat dated. Many of the things
that he forecast did not come to pass. Some of them did. But there was one question
that stood out as I re-read it a while ago. He said, “The question for the 1980s is ‘What
business are you really in?’” That is not only a question for the 1980s, it is a question
for any decade, and for any year, day and hour in any decade: “What business are you
really in?” And it is a vital question for those who are involved in any aspect of
Christian mission.
How would we answer that? I believe that, in the context of this seminar’s
presentations, discussions and reactions, we could answer it in terms of
“communication.” We are in the business of communicating the Gospel to a lost and
dying world. You might not use precisely those words. You might say it in a much
clearer way, a more specific way, a way couched in more contemporary terms. But
when pushed back to the fundamentals of our faith, I believe that is the business that
we are really in.
Communication of the Gospel. But in this very act of communicating we are faced
again with these three factors: the communicator, the listener or hearer, and the subject
matter.
As for the subject matter, to my mind St. John put it in the most succinct form
possible when he wrote, in the synopsis of his Gospel, “The Word was made flesh, and
dwelt among us, and we beheld His glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the
Father, full of grace and truth” (John 1:14). And from that beginning, St. John takes us
through the life of Jesus, His teaching, His healing, His clash with worldly authority,
and finally His death and resurrection. We do not find here in St. John’s Gospel
anything similar to the Great Commission. That is found in Matthew (28:19-20), Mark
(16:15) and Luke/Acts (particularly Acts 1:8), (although it is implicit in John 21:16-17
where the Lord says to Peter: “Feed my sheep.”) Much is left out, as John himself says
in the final verse of the final chapter. But the main thing is there; “The Word was made
flesh.” That is really our subject matter. If it is not, we as missionaries really have no
other subject. We may have other occupations, other devices, other programs, but no
subject.
Given the subject matter, what about the other two factors: the communicator and
the hearer?
The first thing that we can say about them is that they are not static factors, not
static entities. They are always in motion. And they are not always moving in
predictable ways. It is that dynamic quality, that continuous change, which creates the
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problem of any kind of communication, but supremely so in the communication of the
Gospel.
How much more comfortable we would feel if, by observing the society in which we
live, by tracking world events through, for example, the media, we could be sure that
our listeners were all in the same place, the same level of understanding, the same
degree of engagement. But it is not so. Any politician will tell you that there is really
no such thing as a "safe seat” any more. Given the forever-increasing body of
information, some of it irrelevant, some of it contradictory, and the unpredictability of
personal opinion, support of or opposition to a candidate are always in a state of flux.
And the same is true when it comes to preaching the Gospel. What used to be
“motherhood” issues, doctrines, beliefs, traditions, are no longer so, and we have to
begin without the guarantee that we know that what we are saying is what is being
heard.
You may have heart the expression “What you thought you heard me say is not what
I thought I said.”
Some years ago I was up in the Northwest Territories of my home country of
Canada, on the banks of the Mackenzie River. It was the middle of May, the time of
year when the ice on that mighty river begins to heave and to crack, and finally to crush
and grind its way to the sea. We all knew that the day when this would happen was
drawing near, but nobody knew just when it would happen. And of course, as one
might expect, there were sweepstakes wagering on the precise day and hour and
minute.
One night around midnight the word was passed: the ice is beginning to move. We
rushed down to the river’s edge in the half-light of the northern dawn, and went out
onto the solid ice to see the spectacle. There were three groups of men, standing in
different places. Suddenly one in our group pointed and said “Look!” We did, and saw
that the second group of men was standing on a large floe which was just beginning to
rotate, slowly but surely, and to break away from the river’s edge. We called them to
come back. They looked at us, and in turn, shouted a warning. The ice on which we
were standing was also moving. To us it seemed to be firmly anchored. To them it was
seen to move. Then a third cry came from the shore, “Get off the ice, all of you!” And
they saw that both the floes were moving, and they on the shore were the only ones that
were secure.
Now that is a parable of communication. All three of the principals are moving. But
we think that the place where we are standing is the fixed one.
Let us say that the Communicator is on “Floe No. 1.” And remember, he or she is
not aware that the floe is moving. The Communicator brings to the message his or her
own environment (historical, cultural, experiential, personal), with all the effects of the
influences that shaped that message. He or she may not even be aware of the fact of
shaping it, but it is happening nevertheless. We used to hear this referred to as “cultural
baggage.” But it is not as simple as that. Baggage can be set down, or left behind. (Or it
can find its way to some far distant point other than your destination, if you take certain
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airlines.) But what I am referring to here is something that is part and parcel with the
communicator, the sum total of his experiences and the resultant effect upon him. And
that is not “baggage.” It is part of his or her very being.
Now let us say that the Hearer is on “Floe No. 2.” The Hearer brings to what is
heard his or her own environment, filtering the message through his or her personal
life’s fabric, hearing some parts more clearly, others less so, but all of it shaped and
perhaps distorted by the events that have shaped and/or distorted his or her own life.
Again this is not an accretion overlaid through experience, which can be striped away
by a process of brain washing, but an essential change within that person. He or she
may not even be aware of it. He or she may be aware of it and try to compensate for it,
but, in dong so, result in creating a new condition, because you can never really go
back in time and re-make or re-shape your life; you can only move from where you
now are.
So we have here “Floe No. 1” and “Floe No. 2” each in motion, in motion with
respect to each other, and with respect to the river bank, the communicator sure that
what he/she is saying is being heard, the hearer sure that he are she is hearing what is
being communicated, but both communicator and hearer influenced, shaped and
conditioned by their own personal gifts, limitations and experiences. Is there any solid
ground, is there any “river bank” from which one can determine how to clarify the
communication?
I would like to be able to say that the “solid ground” is the message which is being
communicated from speaker to hearer. However, it is not as simple as that. Even if we
were to say that the Scripture is the solid ground, our experience tells us that there have
been so many translations, so many interpretations and so many controversial readings
that it is difficult from that place to begin and say: this is the thing unchangeable.
And as far as the media being a mirror of the world as we live in it, a reliable image
of the world around us, or an indication of the “hearer” to whom the message is to be
brought, the same is true here. The media may be the mirror of the secular world, but
even the media are subject to these conditions – reflections, distortions, filters and so
on. We are dealing with a fallen world, and that applies to every part of it including our
reason and our observations as well as the media by which we interpret the world
around us and ingest, re-shape, and make known our interpretations.
But there is “solid ground.” It is not the “words,” not even religious “words,” but the
Word. The content of the message in the secular world is inert, being shaped by the
communicator in his speaking, and the hearer in his receiving and interpreting. But
when the message is the Word, in the sense that St. John expressed it, a whole different
set of coordinates apply. Because the Word is not inert. The Word has His own being
and power, and the Word shapes both the communicator and the hearer, and subjects
them to His own material. That is to say, the Word becomes Flesh in the communicator,
so that it is no longer the communicator who is in control of what is said, but the Word
speaking and acting through him. And the same thing is true of the hearer. The hearer,
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likewise, is brought to understanding by the power of the same Word, Who was in the
beginning with God, by Whom all things were made.
Under certain conditions. And here is where the communication of the Gospel
differs from other communication.
If the Communicator has yielded himself or herself to the Word in the beginning,
then that which he communicates is no longer his or her own. The Communicator is the
means by which the Word is brought to light, the vehicle by which the Word is made
flesh. The Scriptures are still the witness. But, “The Spirit breathes upon the word (or
Scripture) and brings the truth to light.” The Word becomes flesh.
In the words of the late Principal W. W. Bryden, “Only as the WORD is made
FLESH are we able to hear it at all.”
And by the same token, if the Hearer is prepared to yield himself or herself to the
Word, then he will hear that word which is for him. He will hear it through the filters of
his environment, but it will not be limited by them. It will pierce even to the dividing
asunder of soul and spirit, of joints and marrow, and will expose the thoughts and
intents of his heart.
The miracle of communication of the Gospel is that, despite our fallenness, the
Word made Flesh is able to reach us with the True Word: Christ in our midst. This is
not of our doing. It is neither the doing of the speaker or the hearer, but the Word
becoming flesh, and dwelling among us: “And we behold His glory, the glory as of the
only-begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth.” (John 1:14)
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OBSOLETE INFORMATION

HAYAMA SEMINAR REPORTS
Back Issues and Prices (Including Postage)

Library Sets:
1970 - 97 (Missing Volumes '73, '80, '81)
1970 - 97 (Missing Volumes '71, '73, '75, '80, '81)
1982 - 97 (Total of 16 Volumes)

¥20,000 or $200
¥15,000 or $150
¥12,000 or $120

Issues on Sale:
1970 The Lordship of Christ and the Missionary in
Japanese Society
¥300 (10 for ¥2000)
1986 Church Planting Patterns in Japan
¥300 (10 for ¥2000)
1995 Leadership: The Church in Japan and the Missionary ¥300 (10 for ¥3000)
Single Issues Available at Regular Price:
1974 - 1989 ¥ 500 or $5.00
1974 Changing Patterns in the Church's Ministry
1976 Personal Evangelism in Today's Japan
1983 All Things to All Men: Interaction of Biblical Faith and the Surrounding Cultures
1985 Current Threats to God-given Life: The Christian Response to Violence
1989 Showa, X-Day and Beyond
1990 - 1996 ¥1000 or $10.00
1990 Heisei: A New Era or More of the Same? Missiological Issues in the Nineties
1991 The Enigma of Japanese Culture
1992 A World in Shambles in an Ordered Universe: Renewing Mission Engagement
1993 How Wide is God's Mercy? Christian Perspectives on Religious Pluralism
1994 A.D. 200 and Beyond: Christian Education and Mission plus Missionary
Survival Before A.D.2000
1996
Reaching the Secular Mind for Christ - The Debate: Young vs. Old Earth
Creationism (with Hugh Ross)
1997 Revival and Renewal Current Issue:1998
Missionary Communication in a
Visual Age
¥1500 or $15.00In addition a few volumes are available of The Japanese
Emperor System: The Inescapable Missiological Issue from Tokyo Mission Research Institute
(¥1200 or $12.00)
Order from:

Erik Frøyland
11227-153 Ochiai, Fujimi Cho
Suwa Gun, Nagano Ken
399-0214 JAPAN
TEL: (0)266-62-4047
FAX: (0)266-62-7827

U.S.$ checks should be made out to "Hayama Missionary Seminar" and sent to address above.
In Japan - furikae: Hayama Seminar 00210 1 62044
Hayama welcomes standing orders (annual subscribers). Current price is $10.00 plus
postage. Invoice will be sent with each annual issue.
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1999 Hayama Missionary Seminar
40th Anniversary Seminar
Dates: January 4- 6, 1998
(Monday afternoon through Wednesday morning)
Place: Amagi Sanso Southern Baptist Retreat Center

Theme: “Preparing for a Fresh Encounter with God”
On this the 40th anniversary of the Hayama Missionary Seminar, come and
celebrate the forty years of mutual instruction and encouragement this seminar
has provided for missionaries of many Christian traditions. Looking towards the
future, we will focus on the question of what is required on the part of church
leadership and missionaries to prepare ourselves for the challenges that a fresh
move of God in Japan would bring to our ministries.
For further information on the 1999 program or early registration at a
discounted rate, contact Lonnie Dufty at 0473-33-1493 or Erik Frøyland at 026662-4047. You can also send an email message to:
Lonnie.dufty@jemanet.gol.com.

